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Abstract 

One of the key issues of object-oriented modeling and design is inheritance. It allows for the definition 
of subclasses that inherit features of some superc1ass. Inheritance is well defined for static properties 
of classes such as attributes and methods. However, there is no general agreement on the meaning of 
inheritance when considering the dynamic behavior of objects, captured by their life cycles. This paper 
studies inheritance of behavior both in a simple process-algebraic setting and in a Petri-net framework. 
Process algebra is chosen, because it concentrates on behavior, whiJe abstracting from the internal states 
of processes. The result of the algebraic study is a clear conceptual understanding of inheritance of 
behavior. It can be expressed in terms of blocking and hiding method calls. The results in the algebraic 
framework inspire the development of the concept of inheritance of behavior in the Petri-net framework. 
The Petri-net formalism allows for a graphical representation of life cycles of objects with an explicit 
representation of object states. In the Petri-net framework, four inheritance rules are defined that can 
be used to construct life cycles of subclasses from the object life cycles of given (super-)classes. These 
inheritance rules can be used to structure a design process and they stimulate the reuse of life-cycle 
specifications. It turns out that the combination of blocking and hiding method calls captures a number 
of important operators for constructing life cycles of subclasses from life cycles of superclasses, namely 
choice, sequential composition, parallel composition, and iteration. A small case study validates our 
approach to inheritance of behavior. 

Key words: object orientation - inheritance - process - object life cycle - process algebra - Petri nets -
free-choice Petri nets - reuse 
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To date, a popular approach to the modular design of complex systems is the so-called object-oriented 
approach. The modularity construct in any object-oriented design method is the class construct A class 
describes a set of objects with a common structure and behavior. An object is an instance of a class. Classes 
may, for example, describe persons, cars, or production units. Objects of such classes are typically person 
X, car Y, or production unit Z. Each class and, hence, each object has a set of attributes. Attributes describe 
properties of objects. The value of these attributes determines the state of an object In addition, each class 
has a set of methods. A method is an operation on an object Methods may, for example, be used to read the 
value of an attribute, or to change the state of an object Finally, a class contains a definition of the dynamic 
behavior of objects. That is, it specifies the order in which the methods of an object may be executed. Such 

.a specification is called the life cycle of an object 
The Unified Modeling Language (UML) [63, 19, 52] has been accepted throughout the software indus

try as the standard object-oriented framework for specifying, constructing, visualizing, and documenting 
software-intensive systeins. The development of UML began in late.1994 when·Hooch and.Rumbaugh of 
Rational -Software'Corporatiot'f began their work on unifying"tti~ OOD [i Sland OMT'[62] methods. In the 
fall of 1995, Jacobson and his Objectory company joined.Rational, incorporating the OOSEmethod [36] 
in the unification effort. The given references to UML and the other methods 'are a' good starting point for 
the reader interested in an introduction to object -oriented design including a detailed explanation of .all the 
abovementioned concepts. 

One of the 'main goals' of.object-oriented·design· iiflhe"teust of'systein' components.'f\"keyconcept to. 
achieve this goal is the concept of inheritance., The inheritance mechanism-allows the, designer, to ,specify a '. , 
class,thesubclass, that inherits features of some other class, its superclass. Thus, -it·is possiblh-.to specify· .. ::-. 
thatthe subclass has the same features as the superclass, butthat in addition it may have some otherJeatures. 

The c6ricept of inheritance is usually well defined for the static structure of a class consisting of the set of 
methods and the attributes. However, as mentioned, a class contains also a definition of the dynamic behavior 
of an object, the object life cycle. The current version of UML, Version 1.3 [52], supports nine types of 
diagrams: class diagrams, object diagrams, use case diagrams, sequence diagrams, collaboration diagrams, 
statechart diagrams, activity diagrams, component. diagrams, and deployment diagrams. Four of these types 
of diagrams, namely sequence diagrams, collaboration diagrams, statechart diagrams, and activity diagrams 
capture (a part of) the behavior of the modeled system. Sequence diagrams and collaboration diagrams only 
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model examples of interactions between objects .. Activity diagrams emphasize the flow of control from 
activity to activity, whereas statechart diagrams emphasize the potential states and the transitions among 
those states. Both statechart diagrams and activity diagrams can be used to specify the dynamics of various 
aspects of a system ranging from the life cycle of a single object to complex interactions between societies 
of objects. Activity diagrams typically address the dynamics of the whole system including interactions 
between objects. Statechart diagrams are typically used to model an object's life cycle. Therefore, we focus 
on statechart diagrams. Statechart diagrams are based on a technique invented by Harel [34]. 

Looking at the informal definition of inheritance in UML, it states the following: "The mechanism by 
which more specific elements incorporate structure and behavior defined by more general elements." [63, 
Page 299]. However, only the class diagrams, describing purely structural aspects of a class, are equipped 
with a concrete notion of inheritance. It is implicitly assumed that the behavior of the objects of a subclass 
is an extension of the behavior of the objects of its superclass. 

Consider two classes Unit I and Unit2 modeling production units. Both classes have the same methods, 
namely pmatl and pmat2, modeling two processing operations on input material. Objects of class Unitl first 
execute pmatl and then pmat2. Objects of class Unit2 perform either pmatl or pmat2 but not both. Should 
one of the classes Unitl or Unit2 be a subclass of the other one? Although the two classes have the same set 
of methods, their behavior is clearly different. Hence, the answer to the above question should be negative. 

Therefore, in this paper, we study several formalizations of what it means for an object life cycle to 
extend the behavior prescribed by another object life cycle. Combining the usual definition of inheritance 
of methods and attributes with a definition of inheritance of behavior yields a complete formal definition 
of inheritance, thus, stimulating the reuse of life-cycle specifications during the design process. However, 
it is beyond the scope of this paper to develop a complete object -oriented method including a notion of 
inheritance of life cycles. Instead, this paper focuses on the fundamentals of inheritance of behavior. The 
integration of the results in a full fledged object-oriented design method is left for future work. 

Let us consider the question of when one object life cycle extends another object life cycle in some more 
detail. In other words, the question is as follows: When is one object life cycle a subclass of another life 
cycle? There seem to be many possible answers to this question. It is important to note that we have to ask 
this question from the viewpoint of the environment of an object consisting of other objects and possibly the 
object itself. Usually, a method operating on some object interacts with the environment of the object. Such 
a method is called an external method. The order in which external methods may be executed determines 
the external behavior of an object. The external behavior of an object determines how the environment of 
the object observes the object. Sometimes, a method can only be executed by the object itself and has only 
internal effects. Such a method does not contribute to the external behavior of an object. The basis of this 
paper is formed by two possible answers to the above question. Each of these answers yields a fundamental 
form of inheritance of behavior. 

, Assume that p and q are two object life cycles. The first answer is as follows. 

If it is not possible to distinguish the external behavior of p and q when only methods of p that 
are also present in q are executed, then p is a subclass of q. 

Intuitively, this basic form of inheritance conforms to blocking calls to methods new in p. In the remainder, 
life cycle p is said to inherit the protocol of q; the resulting fundamental form of inheritance is referred to 
as protocol inheritance. 

The second answer to the above question is as follows. 

If it is not possible to distinguish the external behavior of p and q when arbitrary methods of 
p are executed, but when only the effects of methods that are also present in q are considered, 
then p is a subclass of q. 
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This second):lasic. fonn of inheritance of behavior confonns to hiding the effect of methods new in p. Life 
cycle p inherits the projection of the life cycle of p onto the methods of q; the resulting fonn of inheritance 
is called projection inheritance. 

As mentioned, UML uses statechart diagrams to specify object life cycles. Although the graphical nature 
and the explicit representation of states are essential to the success and usefulness of UML, particularly the 
latter impedes a clear understanding of inheritance of behavior. For studying inheritance of life cycles, the 
most important aspects of a life cycle are the state changes and not the states themselves. Therefore, the 
first part of this paper studies the problem of inheritance of behavior in a process-algebraic setting. In 
general, a process-algebraic theory does not have an explicit representation of process states. In addition, 
it has been mentioned that bloc.king . and hiding. method ,calls.play a fundamental role"ininheritance,of life 
cycles, In process-algebraic. tenns, the fonner corresponds to encapsulation and the latter to abstraction, 

. EncapSUlation' and abstraction' are well understood in. the context of process algebra. Note that the tenns 
"abstraction" and "encapsulation" in process algebra have a different meaning than the same tenns in object
oriented design. In this, pap~r, they .. a.1waY$ refer to. the process-algebraic concepts. The second part of this 
paper translates the results developed in. the algebrl\ic frame.work, to .. F.etri, nets . . Petri nets. have a solid 
theoretical basis and, due to their explicit representation of process states and their graphical nature, they 
are close to the statechart diagrams (as well as the activity diagrams) used in UML. The translation of the 
fundamentals developed in Section 4 to Petri nets is illustrative for translations to other graphical, state
based fonnalisms such as statecharts. To validate the approach to inheritance of behavior chosen in this 
paper, the final part of this paper discusses a case study. It describes the use of inheritance in the design of a 
groupware editor. 

The remainder of this paper is organized as follows. Section 2 introduces the basic semantic framework 
used throughout this paper. The framework of labeled transition systems is used to fonnalize the notions 
of a process and equivalence of processes. The process framework is used in the remainder of the paper 
to precisely define the behavior of process-algebraic tenns and Petri-net models, Sections 3 and 5 pro
vide introductions to process algebra and Petri nets, respectively. These sections contain (almost) no new 
materiaL They are included to provide a sound basis for the other sections of this paper and to make the 
paper self-contained. Readers already familiar with process algebra and/or Petri nets are advised to browse 
through these sections in' order to get familiar with the exact frameworks arid the notation that is,being 
used. In Section 4, the concept of inheritance of behavior is developed in a process-algebraic setting. In 
Sections 6 and 7, the results of the algebraic framework are translated to Petri nets;' Section 6 contains the 
basic definitions and, results" whereas .Section,.7 focuses.~n a .setof transfonnationrules.that.can be used to' 

.': ~ .-' ,-,' '.'.' ~.,' ,;,,, '-." .'" -, - . '. -' " . '-) . 
. construct subclasses from given object life cycles. In Section 8,-a small case study is. described, It shows 

how the transfonnation rules of Section 7 can be used to structure an obJect-oriented design process. Finally, 
Section 9 'discusses some conclusions, related work, and open problems. 

2 ~rocess Theory ':;.. 

'.<,,' 

'-H 

2.1 Processes '< " , '" 

A verynai~j-al and elementary way to foimalize a behavioral description is by means of a lab~lei tran-sition 
system. A labeled transition system is a set of states plus a transition relation on states. Each transition is 
labeled with an action, In the context of this paper, an action typically corresponds to a method invocation. 
For our purposes, the details of methods are not important. Therefore, actions are assumed to be atomic 
entities without internal structure. The set of states in a labeled transition system is an abstraction of all 
possible states of an object. The transition relation describes the change in the state of an object when some 
method, the label of the transition, is executed. ' 
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The basic notion in the framework of labeled transition systems used in this paper is the so-called 
process space. A process space describes a set of processes. A process space is a labeled transition system 
as described above extended with a termination predicate on states. Each state in a process space can 
be interpreted as the initial state of a process. A process is a labeled transition system extended with a 
termination predicate and a distinguished initial state. The termination predicate of a process defines in 
what states the process can terminate successfully. If a process is in a state where it cannot perform any 
actions or terminate successfully, then it is said to be in a deadlock. The possibility to distinguish between 
successful termination and deadlock is useful in the remainder. Process spaces form the basic semantic 
framework in this paper. A predicate on the elements of some set is represented as a subset of this set: It 
holds for elements in the subset and it does not hold for elements outside the subset. 

Definition 2.1. (Process space) A process space is a quadruple (P. A, -->, .j.), where P is a set of states, 
A is a set of actions, _ -=+ _ ~ P x A x P is a ternary transition relation, and .j. _ ~ P is a termination 
predicate. 

Let (P, A, -->, .j. ) be some process space. Each state p in P uniquely determines a process that consists 
of all states reachable from p. 

Definition 2.2. (Reachability) The reachability relation _ ~ _ ~ P x P is defined as the smallest relation 
satisfying, for any p, p', p" E P and a E A, 
p~pand 
(p ~ p' 1\ p' ~ p") =} p ~ p". 

State p' is said to be reachable from state p if and only if p ~ p'. The set of all states reachable from p is 
denoted p*. 

Definition 2.3. (Process) Let p be a state in P. The process defined by p is the 5-tuple (p, p*, A, --> n 
(p* x A x p*),.j. n p*). State p is the initial state of the process. 

In the remainder, processes are identified with their initial states. Sometimes, it is intuitive to think about 
elements of P as states, whereas sometimes it is more natural to see them as processes. 

~ ~ ~ ~ . . 
rcmd 1 rcmy \cmd rcmd/ ~mat rcmd 1 

. . ---------' . . 
pmat 1 pmatl 

pmat 
pmat 1 

. 
omat 1 omatl omay ~prdy . . 

.j.. .j.. sprdy~ /omat 
.j.. 

(a) (b) (c) (d) 

Figure 2.4: Some simple examples of processes. 

Example 2.5. Figure 2.4 shows some examples of processes modeling variants of a very simple production 
unit. Process states are depicted as dots. The initial state of a process is marked with a small incoming 
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arrow. The productionunit.in Figure ,2.4(a) is a simple, sequential process that starts with receiving a 
command by performing action rcmd. After it has received a command, it processes some input material 
(pmat), outputs the processed material (amat), and then terminates. The unit in Figure 2.4(b) is the same 
process, except that, upon receiving a command, it may deadlock. A reason could be that the command is 
not understood. The process in Figure 2.4(c) is a variant that iterates the behavior of the production unit in 
(a). It does not have an option to terminate. The production unit of Figure 2.4(d) is again a non-iterative 
process. The interesting aspect of this process is that it exhibits concurrency (assuming a total-order view 
on concurrency). In parallel to its output action, it sends a ready-processing signal (sprdy) to, for example, 
an operator. This can be useful for an operator who must pick up the processed material if processing takes 
a large, bpt variable amount of, time; In the context ,oLprocess" spaces,. concurrency'typically means' that'· i 
actions ma.Y be executed in any order. 

As mentioned, process spaces are used to provide the process-algebraic and Petri-net formalisms in the 
remainder with a formal operational semantics. However, it might occur that the behavior of two different 
processes is very similar, even'lo'such an extent that the processes may be considered equivalent. The 
next subsection formalizes two'so~called'~emantii: eijtiivillerice"rdiiliiiris. A'serriimtic equivalence precisely 
defines when two processes are equivalent. 

2.2 Equivalence of processes 

As explained in the introduction to this paper, it is important to be able to distinguish between external and 
internal behavior of processes. Internal behavior is often also referred to as silent behavior. It is straightfor
ward to extend the framework of the previous subsection in such a way that processes may exhibit internal 
behavior. It suffices to introduce so-called silent actions. Silent actions are actions that cannot be observed. 
Usually, silent actions are denoted with the action label r. A single symbol is, sufficient, since all internal 
actions are equal in the sense that they do not have any visible effects. 

In case one is interested in external behavior only, processes with the same external behavior but with 
different internal behavior should be equal. Branching bisimilarity is a well-known semantic equivalence 
that satisfies this requirement. 'Branching bisimilarity was first introduced in [31]. The definition given in 
this subsection is slightly different from the original definition. In fact, ,it is the definition of semi-branching" 
bisimilarity, which was first defined in [68, Chapter 1]. It can be shown that the two notions are equivalent 
in the sense that they. define the>same equivalence relation, on processes' [32, 11]. The, reason 'for using the 
alternative. definition .is,that it"is'more concise and more intuitive than the'original definitionfIt also yields 
shorter proofs. A comparison of the two definitions can be found in [11].' 

Branching bisimilarity is aslightly finer equivalence than the well-known observation equivalence [47, 
48]. That is, it distinguishes more processes than ,observation equivalence (see [30]).' A comparison of 
branching· bisimilarity, observation equivalence, and a few other equivalences on processes with silent be-
havior can,be found in.[32]. ,.' C'" pc,," ' 

Let'(P, A, --> , .1-) be a process space as defined in Definition 2. L· The set bf actions'A is defined as 
AU {r}, 'w'here A is some s~t of externally ,observable actions. To define branchingbisimilarity,·.two~uxiliary 
definitions ,are needed: i) a relation expn,ssing'that a process can, evolve into another process by,~xecuting, 
a sequence of zero or more'r 'actions; ii)apredicate expressing that a process can terminate by performing 
zero or more r actions. 

Definition 2.6. Relation _ ==} _ S; P x P is defined as the smallest relation satisfying, for any p, p', p" E p, 
P ==} P and 
(p ==} p' !\ p' .2.,. 'p") =} P ==} p". 
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Definition 2.7. Predicate.u. _ <:; P is defined as the smallesnet of processes satisfying, for any p, p' E P, 
-I-p=}.u.pand 

(.u. p 1\ p' ~ p) =} .u. p'. 

Note that it is also possible to define the predicate .u. in terms of =. 
Let, for any processes p, p' E P and action 01 E A, p ~ p' be an abbreviation of the predicate 

(01 = r 1\ p = p') v p ~ p'. Thus, p J.:!. p' means that zero r actions are performed, when the first 
disjunct of the predicate is satisfied, or that one r action is performed, when the second disjunct is satisfied. 

For any external action a E A, the first disjunct of the predicate can never be satisfied. Hence, p ~ p' is 

simply equal to p ~ p', meaning that a single a action is performed. 

Definition 2.8. «Rooted) branching bisimilarity) A binary relation R <:; P x P is called a branching 
bisimulation if and only if, for any p, p', q, q' E P and 01 E A, 

i) pRq 1\ p ~ pi =} 

(a) 
(3 q', ql! : q', ql! E P : q = ql! --+ q' 1\ pRql! 1\ p'Rq'), 

ii) pRq 1\ q ~ q' =} 
(a) 

(3 p', pI! : pi, pI! E P : p = pI! --+ pi 1\ pl!Rq 1\ pIRq'), and 

iii) pRq =} (-I- p =} .u. q 1\ -I- q =} .u. p). 

Two processes are called branching bisimilar, denoted p ~b q, if and only if there exists a branching bisim
ulation R such that pRq. 

A branching bisimulation R is called a rooted branching bisimulation between p and q in P if and only 
if pRq and, for any pi, q' E P and 01 E A, 

iv) p ~ p' =} (3 q' : q' E P : q ~ q' 1\ p'Rq'), 

v) q ~ q' =} (3 pi: pi E P: p ~ pi 1\ p'Rq'), and 

vi) -I- p {} -l-q. 

Two processes p and q are called rooted branching bisimilar, denoted p ~ ,b q, if and only if there exists a 
rooted branching bisimulation between p and q. 

p- - - - - -.q 

r f"'" ~ 
p'- - - - - ~ ~ q" = q' 

--- R 

Figure 2.9: The essence of a branching bisimulation. 

Figure 2.9 shows the essence of a branching bisimulation. A process must be able to simulate any action 
of an equivalent process after performing any number of silent actions, except for a silent action which it 
mayor may not simulate. The third property in Definition 2.8 guarantees that related processes always 
have the same termination options. The root condition, introduced in the last three requirements of the 
definition, states that the initial actions of two rooted branching bisimilar processes must be the same. 
The root condition is needed, because branching bisimilarity is not a congruence for the process-algebraic 
choice operator which is introduced in Section 3. Rooted branching bisimilarity, on the other hand, is 
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a ,congruence Jor, all the,process,algebraic operators used in this paper, As explained in Section 3, any 
semantic equivalence used in a process-algebraic context must have the congruence property for all the 
algebraic operators. Below, it is shown that branching bisimilarity and rooted branching bisimilarity are 
equivalence relations. However, before giving these results, a few examples are given to illustrate both 
equivalences. 

Figure 2.10: Two branching bisimilar processes that are not rooted branching bisimilar. 

Example 2.11. Figure 2.10 shows two processes that are branching bisimi1ar but not rooted branching bisim
ilar. The problem is caused by the initial silent action of the left process, which cannot be simulated by the 
right one. This example shows the essential difference between branching bisimilarity and rooted branch
ing bisimilarity. Branching bisimilarity allows to remove initial silent actions, whereas rooted branching 
bisimilarity does not. 

~ ~ ~ 
.-------------.-------------. 

remd 1 remd 1 remdl 

(a) (b) (e) 

Figure 2.12: Some examples.of branching bisimilar processes .. 

'ExaDtple2:13:'Pigure 2.i2shows three examples of branching bisimilarprocesse~. 'The processes in (a) 
and (e) .could, for example, be the result of abstraction. Consider a simple'production'unit,with a.single pro
cessing step; process..(a). represents'this"production unit after abstractingawaYthe·proc~ssi~gstep .. Process 
(e) models a slightly more complex production unit which has a choice of two processing actions; both pro
cessing actions are hidden. The reason for the abstractions could be that one is interested in the input/output 
behavior of the production units, In both cases, the input/output behavior should be the receipt of a com
mand followed by the output of processed material. Figure 2,12 shows that this is indeed the case. It is 
not difficult to verify that the two relations depicted by the dashed lines are indeed branching bisimulations. 
Note that they also satisfy the 'root condition, Hence, the three processes are not only branching bisimilar, 
but also rooted branching bisimilar. 
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Theorem 2.14. Branching bisimilarity, ~b, and rooted branching bisimilarity, ~,b, are equivalence relations. 

Proof. It must be shown that branching bisimilarity and rooted branching bisimilarity are reflexive, symmet
ric, and transitive. Reflexivity follows from the fact that the identity relation on P x P is both a branching 
bisimulation and a rooted branching bisimulation relating an arbitrary process to itself. Symmetry follows 
easily from the symmetry in Definition 2.8 «Rooted) branching bisimilarity). Finally, transitivity follows 
from the fact that the relation composition of two (rooted) branching bisimulations is again a (rooted) branch
ing bisimulation. The details of the proof of this fact are tedious but straightforward; they can be found in 
[12, Section 2.2.3]. In [II], it is shown in detail that branching bisimilarity is an equivalence relation in a 
context without distinction between successful termination and deadlock. 0 

3 Process Algebra 

The goal of this section is to introduce a simple process-algebraic theory in the style of the Algebra of 
Communicating Processes (ACP). The theory ACP originates from [15]. Good introductions to ACP-style 
process algebra can be found in [9, 10]. Other well-known process-algebraic theories are CCS [47, 48] and 
CSP [35]. For a detailed comparison of ACP, CCS, and CSP, the reader is referred to [10, Chapter 8]. 

3.1 Equational theory 

Any ACP-style process-algebraic theory is essentially an equational theory. An equational theory consists 
of a signature and a set of axioms. The signature defines the sorts of the theory, a set of variables for each 
sort, and the junctions of the theory. Functions and variables can be used to construct terms. Terms not 
containing any variables are called closed terms. The axioms of the theory determine which terms are equal. 
A process-algebraic theory usually has only a single sort; terms of this sort represent processes. A O-ary 
function is often called a constant; other functions are often called operators. 

The signature and axioms of the equational theory (PA~+RN)(A), which is an abbreviation for Process 
Algebra with inaction, silent actions, and renaming, are given in Table 3.1. The theory is parameterized by 
a set of constants A, which is a set of actions. It is assumed that A is defined as A U {T}, where A is some set 
of external actions. The first part of Table 3.1 lists the sorts in the signature of (PA~ + RN)(A); the second 
part defines the constants and the operators in the signature. The third entry of Table 3.1 gives the variables 
and lists the axioms of the equational theory. Note that new variables may be introduced any time when 
necessary. An informal explanation of the operators and the axioms is given below. 

As mentioned, A is a set of actions. Terms of sort P represent processes. Each action is a process, 
namely the process that can only execute the action and then terminates successfully. 

The two basic operators of (PA~ + RN)(A) are + and " denoting alternative composition or choice 
and sequential composition, respectively. These two operators are elementary in describing the behavior of 
sequential processes. Sequential composition binds stronger than choice. Choice and sequential composition 
are axiomatized by Axioms AI through A5. Most of these axioms are self-explanatory. Only Axiom A4 
might need some explanation. It states the right distributivity of sequential composition over choice. The 
converse, left distributivity, is not an axiom of the theory. As a result, processes with different moments of 
choice are distinguished. 

The constant 8 stands for inaction, often also called deadlock. However, the former name is best suited, 
as follows from Axiom A6. It says that a process which can choose between some behavior x and doing 
nothing is equivalent to the process that has no choice and can only do x. Hence, in the context of a choice, 
8 is not a true deadlock. Axiom A 7 shows that 8 is a deadlock in the context of a sequential composition. 

Axioms M I through M 4 axiomatize the behavior of concurrent processes. Constant a ranges over 
A U {8). Thus, an axiom such as M2 containing the constant a is actually an axiom scheme. That is, the 
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_(PAJ+RN)(A) ___________________ _ 

P; 

A~P, 8: P, _ + _, _ . _, _II -, - ~ -: P x P -+ P, 

X,Y,z: P; 

x+y=y+x 
(x + y) + z = x + (y + z) 
x+x=x 
(x + y). Z = X· Z + y. z 
(x .y)., Z = x . (y . z) 

x+8=x 
8·x =8 

a rt H =*.,aH(a) = a 
a E H =* aH(a) = 8 
aH(x + y) = aH(X) + aH(y) 
aH(x· y) = aH(x)· aH(y) 

AI xlly=x~y+y~x 
A2 a~x=a·x 

A3 a . x ~ y = a . (x II y) 
A4 (x + y) ~ Z = x ~ Z + Y ~ z 
A5 
A6 x·r =X 

A7 X· (T ·(y+z) + y) =x· (y+z) 

,DJ. ... a rt I =* T,(a) = a' 
D2 aE I =*.T,(a1'=·T'·" , ..•... 

D3 T/(X + y) = T,(X) + T,(y) 
D4 T/(X' y) = T,(X)' T,(y) 

Table 3.1: The equational theory (PAJ+RN)(A). 

MI 
M2 
M3 
M4 .-

BI 
B2 

TIl 
TI2 
TI3 
TI4 

"',!, . 

equational theory (PAJ +RN)(A) contains one axiom for each possible constant a E AU {8). The parallel
composition operator II, often called the merge operator, denotes the parallel execution of its operands. It 
is axiomatized using an auxiliary operator, namely ~, called the left merge. The left merge has the same 
meaning as the merge except that the left process must perform the first action. " .. : 

Axioms B I and B2 are the basis for an axiomatization of rooted branching bisimilarity (see [32]). 
Together, B I and B2 state that it is allowed to remove a silent action provided that it does not enforce a 
choice. 

Finally, the equational theory contains a so-called encapsulation operator ali for each H ~;oA and fin 
abstraction operator T/ for each I £ A. (Note that H and I can only contain observable 'actions:) The 
axiom schemes for,theencapsulation 'and abstraction operators are very similar. Again, constant a ranges 

," ' .. over A,U{§}, :rpe_~n~apsu.!ati9" and abstraction .~perators·.belong totliecgeneralclass of;algebraicrenairiing· 
operators. The encapsulation operator OH simply renames OCCUrrences of actions in 11 in a proces's term 'to 
the inaction constant 8; the abstraction operatorr, renames actions in I to',the 'silent,actionT: .. 

An equational theory such as (PAJ + RN)(A) of Table 3.1' provides the basis' for reasoning about pro
cesses.· The set of axioms of an' equational theory'rlefines an equivalence .relation on process terms, called 
deriviibility: F()r any process terms x apd.y, in:,some. given .equational' th"'ory"X;iX f- ,x. = y' denotes 'that 
x ~y'can b~ derived from the axioins of X. Derivability in an e'quationaltheoryjs'uefinedasfollows. 
First, the axioms themselves can be derived from the axioms o(the theory:Second;'\since"'derivability 'is 
an equiv~lence .refation,dt is refleX:ive, symmetric, 'and transitive. Third. i(im'eqti'ation is:d~rivable from 
the aXioms,'then alsoiiny eqtiation obtained by 'substituting terms for variables in this equation is derivable. 
Finally, any equation obtained by replacing a term in an arbitrary context by another derivably equivalent 
term is also derivable from the theory. The axioms of an equational theory must be chosen in such a way that 
derivability defines a meaningful equivalence relation on processes. In the next subsection, it is explained 
that in the case of the theory (PAJ +RN)(A) derivability corresponds to rooted branching bisimilarity. 

Example 3.2. Assume that the set of actions A contains the actions rcmd, pmat j , prnat2 , and omat. It can 
be shown that (PAJ +RN)(A) f- rcmd· «pmat j + pmat2 )· omat) = rcmd, (pmat j • omat + pmat2 ·ornat). 
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The first step is to substitute pmat l , pmat2, and omat for the variables x, y, and zin Axiom A4, which 
shows that (PA~ + RN) (A) f- tl = t2, where tl is the term (pmat l + pmat2) . omat and t2 denotes the term 
pmat l . omat+pmat2 ·ornat. The second and final step consists of an application of the context rule explained 
above: Replacing term tl in rcmd· tl with the equivalent term t2 yields the desired result. 

The intuitive meaning of the operators, the axioms, and the induced equivalence relation given above can be 
formalized by giving a semantics in terms of the framework introduced in the previous section. However, 
before going into more details about the semantics for (PA~ +RN)(A), a few more aspects of the theory 
(PA~ +RN)(A) itself are explained. 

Although the theory (PA~ + RN)(A) is not very complex, it already contains operators and axioms for 
reasoning about sequential as well as parallel processes. In addition, it contains constants and axioms for 
reasoning about deadlocks and silent actions. It is possible to define equational theories for studying any of 
these aspects in isolation or in arbitrary combinations. For example, the equational theory BPA(A), where 
BPA is an abbreviation for Basic Process Algebra, consists of the action constants in A, the choice and 
sequential-composition operators, and Axioms A I through AS. It is a very simple theory for reasoning 
about sequential processes. Adding the inaction constant a to the signature of BPA(A) and extending the 
set of axioms' with Axioms A6 and A7 yields the equational theory BPA:,(A). A'theory that is suitable for 
reasoning about sequential and parallel processes with internal behavior is the theory PA' (A), for Process 
Algebra with silent actions. The signature of this theory consists of the action constants, the silent-action 
constant r, and the choice, sequential-composition, merge, and left-merge operators; the set of axioms 
consists of Axioms A I through AS, M I through M4, and BI and B2. The theories BPA(A), BPA,(A), and 
PA' (A) playa role in the remainder of this paper. Other combinations of the abovementioned aspects are, 
of course, also possible. 

The main purpose of a theory as (PA~ + RN)(A) is to reason about processes in an equational way. 
The goal is to prove a desired equality on processes by applying simple term-rewriting techniques. As a 
consequence, a very useful property of an equational theory is when its (closed) terms can be reduced to 
(unique) normal forms. If such normal forms exist, an equational proof becomes very simple. The equality 
of two process terms can be shown by reducing them to their normal forms. If the normal forms are equal, 
then, obviously, also the two processes are equal. By considering all axioms in Table 3.1 except for Axiom 
Al as rewrite rules from left to right, it can be shown that closed (PA~ +RN)(A) terms have normal forms. 
For the purpose of this paper, it is sufficient to know that the normal forms of closed (PA~ +RN)(A) terms 
are contained in a very specific class of terms, called basic terms. In general ACP-style process algebra, 
the class of basic terms depends on whether or not the inaction constant a is contained in the signature of 
the equational theory. The set of basic terms corresponding to a theory without the inaction constant can be 
defined as a subset of the set of closed BPA terms, whereas the basic terms for a theory with the inaction 
constant form a subset of closed BPA,s terms. 

Definition 3.3. (Basic terms) The set of basic BPA(A) terms, denoted B(BPA(A», is inductively defined 
as follows. The set of actions A is contained in B(BPA(A». Furthermore, for any a E A and basic terms 
s, t E B(BPA(A», also a . t and s + t are elements of B(BPA(A». 

The set of basic BPA,s(A) terms, denoted B(BPA,(A», is defined in a similar way: AU{a} ~ B(BPA,s(A» 
and, for any a E A and s, t E B(BPA,s(A)), a· t E B(BPA,s(A)) and s + t E B(BPA,(A». 

Note that not all basic terms are normal forms when using the axioms in Table 3.1, with the exception of 
Axiom AI, as rewrite rules from left to right. For example, basic (BPA(A) or BPA,(A» term a + a, where 
a is some action in A, can be reduced by means of Axiom A3 and is, therefore, not a normal form. 

The following property formalizes the claims made above concerning normal forms of equational the
ories for the theories (PA~ + RN)(A) and PA' (A). For any equational theory X, the set of all closed terms 
over the signature of X is denoted C(X) 
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Property 3.4. (Elimination) 

i) For any closed term p E C(PA' (A», there is a basic term t E B(BPA(A», such that PA' (A) f- p = t. 
ii) For any closed term p E C«PAX +RN)(A», there is a basic term t E B(BPA,,(A», such that (PAJ + 

RN)(A) f- p = t. 
Proof. Using the standard techniques of [9], the proof is straightforward. o 

The above results are called elimination properties, because they show that the general sequential compo
sition . as defined in Table 3.1 as well as all other operators different from the choice operator can be 
eliminated from any closed term, yielding a term containing only constants, choices, and so-called prefix 
compositions. A-prefix composition is a sequential composition whose left operand is a 'singl~ action (see 
Definition3.3 (Baskterms».., . 

Example 3.5. Consider again Example 3.2. The simple derivation in this example shows that closed (PAJ + 
RN)(A) term rcmd·«pmat j +pmat2)·~mat), which is nota basic term, can be rewritten to the basic BPA,(A) 
term rcmd· (pmat j • omat + pmat2 · omat). 

• +' , ~ '<' , 

Elimination properties are useful for the following reason. Assume we would like to prove a property for 
all closed terms of some given equational theory. If closed terms can be reduced to basic terms, it suffices 
to prove this property only for basic terms. Properties for basic terms can often be proven by means of 
structural induction. An example of a property with a proof that goes along these lines is Lemma 4.8 given 
in the next section. 

Two equational theories playa central role in the next section, namely (PAX-tRN)(A) and PA' (A). Recall 
that both the signature and the axioms of PA' (A) consist of a subset of the signature and the axioms of theory 
(PAJ+RN)(A). This leads to the interesting question whether it is possible to derive any equalities between 
PA'(A) terms from the axioms of (PAX +RN)(A) that are not also derivable from the theory PA'(A). The 
next result shows that this is not the case. It states that (PAJ + RN)(A) is a so-called conservative extension 
ofPA'(A). 

Property 3.6. (Conservative extension) For any closedtermsp, q E C(PA' (An; " .. 
(PAJ+RN)(A) f- p = q ¢> PA'(A) f- p = q. 

Proof. Using the techniques of [9], the proof is straightforward. Note that these techniques depend on the 
. operatiomd semantics.oflhe equational' theories. For the purpose of this proof".the. semantics given in the 
,next subsection.-can be used.c - The reason for presentingtheconser-v3tivity result ·,before the semantics is .. 
defined, is that the result itself is independent of the semantics. Furthermore, there-are;also'proof techniques. 
that do not use any specific semantics (see [10]).... . 0 

As a final remark, note that the equational framework introduced in this' subsection does not include features 
. to specify and analyze, for example, recursive processes or communicating J!r~esse.s. Recursion and com-

- . _} ,,"_ •. __ ~_ ,_.,". _._ .;' -'.4,', '_. <, __ ,' ' •• - 1"_'. """ .~~" ~_. _ -',' • 

mimicatiCmare often present in algebraic theories, but they do not playa.role in this paper .. The interested 
reader.·isrefe~ed· to, for example, [9, 10]. . .' '" 

" ., ., . 

3.2 Operational semantics . 

As before, assume that A is a set of action constants. The semantics of terms in an equational theory is 
formalized by defining a so-called model of the theory also called an algebra for the theory. Since the terms 
in a single-sorted equational theory such as (PAJ +RN)(A) are supposed to be interpreted as processes, a 
model of an ACP-style equational theory is also called a process algebra. 

In general, a model of a single-sorted, equational theory X consists of a domain of elements plus a 
number of functions on that domain, called the signature of the model. A model M with domain V must 
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satisfy the following properties. First, there must exist an interpretation of the functions in the signature of 
X in terms of the functions in the signature of the model M that preserves the arity of functions. Second, 
any equation that is derivable from the axioms of the equational theory must be valid in the model, where 
validity is defined as follows. Let I be a term in the equational theory X; let u be a mapping from variables 
in I to elements from domain D, called a variable substitution. The interpretation of I in the model M under 
substitution u, denoted [I]a, is obtained by replacing all functions in I by the corresponding functions in 
M and by replacing all variables in I by elements of domain D according to u. An equation I, = 12 in X is 
valid in model M, denoted M 1= I, = 12, if and only if, for all substitutions u for the variables in I, and 12, 

[I']a =TJ [12]a, where =TJ is the identity on domain D. If M is a model of an equational theory X, it is 
also said that X is a sound axiomalizalion of M. 

Example 3.7. Assume that M with domain D is a model of the equational theory (PA~ +RN)(A) of Table 
3.1. Recall that the functions in the signature of (PA~ + RN)(A) consist of the inaction constant 8, the 
action constants in A, and the operators listed in Table 3.1. Assume that, for any function f in the signature 
of (PA~ + RN)(A), j denotes the corresponding function in the signature of M. Consider the equation 
a + 8 = a, where a is an action in A. It follows from Axiom A6 that this equation is derivable from theory 
(PAj +RN)(A). Since M is a model of this theory, a + 8 = a must be valid in M, which means that the 
equality ii.f.8 =TJ ii, where =TJ is the identity on domain D, must hold. In fact, Axiom A6 itself is derivable 
from the theory and must, therefore, be valid in M. That is, for any d E D, the equality d.f.8 =TJ d must 
hold. 

The basis for a model of the equational theory (PAj +RN)(A) is a process space, as defined in Definition 
2.1. This means that a set of processes, a set of actions, a transition relation, and a termination predicate 
need to be defined. 

Recall that C«PA~ + RN) (A)) is the set of closed (PAj +RN)(A) terms. The set C«PAj +RN)(A)) 
forms the basis for the set of processes in the process space. Since the equational theory (PAj + RN) (A) has 
no means to express the process that can perform no actions, but can only terminate successfully, a special 
process .j, pronounced "tick," is introduced. Thus, the set of processes in the abovementioned process 
space is the set C «PAj + RN) (A)) U {.j}. The set A is the set of actions. The termination predicate is the 
singleton {.j}. That is, process .j is the only process that can terminate successfully. The transition relation 
_ --=-. _ ~ (C«PAj +RN) (A)) U {.j)) x A x (C«PA~ +RN)(A)) U {.j)) can now be defined as the smallest 
relation satisfying the derivation rules in Table 3.8. It is not difficult to verify that the transition relation 
conforms to the informal explanation of the operators given in the previous subsection. 

The process space (C«PAJ +RN)(A)) U {.j},A, ---> ,{.j)) can be turned into a model M(A) of the 
equational theory (PA~+RN)(A) as follows. 

Recall that rooted branching bisimilarity, as defined in Definition 2.8, is an equivalence relation on the set 
of processes C(<rA~+RN)(A)) U {.j}. Thus, it is possible to define equivalence classes of processes modulo 
rooted branching bisimilarity in the usual way: For any p E C«PAj +RN)(A)) U {.j). the equivalence class 
of p modulo rooted branching bisimilarity, denoted [Pl-,b' is the set{q E C«PA~+RN)(A))U{.j} I q~rbP}. 
It follows from Definition 2.8 (Rooted branching bisimilarity) that the special element [J]-,b only contains 
the process.j. The domain of the model under construction is formed by the set of all the equivalence 
classes of closed terms modulo rooted branching bisimilarity.' The special element [J]-rb is excluded from 
the domain of model M (A) for technical reasons: As mentioned, the equational theory (PAj + RN)(A) has 
no means to express the process that can only terminate successfully. 

1 In standard process-algebraic tenninoiogy, the elements in the domain of a model of some ACP-style equational theory are 
referred to as processes. However, Definition 2.3 defines a process as some kind of labeled transition system. The domain of model 
M(A) consists of equivalence classes of such labeled transition systems. In the literature on concurrency theory, the use of the 
term "process" for both equivalence classes of labeled transition systems and individual representatives of such equivalence classes 
is common practice and does not lead to confusion. 
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a E A; fl, i <; A; p, p', g, q' E C«PAX +RN)(A»; 

a , 
p --+ p 

a , 
p.q--+p.q 

a , 
p--+ p 

a , 
q --+ q 

a , 
p+q--+p 

a , 
p+q--+q 

a , 
p--+ p 

a , 
q --+ q 

a , 
pllq--+pllq 

'. a. , 
p--+ p 

~i p~q~p' II q 
a , 

p--+p, a¢H 

aH(p) ~.·aH(p') 

p ~ pi,' a ¢ I p ~ ~,' a ¢ I 

T/(p) ~ T/(p') T/(p) ~ ~ 

a 
P'q--+q 

p~~ 
p+q~~ 
p~~ 
pllq~q 

q~~ 

p+q~~ 
q~~ 

a 
pllq--+p 

a 
p~q--+q 

p~~, u¢H 

aH(p) ~ ~ 
a . , ," 

p--+p, aEI 

,/(p) ~ ,/ (p') 

p~~, aEi 

T/(p) ~ ~ 

Table 3.8: The transition relation for (PAX + RN)(A). 

It remains to define the constants and operators of (PAX + RN)(A) on the domain of the model. The 
interpretation c in model M(A) of some constant c in the signature of (PAr + RN)(A) is defined as the 
equivalence class [c)-roo Note that this definition fulfills the requirement that c is a O-ary function on the 
domain of M(A). Also for the operators there is a straightforward way to interpret them in the domain of 
M(A), provided that rooted branching bisimilarity is a congruence for all the operators of (PAr +RN)(A). 
That is, the following property must be satisfied. Let Ell be an arbitrary n-ary operator in the signature 
of (PAX +RN)(A), where n-is some positive natural number; let PI"", P,i, ql,';'''' qn be closed}erms 
in C«PAr +RN)(A» such that PI ~rb ql,"" Pn ~rb qn' Then, the c~ngruen~e.property.requires·.that 
EIl(PI, ... , p,,) ~rb EIl(ql,··., qn). 

Property 3~9.(Congrulmce)'Rooted branching bisimilarity, ~rb, is a congruence for the operators of (PAr+ 
,- . "" • ,. 4 " . ! .,. ." or_",' -, ' 

."0 RN)(A);·.··;·..,· .. · >.' '"'" .... ". .. .' '.' ". ., .. 

Proof. It is not difficult to construct rooted branching bisimulations fOFeach .. oLthe operators' of (PAr + 
RN)(A). Theinterested reader is referred'lO [12, Section 2.4.4) for more.details .. ; .... '. D 

Informally, the congruence property says 'that equivalence classes of processes can'be'constructed indepen
dentl),'ioftheirrepresentatives: Let pi ,'~'. : ; p~be "closed terms'in (PArt-'RN)(A):\Vheren :is som'e' positive 
natural number; for any n-ary operator Ell in the signature 'of (PAr +RN}(A};:fimction$ .. is defined on 
equivalence classes of cloSed terms as follows:$([pIl_ro , • •• , Lo,,]-~) = [EIl('Pl ;i. : . ;.Pn»):';;'. '. ' 

"Atillispoint,'the con§truction of model 'M (A) of the equational theory (PAFtRN) (Al is complete; The· 
do~ain cbnsistsof iIIe equiValence classes of closed terms in C«PAr +RN)(A» modulo rooted branching 
bisimilarity; the interpretation of any of the constants in the signature of (PAr +RN) (A) is the corresponding 
equivalence class; the interpretation of any operator in the signature of the theory is that same operator lifted 
to equivalence classes of closed terms. Informally, two closed terms in C«PAr +RN)(A» that are derivably 
equal in the equational theory (PAX +RN)(A) yield the same equivalence class when they are' interpreted 
in the model M(A), which in tum implies that the corresponding processes are rooted branching bisimilar. 
Thus, the equational theory (PAX. + RN) (A) is a sound axiomatization of rooted branching bisimilarity. It is 
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even possible to prove a stronger result. Given two rooted branching bisimilar processes, it is always possible 
to prove the equality of these processes in the equational theory (PAr +RN)(A). Theory (PAr +RN)(A) is 
said to be a complete axiomatization of model M(A). 

Theorem 3.10. (Soundness and completeness) For closed terms p, q E C((PAr +RN)(A)), 
(PAr+RN)(A) f-- p = q {} M(A) 1= p = q. 

Proof. The theorem is a fairly straightforward result of Property 3.9, the completeness of BPAT (A) for rooted 
branching bisimilarity (see [32]) and the proof techniques in [9]. 0 

~ ~ 

rcmd· «pmat] + pmat2) . omat) rcmd· (pmat] . omat + pmat2 . omat) 

rcmd 1 
(pmat] + pmat2) . omat 

pmat] ( ) pmat2 
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omat 1 
.; 

rcmd 1 
pmat] . omat + pmat2 . omat 

pmatj ( ) pmat2 

omat 

omat 1 
.; 

Figure 3.11: Visualizing the semantics of closed (PAr +RN)(A) terms. 

Example 3.12. Since the basis of the semantics of (PA~+RN)(A) is a process space, it is possible to visualize 
the semantics of closed terms in C((PAr +RN)(A)). Consider again Example 3.2. Figure 3.11 depicts the 
semantics of closed terms rcmd . ((pmat, + pmat2 ) • omat) and rcmd· (pmat, . omat + pmatz . omat). 
Clearly, these two processes are rooted branching bisimilar, which conforms to Theorem 3.10 (Soundness 
and completeness) and the conclusion of Example 3.2 that the two closed terms are derivably equal. 

4 Inheritance in the Algebraic Framework 

The goal of this section is to characterize the essential properties of inheritance of behavior. For this purpose, 
only the object life cycle of a class is considered. All other aspects of a class are omitted. As explained in 
the introduction, it must be formalized when an object life cycle of some class extends the object life cycle 
of another class. Based on the two types of inheritance identified in the introduction, in the next subsection, 
four different inheritance relations on object life cycles are formalized. Each formalization characterizes 
a different type of extension. In Section 4.2, equational laws preserving each of the inheritance relations 
are presented. These so-called axioms of inheritance are useful for several purposes. First, they illustrate 
the characteristic properties of each of the inheritance relations. Second, given two object life cycles, they 
can be used to verify in an algebraic framework whether one life cycle is a subclass of the other life cycle. 
Finally, they can be used as transformation rules to construct subclasses of life cycles. Thus, they stimulate 
the reuse of life-cycle specifications during the design process. In Section 7, the axioms of inheritance are 
used as a source of inspiration for transformation rules on object life cycles in a framework of Petri nets. 
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4.1 Object life cycles ,~!ld, inheritance relations , .' 

The first step in fonnalizing the concept of inheritance of behavior is to define the notion of an object life 
cycle. As explained in the introduction, the life cycle of an object describes the order in which the methods 
of the object may be executed. Since the implementation details of methods are not relevant in this paper, a 
method is simply represented by an identifier. Recall that an external method of some object interacts with 
the environment of the object; an internal method is a method that can only be executed by the object itself 
and has only internal effects, Internal methods are denoted by the special identifier L The set of external 
methods is denoted E. The set of all methods is denoted M, That is, M equals E U {r}, 

It should not come as a surprise that, in this section, an obj~ct life cycle is sJ?,!!cified by a pro~es~;alg~braic 
, tenn: The question is what process-algebraic theory ofthose'introduced in the previous section is best suited 
to specify objecilifecycles,' Clearly,the set' of actions of the theory corresponds to the set of methods M, 
Since M includes the internal method r that behaves as a silent action, the theory must include silent actions. 
Operators that are useful in the specification of object life cycles are choice, sequential composition, and 
parallel composition, ThuS, 'aprocess-algebraic theory well suited for specifying object life cycles is the 
theoryPA'(M):,"" , ..• .•.•.. , ' 

Definition 4.1. (Object life cycle) An object life cycle is a closed PAT (M) tenn. 

Example 4.2. The life cycle of a simple production unit U can be described by the algebraic tenn rcmd . 
pmat . omat, where rcmd, pmat, and omat are method identifiers in M. The production unit first receives a 
command. After processing some piece of raw material, it delivers processed output material. 

Having defined the notion of an object life cycle, the next step is to fonnalize when one class inherits the 
life cycle of another class. In the introduction to this paper, two basic fonns of inheritance of life cycles 
have been identified, namely protocol inheritance and projection inheritance, corresponding to the algebraic 
principles of encapsulation and abstraction, respectively. Therefore, the process-algebraic theory used to 
fonnalize inheritance of behavior is the theory PA~ +RN as defined in Section 3, instantiated with the set of 
method identifiers M. Theory (PAr +RN)(M) extends the theory PAT (M), used to define object life cycles, 
with encapsulation and abstraction. These two operators are exactly, the operators needed to reason"about 
inheritance. 

Example 4.3. Consider again Example 4.2. The operator who is responsible for issuing commands to the 
production unit sometiiiies makes a mistake and. sends the wrong command. Therefore;,'production;unit U·of 

... I Example'4.2is extended '.Vithan emir-handling faciHty. A new IlletHod errorE M'is added thalis executed 
when the unit does not understand the command it r(X:eives. The behavior of the newunit"U, is described as 
follows: rcmd· (pmat ·omat + error). Since the addition of-an error-handling facility should not inftuencethe 
correct behavior of the unit, the new unit should be,a subclass of U. It is·not difficult to see that the behavior 
of the.two production units is identical when the new method error is. not executed. Hence, .according to the 

,. ' _ ,.' r ~_ _ . <" - '" '" 

. infonnal; definition 'of prototol'inheritance giveriitrthe introduction, production unit,U,· is·indeed a 'subclass . 
of uniLU of Example 4.2. . . . 

To show. that the definition of protocol inheritance confonns to encapsul,ation, let H <;rE be 'the singleton ", __ . 
{error},. IUollows. easily Jromthe axioms. for encapsulation of the theory (PAr + RN)(M) and Axiom -A6c··· •• ' 
that aH(rcmd· (pmut· omat + error)) = rcmd· pmat· omat. That is, aH (U,) = U. 

Example 4.4. Consider a production unit U2 that between the receipt of a command and the main processing 
step perfonns a preprocessing step on the raw input materiaL Unit U2 is specified as follows: rcmd· ppmat· 
pmat . omat. In some sense, the behavior of U2 extends the behavior of production unit U of Example 4.2. 
Therefore, U2 should be a subclass of U. It is not difficult to see that the behaviors of units U and U2 

are identical when the new method ppmat of U2 is executed, but its effect is ignored. Hence, unit U2 is a 
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subclass of U according to the infonnal definition of projection inheritance given in the introduction. It is 
also not difficult to see that projection inheritance confonns to hiding method calls. Let I be the singleton 
{ppmat}. It follows from the abstraction axioms of theory (PAX+RN)(M) and Axiom Bl that T/(U2) = U. 

The subtle difference between the two fonns of inheritance introduced so far is that under protocol inher
itance methods new in the life cycle of the subclass are executed without taking into account their effect, 
whereas under projection inheritance they are not executed at all. The examples in the remainder of this 
section further illustrate this difference. 

There are several other possibilities for meaningful definitions of inheritance relations for behavior than 
the two fonns introduced so far. It is, for example, possible to combine the two fonns. One might argue 
that for methods new in the subclass the requirements of both basic fonns must hold at the same time, or 
one might argue that for some methods the first requirement must hold, whereas for some other methods 
the other requirement holds. The two basic fonns of inheritance given in the introduction and the two 
combinations yield four possible inheritance relations. Although probably other meaningful relations can 
be found, this paper focuses on these four relations. An attempt is made to show that they capture the 
essentials of inheritance of behavior. 

The fonnal definitions of the four inheritance relations given below are.slightly more general than the 
infonnal definitions given in the introduction and above: A life cycle is a subclass of another life cycle if and 
only if there exists some set of methods such that encapsulating or hiding these methods in the first life cycle 
yields the other life cycle. Not requiring that the methods being encapsulated or hidden must be exactly the 
methods appearing in the first life cycle and not in the second one can sometimes be convenient, as some of 
the examples in the remainder show. 

Before going to the fonnal definition of the four inheritance relations, a note on notation is in order. 
Many fonnulas in this section contain multiple occurrences of encapsulation and abstraction operators. To 
avoid large numbers of brackets in fonnulas, the notation for function composition is overloaded to algebraic 
operators. Let x be a (PAX +RN)(M) tenn and let f and g be functions in the signature of (PAX +RN)(M). 
The notation f 0 g(x) is an abbreviation for the algebraic tenn f(g(x». 

Definition 4,5. (Inheritance relations) 

i) Protocol inheritance: 
For any object life cycles p, q E C(PA' (M)),life cycle p is a subclass of q under protocol inheritance, 
denoted p ::::pl q, if and only if there exists an H ~ E such that (PAX + RN) (M) f- aH (p) = q. 

ii) Projection inheritance: 
For any object life cycles p, q E C(PA'(M)),life cycle p is a subclass of q under projection inheri
tance, denoted p ::::pj q, if and only if there exists an I ~ E such that (PAX +RN)(M) f- T/(p) = q. 

iii) Protocol/projection inheritance: 

For any object life cycles p, q E C(PA' (M)), life cyclep is a subclass of q under protocol/projection 
inheritance, denoted p::::ppq, if and only if there exists an H ~ E such that (PAX+RN)(M) f- aH(p) = 
q and there exists an I ~ E such that (PAX +RN)(M) f- T/(p) = q. 

iv) Life-cycle inheritance: 
For any object life cycles p, q E C(PA' (M», life cycle p is a subclass of q under life-cycle inheri
tance, denoted p ::::lc q, if and only if there exist disjoint subsets H, I ~ E such that (PAX+RN)(M) f
T/ 0 aH(p) = q. 

The above definitions are fonnulated in tenns of equality of closed (PAX+RN)(M) tenns. The completeness 
of theory (PAI + RN) (M) for rooted branching bisimilarity (Theorem 3.10) implies that this fonnulation 
is equivalent to a fonnulation in tenns of rooted branching bisimilarity. Without completeness, the above 
definitions had been too restrictive. It would have been possible that an object life cycle p after encapsulation 
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and/or "abstraction of the" appropriate methods and life cycle q.would be rooted branching bisimilar, but that 
this equality would not be derivable from the axioms of (PAi+RN) (M). This would be undesirable, because, 
according to the above definitions, p would not be a subclass of q. 

The requirement that H and I must be disjoint in the definition of life-cycle inheritance means that 
methods are either consistently encapsulated or consistently hidden. It implies that the order of encapsulation 
and abstraction can be changed without actually changing the definition (see also Lemma 4.14 below). It 
is not clear whether it is meaningful to treat different calls of one method in a different way. In the current 
definition, it is not possible to hide some calls of a method in some part of an object life cycle, whereas 
some other calls of the same method in another part of the life cycle are encapsulated or left untouched. 
In the case study of Section 8, it proves noCto be necessary to,treat differentlcalls oHhesame'method" 
differently when determining inheritance relationships between life cycles. However, the case study is still 
only'oil<!;'relati~ely "small: example. The;"fore, in the conclusions of Section 9, it is briefly explained how 
the framework of this paper can be generalized in such a way that it is possible to treat different calls of one 
method in a different way in the~onstruction" of subclasses. 

A final '!ote about Definition 4.5 is that life-cycle inheritance is, defined in, terms of a composition of 
operators and not simply as the disjunction of the two definitions of protocol and projection inheritance. The 
latter would not be a true combination of protocol and projection inheritance. It would also lack desirable 
properties such as transitivity. 

In reasoning about object life cycles and inheritance relationships between them, it is often convenient 
to know the set of methods being invoked in a life cycle. For this purpose, the alphabet operator is intro
duced. The alphabet operator yields for each closed (PAi +RN)(M) term the set of external actions that the 
corresponding process in the operational semantics may perform. The alphabet operator is defined induc
tively using the structure of basic BPA,(M) terms, under the assumption that derivability is a congruence 
for the alphabet operator. In combination with the elimination result for (PAi+RN)(M) of Property 3.4, this 
assumption means that it is possible to calculate the alphabet of arbitrary closed (PAi + RN) (M) terms. 

Definition 4.6. (Alphabet) The alphabet operator a : C«PAi +RN)(M» --> P(E) is a function such that, 
for any closed terms p, q E C«PAi+RN)(M)), «PAi+RN)(M) I-- p= q) =} a(p) = a(q). For any a E E 
and p, q E C«PAi +RN)(M», a(8) = 0, a(r) = '0, a(a) = (a), a(r· p) = a(p),a(a· p),={alU a(p), 
and a(p + q) = a(p) U a(q). 

Note that it shouldbe"verified that, the definitioll of the alphabet operator is consistent with the axioms of set 
,theory:'I~~onsistencies" arise when the cotubination of the congruence .requireme~tand'the inductive-defini- , . 

'f>, •. "\",,,.,;~,.,.-,-,-,-,,-, ~.~t';· .' '",-- ",."" "",' ",.,. '. , '_- - , 

. tion allows the derivation of an equality between sets that is not derivable from ,'set theory. Il'is beyond the 
scope of this paper to prove that Definition 4.6 is consistent with set theory. A detailed study on the alphabet " 
operator in "process a1gebra'can be found in [8]. The alphabet operator is particularly'interesting in combi
nation with encapsulation and abstraction. Most of the auxiliary lemmas on .encapsulation; abstraction, and 
the alphabet operator presented in the remai,nder of this section also"appear:in [8]. ' •.. , '". '"', . 
.• _. ,. ",.'- ., - t -' • 
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Figure 4.7: An overview of the four inheritance relations for behavior. 

Figure 4,7 gives an overview of the four inheritance relations defined above, The arrows depict strict 
inclusion relations. The correctness of the inclusion relations between protocol/projection inheritance, on the 
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one hand, and protocol and projection inheritance, on the other hand, follows easily from their definitions. 
The other two inclusion relations follow from the definitions and the following lemma, which implies that 
encapsulating or hiding the empty set of methods yields the original life cycle. 

Lemma 4.8. For any closed term pEe «PAJ + RN) (M» and sets H. I ~ E, 

i) a(p) n H = 0 =} (PAJ+RN)(M) I- aH(p) = p and 
ii) a(p) n 1= 0 =} (PAJ+RN)(M) I- TI(P) = p. 

Proof. Only Lemma 4.8 i) is proven. The other proof is similar. 
It follows from Property 3.4 (Elimination) that there is a basic BPA,(M) term t such that (PAJ + 

RN)(M) I- P = t. Note that it follows from Definition 4.6 (Alphabet) that a(p) = art). Hence, it 
suffices to show that art) n H = 0 =} (PAJ +RN)(M) I- aH(t) = t. Given this result, it follows that 
a(p)nH = 0 =} (PAJ+RN)(M) I- aH(p) = aH(t) =t = p. The proof is by induction on the structure of 
basic BPA, (M) terms. The symbol == is used to denote syntactical identity of terms. 

i) Assume t == 8 or t == a, for some method identifier a EM. It follows from Axiom D I that (PAJ + 
RN)(M) I- aH(t) = t. 

ii) Assume t == a . s, for some a E M and basic term S E B(BPA,(M)). Then, (PAJ +RN)(M) I-

a ( ) ~ a ( ) a () Dl.lnduetion Ha,s-HaoHs = a-so 

iii) Assume t == u + v, for some basic terms u, v E B(BPA,(M)). Then, (PAJ+RN)(M) I- aH(U + v) ~ 
a ( ) + a ( ) Induction (2x) + 
HUH V = U V. 

o 

By means of a few examples, it is straightforward to show that the inclusion relations in Figure 4.7 are indeed 
strict and that there are no inclusion relations between protocol inheritance and projection inheritance. 

Example 4.9. Consider the three production units U, U" and U2 introduced in Examples 4.2, 4.3, and 4.4, 
respectively. The arguments in the last two of these three examples show that U, :O;pt U and U2 :O;pj U. It is 
not difficult to see that there exist no 1<; E such that '/CU,) = U and no H <; E such that aH (U2 ) = u. 
Hence, there are no inclusion relations between protocol and projection inheritance. In addition, it follows 
that the inclusions between protocoVprojection inheritance, on the one hand, and protocol and projection 
inheritance, on the other hand, are strict. 

In order to show that protocoVprojection inheritance is not an empty relation, consider the following 
example. Unit U3 is a production unit that, as all the units in the other examples, first receives a command. 
Depending on the command, it continues immediately with its main processing step or it performs a prepro· 
cessing step followed by the main processing step. After processing is completed, the processed material is 
delivered to the environment. The life cycle of U3 is specified as follows: rcmd· (ppmat· pmat + pmat)· omat. 

Unit U3 is a subclass under protocoVprojection inheritance of unit 'U of Example 4.2. It follows simply from 
the axioms of (PAJ+RN)(M) that, for H = 1= (ppmat), aH(U3) = TI(U3) = U. 

Finally, to show that the inclusions between protocol, projection, and Iife·cycle inheritance are strict, 
consider a production unit U. with life cycle rcmd . (ppmat . pmat . omat + error). For H = {error} and 
I = {ppmat}, it easily follows that TI 0 aH(U4) = U. Hence, U. :O;le U. It is not difficult to see that there is 
no relation between U. and U under any of the other inheritance relations. 

Figure 4.7 shows that life-cycle inheritance is more general than any of the other three inheritance relations. 
The reason for studying all four relations instead of only life-cycle inheritance is one of separation of con
cerns. Protocol and projection inheritance each characterize a different type of extension of the behavior of 
life cycles. In a design process, it can be useful to know in what way a life cycle is extended. In the definition 
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of life-cycle inheritance, ,the type of extension is lost in generality. Moreover, for certain applications it may 
be useful to restrict inheritance to protocol, projection, or protocol/projection inheritance. 

The remainder of this subsection is devoted to studying some basic properties of the four inheritance 
relations. For protocol, projection, and protocol/projection inheritance, there exists a canonical set of meth
ods that can be encapsulated and/or hidden, namely the set of methods new in the subclass. This conforms 
to the intuitive definitions of protocol and projection inheritance given earlier. For life-cycle inheritance, 
canonical sets of methods that can be encapsulated and methods that can be hidden do not exist, but it is 
always possible to choose a partitioning of the methods new in the subclass. To prove these properties, the 
following two lemmas are needed. They state simple results about encapsulation and abstraction. 

Lemma 4.10. Forany closed term p E C«PA~ +RN)(M» and sets H,I ',;E, 

i)ci(all(p)) nH =0 imd 
ii) a(TI(p» n 1= 0. 

Proof. Structural induction on basic BPA,(M) terms. 

Lemma 4.11. For any closed tenn P E C«PA~ +RN)(M» and sets H, H', I, l' ',; E, 

i) (PA~+RN)(M) f- aWUH(p) = aw 0 aH(p) and 

ii) (PA~+RN)(M) f- TI'U/(P) = TI' 0 T/(P). 

Proof. Structural induction on basic BPA, (M) terms. 

Property 4.12. For any object life cycles P, q E C(PA' (M», 

i) P :'Opt q {} (PA~ +RN)(M) f- aa(p)\a(q)(P) = q, 

ii) P :'Op} q {} (PA~ +RN)(M) f- Ta(p)\a(q)(P) = q, 

iii) P :'Opp q {} (PA~ +RN)(M) f- aa(p)\a(q)(P) = q /\ (PA~ +RN)(M) f- Ta(p)\a(q)(P) = q, and 
iv) P :'Ole q {} (3H, I : H, I ',; a(p)\a(q) /\ H U I = a(p)\a(q) /\ H n I = 0 : 

(PA~ +RN)(M) f- TI 0 aH(p) = q). 

o 

o 

Proof. Only the proof of Property i) is given. The proofs of ii) and iv) are similar; Property iii) follows from 
i) and ii). 

lt follows from Definition 4.5 i) (Protocol inheritance) that (PA~ +RN)(M) f- aa(p)\a(q)(P) = q implies 
P :'Opt q. To prove the,other,implication, assume P :'Opt q. It follows from Lemma 4.]].j)and LemmaA.8·j)·. 
,th~t.,~.",re.I"x!sts_a.sJlbset. !i-()f. a{p) such ,that'WA~ + RN)(M) ,f- aH{p }.= .q" The congruence, requirement 

,<" >,"'.' .',' 'in Definition 4.6 for the alphabet operator and Lemma 4.10 i) show that H cannot' contain any methods in 

a(q) .• AgainLemmas 4.11 i) and 4.8 i) yield that H can be, extended to all elements ofa(p} which are not 
elements of a(q). - .,. 0 

Property 4.12 iv) cannot be strengthened any further. For object life cycles P and q in C(PA' (M» such that 
P :'Ole'l, there doe~ not exist a bmonicaf'partltlonlilgof ~ (p) \a(q )'l~io H·~~d·isiJch;that (PA~ +RN) (M) f
r/OaH(p'r=,q. Assume, for example, thatp:'Oppq. It follows from Property 4.12iiO.that forH =,a(p)\a(q) 

• .' ': ' ".. "-;.,j,.~ -',' ' 

and [=0, as well as for H = o and 1= a(p)\a(q), (PA~ fRN)(M)J-::rl 0 OH(P) = q.' " " 
Twobasicpropertiesthat any inheritance relation should satisfy are reflexivity and transitivity .. ;That is,"" 

a meaningful inheritance' relation' should be a preorder. It is easy to see that all four inheritance relations are 
reflexive. Except for life-cycle inheritance, it is also straightforward to show that they are transitive. Showing 
that life-cycle inheritance is transitive is slightly more involved. The crucial point is the observation that, 
given two life cycles p and q such that p :'Olcq and q :'Ole', it is not possible that methods in p are encapsulated 
(hidden) whereas the same methods in q are hidden (encapsulated). The reason is simple: Methods of p 
that are encapsulated or hidden, simply ,do not occur in q anymore. The following lemmas are needed to 
formally prove that life-cycle inheritance is transitive. 
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Lemma 4.13. For any closed tenn p E C«PA;+RN)(M)) and sets H. I ~ E, 

i) a(aH(p» ~ a(p) and 

ii) a('/(p» ~ a(p). 

Proof. Structural induction on basic BPA,(M) tenns. 

Lemma 4.14. For any closed tenn p E C«PAr +RN)(M» and sets H, I ~ E, 

H n 1= 0 =} (PAr +RN)(M) f- 'I 0 aH(p) = aH O '/(p). 

Proof. Structural induction on basic BPA, (M) tenns. 

Property 4.15. Protocol, projection, protocoVprojection, and life-cycle inheritance are preorders. 

o 

o 

Proof. It follows from Lemma 4.8 that, for any p E C(PA' (M)), (PAr + RN)(M) f- a0(p) = p and 

(PAr +RN)(M) f- '0(P) = p. Hence, ::SPIo ::Spj. ::Spp' and ::SIc are reflexive. 
To show that ::Spt is transitive, let p. q. and r be object life cycles in C (PA' (M» such that p ::Spt q and 

q ::Spt r. Assume that H, H' ~ E are sets such that (PAr + RN) (M) f- aH(p) = q and (PAr +RN)(M) f
aw(q) = r. Using Lemma 4.11 0, (PAr + RN) (M) f- aWUH(p) = aw 0 aH(p) = aw(q) = r. Hence, 
p ::Spt r, which proves transitivity of protocol inheritance. The proofs for ::Spj and ::Spp are very similar. 

To show that::slc is transitive, assume p, q, and r are object life cycles in C(PA'(M)) such that p ::SIc q 
andq ::Slcr. Hence, there are subsets H, H', I, and I'ofE such that (PAr+RN)(M) f- 'I oaH(p) =q and 
(PAr +RN)(M) f- 'I' 0 aH,(q) = r. It follows from Property 4.12 iv) that these sets can be chosen such 
that H and I are subsets of a(p)\a(q) and such that H' and I' are subsets of a(q)\a(r). The congruence 
requirement in Definition 4.6 for the alphabet operator and Lemma 4.13 yield that a(r) ~ a(q) ~ a(p), 
and hence that (H U I) n (H' U I') = 0. Using Lemmas 4.11 and 4.14, it follows that (PA; + RN)(M) f

'I'UI 0 aWUH(p) = 'I' 0 '10 aw 0 aH(p) = 'I' 0 aw 0 '10 aH(p) = 'I' 0 aw(q) = r. Hence, P::S1c r. 0 

Any preorder induces an equivalence relation. The meaning of the equivalence relations induced by the 
inheritance preorders is "subclass equivalence" under the corresponding fonn of inheritance. Intuitively, 
two life cycles should be subclass equivalent under any form of inheritance if and only if their equality is 
derivable from the axioms of PA' (M). 

Definition 4.16. (Subclass equivalence) Let ""., where * .E {pp, pt, pj, Ie}, be the equivalence relation 
induced by ::S •. That is, for any object life cycles p and q in C(PA' (M», p "". q {} P ::S. q A q ::S. p. 
Processes p and q are said to be subclass equivalent under * inheritance. 

The four subclass-equivalence relations indeed all coincide with derivability from the axioms of PA' (M). 

Property 4.17. For any objectlife cycles p, q E C(PA' (M» and * E {PP. pt, pj, Ie), 

p "". q {} PA' (M) f- p = q. 

Proof. The result is only proven for protocol inheritance. The other proofs are similar. First, assume 
that PA' (M) f- p = q. It follows from Lemma 4.8 0 and Property 3.6 (Conservative extension) that 
(PA; +RN)(M) f- a0 (p) = p = q and (PA; +RN)(M) f- a0(q) = q = p. Hence, p ::Spt q and q ::Spt p, 
which in turn implies that p ""pt q. 

Second, assume P ""pt q, which implies that p ::Spt q and q ::Spt p. Property 4.12 0 yields that (PA; + 
RN)(M) f- a.(p)\.(q)(p) = q and (PAr + RN)(M) f- a.(q)\.(p)(q) = p. It follows from the congruence 
requirement in Definition 4.6 for the alphabet operator and Lemma 4.13 0 that a(q) ~ a(p) and a(p) ~ 
a(q). Hence, a(p) = a(q), which means that a(p)\a(q) = a(q)\a(p) = 0. Lemma 4.80 yields that 
(PA; +RN)(M) f- a.(p)\.(q)(p) = p and hence that (PA; +RN)(M) f- p = q. Property 3.6 (Conservative 
extension) implies that PA' (M) f- P = q. 0 
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Note that, as a consequence ,of Property. 3,6, Theorem .3.10, and Property 4.17, two life cycles are subclass 
equivalent under any form of inheritance if and only if they are rooted branching bisimilar, 

It is important to note that the inheritance preorders are not precongruences for the operators of PAT (M). 

That is, it is not possible to apply them in arbitrary contexts. 

Example 4.18. It is easy to see that. for any distinct a, bEE, a +b ::Opt a, because (PAX+RN)(M) I- a{b) (a + 
b) = a. However, in a context where an occurrence of b is followed by an a, it is not allowed to replace a 
by its subclass a + b. Doing so, yields b· (a + b). Obviously, since (PAX+RN)(M) I- a{b)(b· (a + b» = 8, 
b· (a + b) ipt b· a. A similar example can be constructed for projection inheritance. 

Another instructive example is the following, where first a subclass of a single method call a under 
protocol inheritance'is constructed and, subsequeritly, this subclass is further refined to a more specialized 
subclass.',Forany distinct a, b,-c;d E·E, a + b ::Opt a and a· c + b ::Opt b. Replacing the occurrence of bin 
the former with its subclass a . c + b, yields a + (a . c + b). It is not difficult to see that a + (a· c + b) ipt a. 
Another subclass of b is d . c + b. Replacing b with this subclass, yields a + (d· c + b). It is easy to prove 
that a + (d· c + b) ::Opt a." 

These examples show that a problem may arise when a method that is encapsulated or hidden also appears 
in the context. The fact that the inheritance relations cannot be applied in arbitrary contexts is not really 
unexpected. The reason is that it is not allowed to treat different calls of the same method in a different way. 
In the remainder of this subsection, it is formalized under which conditions it is allowed to refine a subclass 
to a more specialized subclass. Before going into more details, the notion of a context is defined. A context 
is a closed PAT (M) term that contains a "hole." 

Definition 4.19. (Context) The most simple context is simply a hole, denoted by an underscore "_". Fur
thermore, for any closed term p E C (PAT (M» and context C, p Ell C and C Ell p are contexts, where 

Ell E L +, II, ILl· 

Example 4.20. Let a, b, and c be three method identifiers in M. The following are simple examples of 
contexts: a + _, _. a, and a II b . _. Substitution of a closed PAT (M) term p in a context C is denoted C[p]. 

Thus, for context C defined asa + _ .. C[c] equals a + c. Substituting method c in any of the other two 
contexts yields the closed PAT (M) terms c . a and a II b . c. 

Property 4.22 given below defines the conditions that must be satisfied when refining'a subclass. To prove 
: this ,property, . the following lemma is needed. It' states that the encapsulation a(]d abstraction operators 

,_ ,<, •• , • distribute-overmerge'ahd lefthierge:'Hence: Wfollaws fro'fu"the encaps~iation"and abstraction axioms. given 
in Table 3.1 that they distribute over all operators that may appear in a context·,or in·a term representing a 
life cycle. Note thauhe lemma does not carry over to an ACP-style algebraic setting with communication 
(see [9, 10]). 

, . , 
Lemma 4.21. For any closed.terms p, q EC,«PAX+RN)(M», H, /·c.;E", .• , 

",' 'I> (~AX ~ID.;)(M) ~. aH(p IL q) = aH(p) IL aH(q), ' " 
. - ,n· • 

ii) (PA8+RN)(M) I- aH(p IIq) = aH(p)lIaH(q), 

iii) '(PAI+RN)(M) I- .T! (p IL q) = T/ (P) IL T/ (q), and 

iv)(PAX+RN)(M)r'- Tdp II q) == T/(p) II T/(q). 

',' . 

..,. .. 

Proof. Property i) is proven by induction on the sum of the number of symbols in p and the number of 
symbols in q. Property ii) follows immediately from i) and Axioms Ml and D3 in Table 3.1. Properties iii) 
and iv) are proven in a similar way. 0 

Let p, q, r, C, H, H', /, and I' be as in Property 4.22. Informally, the condition a(r) n H = 0 in Prop
erty 4.22 i) means that it is not allowed to encapsulate methods in p that are not encapsulated in C[q]; 
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methods being encapsulated in P are those in H and methods not encapsulated in C[q] are those in a(r). 

The conditions in the other properties have similar meanings. The additional requirement in Property iv) 

that (H' U H) n (/' U I) = 121 means that the methods being encapsulated must be disjoint from the methods 
being hidden. 

Property 4.22. Let p, q, and r be object life cycles in C(PN (M)) and let C be a context. Let H, H', I, and 
l' be subsets of E. 

i) If P -:'Opt q, with H such that (PAl +RN)(M) I- aH(p) = q, and C[q] -:'Opt r, then 
a(r) n H = 121 => C[p] -:'Opt r. 

ii) If P -:'Op} q, with I such that (PAl +RN)(M) I- r/(p) = q, and C[q]-:'Op} r, then 
a(r) n 1= 121 => C[p] -:'Op} r. 

iii) Ifp -:'Oppq, with H and I such that (PAl+RN)(M) I- aH(p) = q and (PAl+RN)(M) I- r/(p) = q, 

and ifC[q]-:'Opp r, then 
a(r) n (H U I) = 121 => C[p] -:'Opp r. 

iv) If P -:'Ole q with H and I such that (PAl +RN)(M) I- rl a aH(p) = q, and ifC[q] -:'Ole r with H' and l' 
such that (PAl +RN)(M) I- rJ' a aH'(C[q]) = r, then 

(H' U H) n (/' U I) = 121 /\ a(r) n (H U I) = 121 => C[p] -:'Ole r. 

Proof. First, Property i) is proven. Let H' c:;; E be such that (PAl+RN) (M) I- aH' (C[q]) = r. A consequence 
of the axioms of the encapsulation operator and Lemma 4.21 above is that encapsulation distributes over all 
operators of PA' (M). This result is used in the second step of the following derivation. In the final step, the 
requirement that a (r) n H = 121 is used. 

aH'UH(C[p]) 4~1 aH' a aH(C[p]) = aH, a aH(C[aH(p)]) = aH, a aH(C[q]) 4~1 
aH'UH(C[q]) = aHUH'(C[q]) 4~1 aH a aH'(C[q]) = aH(r) ~ r. 

This derivation shows that C[p]-:'Opt r. 
Properties ii) and iii) are proven similarly. 
Property iv) is shown as follows. The distributivity of encapsulation and abstraction over all operators 

of PA' (M) is used in the third step of the following derivation. The condition that (H' U H) n (/' U I) = 121 
is used in the second and fifth step. As before, the other condition is used in the final step. 

r/'ul a aH'UH(C[p]) 4~1 r/' a rio aH' a aH(C[p]) 4~4 rJ' a aH' a rio aH(C[p]) = 

r/' a aH' a rl a aH(C[rl a aH(p)] = r/' a aH' a rio aH(C[q]) 4.1~.14 
rio aH a r/' a aH'(C[q]) = rio aH(r) ~ r. 0 

Example 4.23. It is easy to check that the examples of Example 4.18 are consistent with Property 4.22 i). 
The following example shows an application of Property 4.22 iv). Let a, b, e E E be distinct methods. 
Consider the context C defined as _ + b. By encapsulating method b, it is easy to show that C[a] -:'Ole a. In 
addition, a . e -:'Ole a, which follows from hiding method e. Replacing the occurrence of a in C[a] with its 
subclass a· e, yields C[a· e]. In order to apply Property 4.22 iv), let H' = {b}, I = {c), and H = l' = 121. 
Obviously, this satisfies the requirement that (H' U H) n (/' U I) = 121. Since, in addition, a(a) and H U I 
are disjoint, it follows that C[a . e] -:'Ole a. That is, a· e + b -:'Ole a. However, a . b is also a subclass of a, which 
can be easily shown by hiding the singleton I = {b). Substituting a· b for a in C[a] yields C[a· b]. Since 
in this case (H' U H) n (/' U I), where H, H', and I' are as before, is not empty, Property 4.22 iv) cannot 
be applied. It is not difficult to verify that C[a . b] is not a subclass of a: C[a . b] tic a. The reason is that in 
C[a] method b is encapsulated whereas in a . b method b is hidden. 

The results presented in this subsection show that the definitions of the four inheritance relations are sound. 
All four relations are preorders. The induced equivalence relations coincide with rooted branching bisimi
larity. The conditions under which it is allowed to apply the inheritance preorders in arbitrary contexts or to 
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,.refine a subclass to a more .specialized subclass seem reasonable, although more experience with practical 
examples has to show whether they are not too restrictive, 

4.2 Axioms of inheritance 

To get a better understanding of the four inheritance relations, it is useful to know what general subclass 
relations are valid under each form of inheritance. The axioms of inheritance given in this subsection show 
that extending a life cycle with an alternative behavior yields a subclass under protocol inheritance. They 
also show that extending a life cycle by inserting some behavior in between sequential parts of the original 
life cycle, as well as putting some behavior in Parallel with (part of) the. original life cycle yields a subclass 
under projection inheritance .. Life-cycle inheritance allows arbitrary combinations of these three extensions. 

Note ,ihat no attempt is madeio'find a complete set of axioms characterizing the inheritance relations. 
The theory developed in this section is not intended for use in practical applications. The main goal is to 
learn to understand inheritance of behavior. The axioms presented in this section are helpful iti achieving 
this goal. In addition, in SeCtion 7, they rOflll a source of inspiration for transformation rules in a framework 
based on'Petri nets, which isa framework much' cl~~er to the cibje~t-~ri~nted .:nethods used in practice than 
process algebra. 

Property 4.24. For any closed terms p, q E C(PA' (M» and method b E E\ex(q), 

q + b . P :O:pl q PT 

Proof. Let H = {b}. 

(PAr +RN)(M) f- aH(q + b· p) D¥,4 aH(q) + aH(b)· aH(p) D~4.8 q + 8. aH(p) A~6 q. 

Hence, q + b . P :O:pl q. o 

Method b functions as some sort of a "guard." Blocking the guard means that the environment cannot 
choose the behavior b . p. For this reason, b may not appear in the alphabet of q, since blocking b would 
otherwise change. the behavior of q. Axiom PT shows that encapsulation is sufficient to capture inheritance 
by means of the choice operator. It also shows that it is sufficienttoencapsulate a single.method, ·whereas 
the canonical set of Property 4.12, ex (q + b· p) \ex (q), might be much larger: Finally, note that'Axiom PT has 
a variant in which the· term p is absent. This variant states that it is.allowed to extend. a life cycle with the 
alternative ofa single method.call: This extension is not captured by PT, because the theory .PA' (M) does 
not,have.a.meansto,express'the empty,process\' The subclass relationshipbetweei;'productionunits.D and 
U I discussed in Example 43 can be proven by means of this variant of PT in combination with the context 
rule of Property 4.22 i)., Axiom PT is the most characteristic example of protocol inheritance: ,". 

Property 4.27- given' below lists several axiolI).s that 'are'characteristic for projection' inheritance. The 
following·two lemmas are needed to prove the correctness of these· axioms for projection. inheritance. 

,0 _,c, • "." .or '#1'-' Joe- ,',' ,'r," 4_ 11",',:' -" '.';',t"",_~." t..;~~",~ !'" -,,.,,·';,--:<.'/1;, ~':''' 

Lemma 4.25: Foi any dosed term p E C(PA' (M)) and I ~ E, 

a(pU; I=? (PAr+RN)(M) f- TJ(p) = r. 
,,> 

Proof. Structural induction on basic BPA(M) terms. . .0' 
> k -"-,. 

Note thatihi~ 'i~m;;;a ~annot be proven fci~,u.bitrary closed (PAX + RN) (M) terms, because it is not possible 
to hide constant 8. 

Lemma 4.26. For any closed term p E C «PAr + RN) (M», 

i) (PAr+RN)(M) f- p IL r = p, 
ii) (PAr +RN)(M) f- p II T = r . p + p. 
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Proof. Property i) is proven by induction on the structure of basic BPA" (M) terms. Property ii) follows 
immediately from i) and Axioms MI and M2. 0 

Property 4.27. For any q, qo, ql. and r in C(PN (M)) such thata(r) c:;: E\(a(q) U a(qo) U a(ql)), 

q. r -Sp) q PJI 
q. (r· (qO + ql) + qo) -Sp) q. (qo + ql) P12 

qo' (ql II r) -Sp) qo· ql P13 

Proof. Let I be equal to a(r). 
TI4 4.8 4.25 B I 

(PAr +RN)(M) I- '/(q' r) = '/(q)' '/(r) = q. '/(r) = q.' = q, 
which proves P JI. The proof for P 12 is similar; only Axiom B2 is used instead of B I. 

(PAr + RN)(M) I- 'I (q . (r . (qo + ql) + qo» TI3i[/4 'I (q) . ('I (r) . ('I (qo) + 'I (ql)) + 'I (qo» 4.8;,.25 
B2 

q. (,. (qo +ql) +qo) = q. (qO +ql). 
Axiom P 13 is proved as follows. 

(PAr +RN)(M) I- '/(qo' (ql II r)) TI~.21 'I (qo) . ('/(ql) II '/(r)) 4.8;'.25 qo' (ql II ,) 4~6 
A6.B2 

qO'("ql +ql) = qo·ql· o 

Axioms P JI and P 12 are inspired by the two Axioms B I and B2. Together they state that inserting new 
behavior in an object life cycle that does not disable any behavior of the original life cycle yields a subclass 
under projection inheritance. Axiom P 13 shows that putting alternative behavior in parallel with part of the 
original life cycle also yields a subclass under projection inheritance. The inheritance relationship between 
production units U and U2 discussed in Example 4.4 follows from Axiom P J\ and the context rule of 
Property 4.22 ii). 

Example 4.28. Consider production unit U of Example 4.2. Production unit Us sends a processing-ready 
signal when the main processing step is completed. The signal is sent in parallel with the delivery of output 
material. The life cycle of U5 is described as follows: rcmd· pmat . (omat II sprdy). It follows from Axiom 
P 13 that U5 -Sp) U. 

Property 4.29. For any qQ, qb and r in C(PN (M» such thata(r) c:;: E\(a(qo)Ua(ql», and bE E\(a(qo) U 
a(ql», 

Proof. Let H be equal to {b) and I be equal to a(r) U {b). Note that b is not equal to r. 

(PAr +RN)(M) I- aH(qO . (b· r . ql + qIl) D~3 aH(qo) . (aH(b) . aH(r . ql) + aH(ql» D~.8 
A7.A6 

qo·(8·aH(r·ql)+ql) = qo·ql· 
Furthermore, 

(PAr +RN)(M) I- 'I (qo . (b· r . ql + ql)) TI4,{/3 'I (qo) . ('I (b . r) . 'I (ql) + 'I (ql)) 4.8;,.25 
A6,B2 

qO'("ql+ql) = qO'ql' 
It follows from the above two derivations that qo' «b· r)· ql + ql) -Spp qo' ql. o 

Axiom PP shows that under protocol/projection inheritance it is allowed to postpone behavior. In case it is 
possible to specify iterative behavior, a nice variant of PP is an axiom in which the behavior b . r is iterated 
arbitrarily many times before continuing with ql. The inheritance relationship between production units U 
and U3 shown in Example 4.9 can also be proven by means of a variant of Axiom PP without term r in 
combination with the context rule of Property 4.22 iii). 

The final property of this section gives a few axioms of life-cycle inheritance. 
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Property 4.30. For any.p, qo, q!._and r.in C(PA'(M».such that a(r) ~ E\(a(qo) U a(ql», and b E 

E\(a(r) U a(qo) U a(ql», 
---------------------------

qo' (r . (ql + b . p» ::Ole qo . ql LCI 

qo' «ql + b . p) II r) ::Olc qo . ql LC2 

qO' (ql II (r + b . p» ::Olc qo . ql LC3 

Proof. Let H be equal to {bl and I be equal to a(r). 

(PAJ +RN)(M) f- T] 0 aH(qo . (r . (ql + b. p))) D4.D¥]4.T13 

T] 0 aH(qO)' (T] 0 aH(r)· (Tl 0 aH(ql) + T] 0 aH(b) 'T] 0 aH(p))) D2.4,J,.4.25 
. .. . A7A6 BI . 

qo' (T' (ql +,0' T] 0 aH(p))) '=' qo' q!. 
which proves LCI. Axiom LC2is proven as follows: 

(PAJ +RN)(M) f- T] 0 aH(qO ·«ql + b· p) II r» D4.4~I.D3 
T](aH(qo)' (aH(ql) + aH(b)· aH(p» II aH(r)))f'~·8 T](qO' «ql +0' aH(p» II'r» A~6 
T] (qo'''(qill r»', . 

after which the proof proceeds as for Axiom P 13. Axiom LC3 is proven similarly. o 

Axioms LCI through LC3 are combinations of the axioms for protocol and projection inheritance. They 
are illustrative for life-cycle inheritance. It is not difficult to find several more of such combinations. It is 
possible to prove the above axioms by means of the context rule of Property 4.22 iv). The proof above uses 
basic lemmas and axioms, because they yield a more readable proof. 

Example 4.31. Consider a production unit U6 with life cycle rcmd· «pmat + ppmat . pmat) II ssps) . omat. 
Upon receipt of a command, unit U6 sends a start-processing signal. In parallel, it starts its main process
ing step, possibly preceded by a preprocessing step. It follows from Axiom LC2 and the context rule of 
Property 4.22 iv) that U6 is a subclass under life-cycle inheritance of unit U of Example 4.2 .. 

4.3 Concluding remarks 

This section has presented a characterization of inheritance of behavior in a'simple process-algebraic setting. 
Four inheritance relations have been defined, all in terms of the algebraic concepts of encapsulation and 
abstraction. Several 'basic properties of the relations 'show that they are theoretically sound. The axioms of 

._ in~eIj.t"!)ce, given in .the previous .. subsection .showthat. life-cycle inheritance' captures three basic operators 
to construct a subclass from a superclass, namely choice, sequential composition,. and'parallel composition .. 
Since these three operators are fun<:iamental to a,ny(concurrent) object-oriented language; it appears that 
encapsulation and abstraction capture theessence,.9f inheritance',of behavior .. ~ The ,axioms-of inheritance 
show how to create subclasses of some given class in a constructive .way atdesign ,lime. Thus, the axioms 

stimulate the r;euseof object life.cycles·during. the.design processP"~"'" '. i •• ,' 

5 'Petri Nets 

The popularity ofPetricneitheory as a fo";';alism for modeling processes is due to both its easy-to-understand 
graphical representation of Petri-net models and its potential as a technique for formally analyzing concur
rent processes. Petri nets were introduced in 1962 by Carl Adam Petri [54]. Since then, Petri-net theory has 
been extended in many ways and applied to many kinds of problems. This section contains an introduction 
to the framework of so-called Placerrransition nets, abbreviated prr nets. 

Section 5.1 introduces the notion of bags, ""hich play an important role in any Petri-net formalism. 
Section 5.2 presents the class of labeled prr nets: Section 5.3 reviews some theoretical. results about prr nets 
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that are the basis for some of the analysis techniques available to analyze Petri-net models. In Section 5.4, 
the subclass of free-choice Pff nets is introduced. The reason to consider this subclass of labeled Pff nets is 
that analysis techniques for free-choice Pff nets are more efficient than the techniques for the general class 
of labeled Pff nets. 

The introduction to labeled Pff nets and free-choice Pff nets given in this section is not exhaustive. Its 
only goal is to provide a basis for the remainder of this paper. As mentioned in the introduction, for readers 
already familiar with Petri-net theory, it is sufficient to browse through this section to get acquainted with 
notation. Good starting points for further reading on Petri nets are [17, 24, 37, 49, 53, 58, 59, 60]. 

5.1 Notations for bags 

In this paper, bags are defined as finite multi-sets of elements from some alphabet A. A bag over alphabet A 
can be considered as a function from A to the natural numbers IN such that only a finite number of elements 
from A is assigned a non-zero function value. For some bag X over alphabet A and a E A, X(a) denotes 
the number of occurrences of a in X, often called the cardinality of a in X. The set of all bags over A 
is denoted SeA). Note that any finite set of elements from A also denotes a unique bag over A, namely 
the function yielding 1 for every element in the set and 0 otherwise. The empty bag, which is the function 
yielding 0 for any element in A, is denoted O. For the explicit enumeration of a bag, a notation similar to the 
notation for sets is used, but using square brackets instead of curly brackets and using superscripts to denote 
the cardinality of the elements. For example, [a 2 , b, c3] denotes the bag with two elements a, one b, and 
three elements c; the bag [a 2 I pea)] contains two elements a for every a such that pea) holds, where P is 
some predicate on symbols of the alphabet under consideration. To denote individual elements of a bag, the 
same symbol "E" is used as for sets: For any bag X over alphabet A and element a E A, a E X if and only 
if X(a) > O. The sum of two bags X and Y,denoted XltIY,is defined as [an I a E AAn = X(a)+Y(a)]. 
The difference of X and Y, denoted X - Y, is defined as [an I a E A An = (X(a) - Y(a» max 0]. The 
binding of sum and difference is left-associative. The restriction of X to some domain D ~ A, denoted 
X r D, is defined as [aX (a) I a ED]. Restriction binds stronger than sum and difference. The notion of 
subbags is defined as expected: Bag X is a subbag of Y, denoted X ::: Y, if and only if for all a E A, 
X(a) ::: Yea). 

5.2 Labeled pfl' nets 

Let U be some universe of identifiers; let L be some set of labels. 

Definition 5.1. (Labeled PII' net) An L-Iabeled Placeffransition net, or simply labeled Pff net, is a tuple 
(P, T, F, e) where 

i) P ~ U is a finite set of places; 

ii) T ~ U is a finite set of transitions such that P n T = 0; 
iii) F ~ (P x T) U (T x P) is a set of directed arcs, called the flow relation; 

iv) e : T ..... L is a labeling function. 

Let N = (P, T, F, e) be a labeled Pff net. Elements of PUT are referred to as nodes. A node x E PUT 
is called an input node of another node yEP U T if and only if there exists a directed arc from x to y; that 
is, if and only if x Fy. Node x is called an output node of y if and only if there exists a directed arc from 
y to x. If x is a place in P, it is called an input place or an output place; if it is a transition, it is called an 
input or an output transition. The set of all input nodes of some node x is called the preset of x; its set of 
output nodes is called the postset. Two auxiliary functions iN -, 0N- : (P U T) ..... PcP U T) are defined 
that assign to each node its preset and postset, respectively. For any node x E PUT, iNX = {y I yFx} and 
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0NX = {y I xFyJ. In an..unambiguous context, the subscript identifying the prr net may be'omitted from 
the preset and postset functions. 

Example 5.2. Besides a mathematical definition, labeled prr nets also have an unambiguous graphical 
representation. Figure 5.3 shows a labeled prr net representing a simple production unit. Places are depicted 
by circles, transitions by rectangles, and the flow relation by arcs. The small black dots residing in the places 
are called tokens, which are introduced below. Attached to each place is its identifier. Attached to each 
transition are its identifier and its label. In the example of Figure 5.3, it is assumed that the labeling function 
is the identity function. 

crnd prdy 
o 
,~prdy 

"Gprdy 

irnt ornt 
prnat ornat 

Figure 5.3: The graphical representation of a labeled prr net. 

The class of Petri nets introduced in Definition 5.1 is sometimes referred to as the class of ordinary (labeled) 
prr nets to distinguish it from the class of Petri nets that allows more than one arc between a pair of nodes. 
In the context of this paper, it is reasonable to allow at most one arc between any two nodes of a prr net. 

A labeled prr net as defined above defines the static structure of a process. However, labeled 'PfT nets 
also have a behavior. The behavior of a prr net is determined by its state. To express the state of a net, 
its places may contain tokens. In labeled prr nets, tokens are nothing more than simple markers (see the 
graphical representation of a labeled prr net in Figure 5.3). The distribution of tokens over thecplaces is' 
often called the marking of the net. . ' 

Definition 5.4. (Marked, labeled Ptr net) A marked, L-labeled'PfT net is a pair tN"s), where N'= 
(P,T> F"fJ i~,an L,labeled Ptrnet and wheres is a bag over P denoting the, marking of the·net. The set of' 
all marked, L-Iabeied prr nets is denoted N(L).' ' 

The behavior of marked, labeled prr nets is defined by a so-called'firilig'ru!e: whiCh. is simply a transition 
relation defining the change in the state of a marked net when executing an action. To define the firing rule, 
it is necessary to formalize when a net is allowed toexecute a certain actio!!.. ';"", 

. .' . "'" ",-,.,,> ','" ~ - - . - ' "-;,;" _. "~ 
Definition'S.S. (Transition enabling) Let (N,s) be a marked, labeled prrnet inN(L), whereN = 
(P, T, F, f). '.A transition t E T is enabled, denoted (N,s)[t), if and only if ea2h of.!ts iIipui'pla~escontains 
at least one, token. That is,·(N, s)[t) ~ it ~ s.(Note that the set it is interpret~das·'abag.} ',' 

Ex;;mpleS:6~ In themhlked 'net of Figu;e 5.3, t~ansition rcmd is enabled. None of the other transitions is 
enabled. 

When a transition t of a labeled prr net is enabled, the net can fire this transition. Upon firing, t removes 
a token from each of its input places and it adds a tqken to each of its output places .. This means that ,upon 
firing t, the marked net (N, s) changes into another, marked net (N, s - it I±I at). When firing a transition, 
the labeled prr net executes an action, which is represented by its label. 
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Definition 5.7. (Firing rule) The firing rule _ [_) _ s:: N(L) x L x N(L) is the smallest relation satisfying 
for any (N. s) in N(L), with N = (P, T, F, f), and any t E T, 

(N, s)[t) =} (N, s) [f(t)) (N, s - it I±J ot). 

Tokens that are removed from the marking when firing a transition are referred to as consumed tokens or the 
consumption of a transition; tokens that are added to the marking are referred to as produced tokens or the 
production of a transition. 

Example 5.S. In the labeled Pff net of Figure 5.3, firing transition rcmd changes the marking from [cmd, 
imt) to [tcmd, imt), thus enabling transition pmat. Firing transition pmat yields the marking [tprdy, pmt). 
This new marking enables both transitions sprdy and omat. These two transitions are independent and can, 
therefore, be fired in arbitrary order, yielding the final marking [prdy,omt). Concurrency is represented in 
a very natural way in Petri-net models. Since, in the net of Figure 5.3, the labeling function is simply the 
identity function, upon firing a transition taction t is performed. 

In Section 2, process spaces have been introduced as the basic semantic framework of this paper. The defini
tions given so far in this subsection constitute a process space, namely the process space (N (L), L, [) ,0). 
Labeled Pff nets represent processes, labels correspond to actions, and the firingiule defines a transition 
relation; the termination predicate is the empty set. The latter means that the semantics for labeled Pff nets 
defined by the above process space does not distinguish successful termination and deadlock. This corre
sponds to the usual semantics for Petri nets (see, for example, [49,53,58)). In the next section, a subclass 
of labeled Pff nets is introduced for modeling object life cycles; the semantics for this class of labeled Pff 
nets does distinguish successful termination and deadlock. 

Since the semantics of labeled Pff nets is captured by means of a process space, we automatically 
obtain a well-defined notion of equivalence of Pff nets, namely (rooted) branching bisimilarity as defined in 
Definition 2.8. The fact that rooted branching bisimilarity is also the semantic equivalence in the semantics 
of the equational theory of Section 3 eases the translation of the inheritance notions of the previous section 
to the Petri-net framework. In the rich literature on Petri nets, many different semantics appear for many 
different purposes. In particular, so-called step semantics allow that transitions that are concurrently enabled 
can fire simultaneously; other semantics define the behavior of Petri nets in terms of partial orders. Step 
semantics and partial-order semantics are usually meant for studying concurrency and causality. In this 
paper, the role of concurrency and causality is less important. Therefore, we have chosen the same semantic 
framework for both the process-algebraic theory of Section 3 and the Petri-net framework of this section. 
Good starting points for readers interested in concurrency- and causality-related semantics for Petri nets are 
[17, 55). A study of concurrency and causality in an ACP-style process-algebraic setting inspired by the 
treatment of these notions in Petri-net theory can be found in [7]. 

5.3 Analysis of labeled Pff nets 

Pff-net models can be analyzed in many different ways. An important class of analysis techniques focuses 
on properties of such models. The basic idea is that properties of a system or process can be phrased in 
terms of properties of its Pff-net model. This subsection presents a selection of properties that can be used 
to analyze labeled Pff nets. This selection is not exhaustive. However, it is sufficient for the remainder of 
this paper. Note that the labeling function in labeled Pff nets is often only used for modeling purposes. It 
usually does not affect analysis techniques. Nevertheless. the techniques presented in the remainder of this 
section are defined for labeled Pff nets, because labeling plays a role in the next section. 

Some properties of labeled Pff nets are defined on the structure of a net, whereas other properties 
concern their behavior. The first property defined in this subsection is a simple structural property which is 
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·often convenient in the .analysis of.Pff nets. The reflexive and transitive closure ofa relation R is denoted 
R*; the inverse of relation R is denoted R- I . 

Definition 5.9. (Connectedness) A labeled Pff net N = (P, T, F, C) is weakly connected, or simply con· 

nected, if and only if, for every two nodes x and y in PUT, x(F U F-I)*y. Net N is strongly connected if 
and only if, for every two nodes x and y in PUT, xF*y. 

Example 5.10. The Pff net in Figure 5.3 is connected, but not strongly connected. 

The next definition is fundamental in the analysis of Pff nets. It defines the set of markings that a Pff net 
can reach from its initial marking. The set of reachable markings of a Pff net is also called the state space .. 
of the net. Recall·thatihesemantiCs oflabeled Pff nets is captured in the process space (NU-,), L, [) ,0). 
Thus, the.reachability relation _ ~ _ C;N(L) x N(L) can be defined as in Definition 2.2. 

Definition 5.11. (Reachable markings) The set of reachable markings of a marked, labeled Pff net (N, s) E 

N(L) with N = (P, T, F,O"den.oted [N,s),is defined as the set Is' E B(P) I (N, s) ~ (N, s')} . 

. Sometimes it is' convenient'Wknow' the' sequence'oftrarisitionittfia(are"fired in Order to reach some given 
marking. This paper uses the following notations for sequences. Let A be some alphabet of identifiers. A 
sequence of length n, for some natural number n E IN, over alphabet A is a function a : {O, ... , n -I} --> A. 
The sequence of length zero is called the empty sequence and written £. For the sake of readability, a 
sequence of positive length is usually written by juxtaposing the function values: For example, a sequence 
a = {(O, a), (I, a), (2, b»), for a, b E A, is written aab. The set of all sequences of arbitrary length over 
alphabet A is written A * . 

Definition 5.12. (Firing sequence) Let (N, so) with N = (P, T, F, 0 be a marked, labeled Pff net in 
N(L). A sequence a E T* is called a firing sequence of (N, so) if and only if, for some natural number 
n E IN, there exist markings Sl, ... ,Sn E B(P) and transitions tl, ... , tn E T such that a = tl ... tn and, for 
all i with 0 :::: i < n, (N, s, )[t'+I) and S'+I = s, - it'+1 I±J ot'+I. (Note that n = 0 implies that a = £ and 
that £ is a firing sequence of (N, so).) Sequence a is said to be enabled in marking so, denoted (N, so)[a). 

Firing the sequence a results in the unique marking Sn, denoted (N,s?) [a)'(N, sn}. 

The following property is a direct result of the definitions given so far.· It.states that ·a.markingof a)abeled . 
. Pff net is reachable ifand only if there is a firing sequence leading to that marking. 

~.r~p~~!, .. ~.13:"L!'t{;y,s).With N.. = (p, ,T,.F, C),.,bea marked,' labeled prrhet inN (L).Forany marking 
s' E B(P), s' E [N, s) ifand only if there exists a firing sequence a of(N;sfsuch that (N, s) [a) (N, s'). 

Proof. Definitions 5.11 (Reachable markings) and 5,12 (Firing.seq)lence) .. '. o 

Example 5.14. It is straightforward to verify that'the set of reachable markings of the Pff .net in Figure 5.3 
equalsJ[~md, imt], [tcllJd, iW], [tprdy, pmtl, [prdy, pmt], [tprdy,omtMprdy;' omt]l."Marking'l'Prdy;pmtl·is 
the result of firing sequence rcmd pmat sprdy. .. . 

." <,' -, • '. .f .' ,_', .... , '" _~. . !"-":'. 

PropertY·5.Bis very often used in reasoning aboutreachable markings ofPfT'nets."Since itis·so·fundamen-. 
tal, inthe,remainder, it is not explicitly referenced each timeil"is used in a proof. , . 

The following property is'oftenuseful when analyzing the set of reachable markings of a Pff net. 

Property 5.15. (Monotonicity of reachable markings) Let (N, s) with N = (P, T, F,O be a marked, 
labeled prr net in N(L). Let s' and s" in B(P) be two markings of N. Ifs' is a reachable marking in [N, s), 
then marking s' l±J sf! is reachable from s l±I ~"; that is, Sf l±J S" E [N, s ttl s"} .. 

Proof. It is a straightforward consequence of the observation that any firing sequence of (N, s) is also a 
firing sequence of (N, s I±J s") that does not affect the tokens in s". 0 
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Example 5.14 shows that it can be straightforward to calculate the set of reachable markings of a Pff net. 
However, in general, the state space of a non-trivial Pff net can be very large or even infinite. 

Definition 5.16. (Boundedness) A marked, labeled Pff net (N, s) E N(L) is bounded if and only if the set 
of reachable markings [N, s) is finite. 

The following property characterizes boundedness; it is particularly useful to prove that a Pff net is un
bounded. 

Property 5.17. (Characterization of bounded ness) A net (N, s) E N(L) is bounded if and only if, for any 
markings s' E [N, s) and s" E [N, s'), s" 2: s' implies s" = s'. 

Proof. See [53, Section 4.2.1.1], where the property is formulated as a property of the coverability tree 
(called the reachability tree in [53]). The property is a direct result of Property 5.15 (Monotonicity of 
reachable markings) and the fact that the coverability tree of a labeled Pff net is always finite. 0 

scmd 

rmat omt 

pmat omat 

Figure 5.18: An example of a live and unbounded Pff net. 

Example 5.19. The Pff net of Figure 5.3 is bounded. Example 5.14 shows that its state space is finite. Figure 
5.18 shows a variant of the Pff net of Figure 5.3. It contains two new transitions, modeling an operator that 
sends commands to the production unit (scmd) and replenishe; input material (rmat). The initial marking is 
the empty bag O. As before, it is assumed that the labeling function is the identity function. It is not difficult 
to see that the net of Figure 5.18 is unbounded. Since the two abovementioned transitions have no input 
places, they are continuously enabled. Therefore, the number of tokens in places cmd and imt, and thus all 
other places, can increase indefinitely. Property 5.17 can be used to prove unboundedness formally. Firing 
transition scmd leads to marking [cmd], which is strictly larger than the initial marking O. 

Another property of a Pff-net model, which is often meaningful from a design point of view, is that it 
contains no so-called dead transitions. A dead transition is a transition that is never able to fire. 

Definition 5.20. (Dead transition) Let (N, s) be a marked, labeled Pff net in N(L). A transition t E Tis 
dead in (N, s) if and only if there is no reachable marking s' E [N, s) such that (N, s')[t). 

A property stronger than the absence of dead transitions is liveness. A Pff net is live if and only if, no matter 
what marking has been reached, it is always possible to enable an arbitrary transition of the net by firing 
any number of other transitions. 

Definition 5.21. (Liveness) A marked, labeled Pff net (N, s) E N(L) with N = (P, T, F, e) is live if 
and only if, for every reachable marking s' E [N, s) and transition t E T, there is a reachable marking 
s" E [N, s') such that (N, s")[t). 
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, , Property 5.22. A live marked,Jabeled Pff net does nothave any dead transitions. 

Proof. Definitions 5.20 and 5.21. o 

scmd 

imt omt 
'. 
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pmat 
pmt 

rmat 

Figure 5.23: An example of a live and bounded prr net. 

Example 5.24. The prr net of Figure 5.18 is live. Figure 5.23 shows another example of a live prr net. 
It is a variant of the production nnit of Figure 5.18. It contains three extra places. A token in place rdy 
means that the unit is ready to receive a command; a token in bsy means that it is busy processing; a token 
in empty models that the unit contains no material. Another difference with the unit of Figure 5.18 is that 
the processing-ready signal is not sent immediately after processing, but only after the output material has 
been delivered. A final difference concerns the commands and the input material for the unit. The operator 
only sends a new command to' the unit after aprocessing-re~dysignal has,been received. Materi~ is 'only 
replenished after output material has been delivered. Initially, two commands have been sent to the unit and 
three pieces of input· material 'are available. ' 

" . It is, possible·to prove that'the two prr·nets 'of Figures 5.18 and 5:23 are :liveby"analyzing' their state 
spaces. From such an analysis, it also follows that the net ·of Figure 5.23 is bounded, whereas we have 
already seen that the net of Figure 5.18 is unbounded. 

The prr net of Figure 5.3 is not live. Again, this follows easily from the state 'space (see 'Example 5.14). 
-' 

A marking of a marked prr. net is called a home marking if and only if it is reachable from every marking 
• ,'-",.;';" ._',.,-,,~ "_~/",'" ,.,w·~- .,",>","",0 ";',-, \ ..... "-;,'" ,~-.,:, "''''''';)-'''-'~''-''''--~'1 - ," _ .. ,\ 

. feachiillle from' the initial marking. Home markings play an important role in the analysis ofterinination 
behavio~' and iterative behavior. Consider a markelprr net tliat is defined to -termin~te successfully' when 
some given, marking 'is reached. If thisrnarking is a home marking" it'means·tharth~Wrr"~et;alwayshas 
the optiOnto}erminate successfully.lfthe initial marking is a home marking of the net, then its behavior-is 
iterative. 

.. ' . . -., 

Definition 5.25. (Home marking) Let (N, s) be a marked, labeled prr net in N(L). A reachable marking 
s' E [N, s) is a home marking of (N, s) if and only if, for any reachable marking s" E [N, s), s' E [N, s"). 

Example 5.26. The initial marking of the prr net of Figure 5.23 is 'a home marking. 

The following definition defines the notion of a subnet of a prr net. 
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Definition 5.27. (Subnet) Let N = (P, T, F, e) be an L-Iabeled PfT net. A PfT net S = (Po, To, Fo, eo) 
with Po C; P and To C; Tis asubnet of N ifand only if Fo = Fn«Pox To)U(Tox Po» and eo = en(Tox L). 
Subnet S is said to be generated by the set of nodes Po U To. 

scmd 

pmat 

pmt 

Figure 5.28: A subnet of the. PfT net or Figure 5.23. 

Example 5.29. Consider the PfT net of Figure 5.23. Figure 5.28 shows its subnet generated by the set of 
nodes {and, rcmd, tcmd, pmat, pmt, omat, tprdy, sprdy, prdy, scmd}. 

The following definition defines a very specific kind of subnet. 

Definition 5.30. (S-component) Let N = (P, T, F, e) be an L-Iabeled PfT net. Subnet S = (Po, To, Fo, eo) 
of N with Po oft 0 is an S-component of N if and only if i) S is strongly connected (see Definition 5.9), ii) 
for every transition t E To, listl = 10stl = i,andiii)foreverypiacep E Po,iNPUoNP C; To· 

Example 5.31. The PfT net of Figure 5.28 is an S-component of the PfT net of Figure 5.23. 

A characteristic property of an S-component of some PfT net is that the number of tokens in the places of 
the S-component is constant for all reachable markings of the PfT net. Recall that, for some bag Y over 
alphabet A and element a E A, Y(a) denotes the number of occurrences of a in Y. For any X C; A, Y(X) 
denotes the total number of occurrences of elements of X in Y; that is, Y (X) = (+ a : a EX: Y (a». 

Property 5.32. Let (N, s) be a marked, labeled Pff net in N(L); let (P, T, F, e) be an S-component of N. 

For any reachable marking s' E [N, s), s'(P) = s(P). 

Proof. Induction on the length of any firing sequence needed to reach marking s' from marking s. 0 

Example 5.33. Consider again the PfT net of Figure 5.23 and its S-component of Figure 5.28. It is not 
difficult to see that the number of tokens in the S-component is two for every reachable marking. 

Property 5.32 has many interesting consequences. The following property states that the marking of a live 
connected PfT net marks all of its S-components. 

Property 5.34. Let (N, s) with N = (P, T, F, e) be a live marked, connected Pff net in N(L) such that 
T oft 0. For every S-component (Po, To, Fo, eo) of N, s(Po) > O. 
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· Proof. If N has no places the property is trivial. Therefore, assume that P i' 0. Let (Po, To, Fo, fo) be an 
S-component of N such that Po i' 0. Assume that sCPo) = O. It follows from the assumptions that N is 
connected and T i' 0 and Definitions 5.9 (Connectedness) and 5.30 (S-component) that To i' 0. Property 
5.32 implies that any of the places in Po is unmarked in any marking reachable from s. Thus, it follows 
from Definitions 5.20 (Dead transition) and again 5.30 (S-component) that all transitions in To are dead in 
(N, s). However, this contradicts Property 5.22, which states that a live PfT net cannot have dead transitions. 
Hence, sCPo) > O. 0 

This subsection ends with two properties that a set of places of a labeled PfT net may exhibit. A set of places 
X of a PfT net is called a trap if every transition that needs a token from X to fire also returns a tok':!n to X. 
The preset and'p6stser'ofa set of riolles X of aPfT net are de"iined as follows: iX = (U x : x EX': ix) and 
oX =(Ux: XE X : ox). 

Definition 5,35, (Trap) Let N = (P, T, F, f) be a labeled PfT net. A set of places X ~P is called a trap 
if and only if 0 X ~ iX., A trap i§ proper if andonly.if. it is not the empty set.·' 

A characteristic property 'of a<lrap'is'that;'on'ce irb1'Ocomes<mar((ell;'TCre'iilruns ·niarked. .' 

Property 5,36, Let (N, s) be a labeled Pff net with N = (P, T, F, f). Let X ~ P be a trap of N. If 
seX) > 0, then, for every reachable markings' E [N,s),s'(X) > O. 

Proof, Definitions 5.35 (Trap), 5.l! (Reachable markings), and 5.7 (Firing rule). o 

Example 5.37. Consider again the PfT net of Figure 5.23. The following sets of places are traps: {rdy, bsy}, 
{empty, pmt}, {emd, bsy, prdy}, {rdy, temd, pmt, tprdy}, {emd, temd, pmt, tprdy, prdy}, and {imt, pmt, omt}. 
By definition, the union of any number of traps is again a trap. The PfT net of Figure 5.23 has no other 
proper traps than the six mentioned above and the ones that consist of the union of any number of these six 
traps. 

Note that the places of an S-component of a PfT net constitute a trap. (It is an interesting exercise to prove 

this formally.) " '.' " 
A set of places X of a labeled PfT net is called a siphon if and only if every transition thaI puts a token 

in X upon firing also consumes a token from X. "l " 

Definition 5.38. (Siphon) Let N = (P, T, F, C) be a labeled PfT net. A set of places X ~ r is called a 
siphon if andorilyjfiX ~ 0 }{.,; A siphon isproperif and only if it is not the' empty set. ' ' 

." ", A, .. f" '_- 'tt,.,o,__ . ,:',- ", _,' 

A characteristic property of a siphon is that, once it becomes unmarked, it always remains unmarked. 

Property 5.39. Let (N, s) be a labeled Pff net wi.th N= (P,.T"F,.f) . .Let,X ~p be,a siphon.of N. If 
seX) = 0, then, for eyeD:. reachable marking s' 'E [N, s), s'(X)~ O. ' 

Proof; Definitions 5:38,(Siphon), 5: 11 (Reach'able mafking~J;t.iid5~ 7 (Firi~g' iU,~ .. ,r, ' 
Exampl~.5.40. Consi~er,againFigure 5.23., In, this particular e~ample, the:s~t:of,sip~ons o(,U;e:~fT .. neLis. 
identical to its set of. traps given.inExampl~ 5.37. ' 

- ,'/-

Note that tJie'places6(an s~i:oIhponentof a PfT net form a siphon of the net. 
In this subsection, a non-exhaustive selection of properties of labeled PfT nets has been presented. 

However, some important aspects have not yet been addressed. Is it always possible to decide whether some 
marking of a labeled PfT net is reachable from its initial marking? Or whether it is a home marking? And is 
it always possible to decide whether some given labeled PfT net is bounded or live? The answer to all these 
questions is affirmative. However, the algorithms are very complex and inefficient. The reader interested 
in these algorithms, and in decidability and complexity results for PfT nets in general, is referred to the 
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literature. Good starting points are [28,29]. A solution to improve the efficiency of analysis techniques for 
Pff nets is to consider subclasses of Ptr nets. As mentioned, the class of so-called free-choice Pff nets is 
particularly interesting in this context. 

5.4 Free-choice Pff nets 

Free-choice Ptr nets are characterized by the fact that two transitions sharing an input place always share 
all their input places. The class of free-choice Pff nets combines a reasonable expressive power with strong 
analysis techniques. Consequently, free-choice Pff nets have been studied extensively in the literature. The 
most important results on free-choice Ptr nets have been brought together in [24]. Except for Property 
5.54, all results in this subsection appear in [24]. The main theorems are given without proof. Some other 
results are accompanied with proofs, because the proofs illustrate the use of the main theorems. The results 
in this subsection show that traps, siphons, and S-components play an important role in analyzing liveness, 
boundedness, and home markings of free-choice Ptr nets. 

Definition 5.41. (Free-choice Ptr net) Afree-choice Pff net is a Pff net (P, T, F, i) as in Definition 5.1 
such that, for all transitions t, U E T, either it n iu = 0 or it = iu. 

Note that, in Definition 5.41, free-choice Pff nets are labeled. As mentioned, the labeling function is 
included for modeling purposes. It is not present in the standard definition of free-choice Pff nets as given 
in, for example, [24]. The labeling function does not affect any of the results presented in the remainder of 
this section. 

abc 

\IV 
Figure 5.42: A non-free-choice construct: confusion. 

Example 5.43. The Pff nets of Figures 5.3, 5.18, 5.23, and 5.28 are all free-choice. Figure 5.42 shows a 
typical non-free-choice construct, called confusion. In the initial state, all three transitions a, b, and c are 
enabled. Transitions a and c are independent; they do not share any input places. However, both transitions 
compete for a token with transition b and are thus in conflict with b. The construct is called confusion, 
because firing, for example, transition a solves the contlict between the other two transitions band c in 
favor of c. After a has fired only c is enabled. 

The first main theorem of this subsection states that a connected free-choice Ptr net is live if and only if 
every proper siphon includes an initially marked trap. 

Theorem 5.44. (Commoner's theorem) Let (N, s) with N = (P, T, F, f) be a marked, connected free
choice PIT net inN(L) such that T is not empty. Net (N, s) is live if and only if every proper siphon X S;; P 
contains a trap Y S;; X such that s(y) > O. 

Proof. [24, Section 4.3] o 

Example 5,45, Consider the free-choice Pff net of Figure 5.18. It is not difficult to see that this Pff net 
does not have any siphons. Hence, it trivially satisfies the condition of Theorem 5.44, which means it is live. 
Figure 5.23 shows another free-choice Ptr net. Its traps and siphons are given in Examples 5.37 and 5.40. It 
follows immediately that the net satisfies the condition of Commoner's theorem, which means that also this 
net is live. Finally, consider the free-choice Pff net of Figure 5.3. The set consisting of the single place cmd 
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is a siphon .. Since it is.not a trap, the condition of Commoner's theorem is not satisfied. As a result, the Pff 
net of Figure 5.3 is not live. Note that the results of this example conform to the conclusions drawn earlier 
in Example 5.24. 

Theorem 5.44 (Commoner's theorem) can be used to prove the following interesting property of live free
choice Pff nets. It says that a live free-choice Pff net remains live when an arbitrary number of tokens is 
added to its marking. The basic idea of the proof is that adding tokens to a marking cannot invalidate the 
requirements of Commoner's theorem. 

Property 5.46. (Monotonicity of liveness) Let (N, s) with N = (P, T, F, C) be a live marked, free-choice 
Pff net in N(L); let"s' E B(P) be a marking ofN .. The marked, free-choice,Pff net'(N; sl;;) 1/)"is live:"'" 

Proof. Since Commoner's theorem is only valid for. connected free-choice Pff nets, N is partitioned into 
connected subnets without any connections between them. Formally, let No = (Po, To, Fo, Co), .. ·, Nn = 
(Pn, Tn, Fn, Cn), for some n E IN, be connected subnets of N such that, for all i with 0 :s i :s n, N, 
is generated by P, U T,. Furtherniore, assume that Po through' Pn , To through T;: and Fo through F" are 
partitionings·of·P,· T ,and'P~ tes!l'ectively:'eleaHy:' itI6llowsfrohi"Defiiiitioii' S:ZJ'(Livenessj' that; for any 
marking s E B(P), (N, s) is live if and only if, for all i with O:s i :s n, (N" s r P,) is live. 

Let N" for some i with 0 :s i :s n, be an arbitrary subnet of N as defined above. To prove Property 
5.46, it suffices to show that, for arbitrary markings s, s' E B(P,), (N" s I;;) s') is live from the assumption 
that (N" s) is live. If T, = 0, (N" s I;;) s') is live. Therefore, assume that T; oF 0. Note that, since N is free
choice, also N, is free-choice. Thus, it follows from the assumption that (N" s) is live and Theorem 5.44 
(Commoner's theorem) that every proper siphon X £: P, of N, contains a trap Y £: X such that s(y) > O. 
Consequently, every proper siphon X£: P, contains a trap Y £: X such that (sl;;)s')(y) > O. Again Theorem 
5.44 yields that (Ni' s I;;) s') is live. 0 

Note that liveness is not monotone for ordinary labeled Pff nets. It is a nice exercise to find a livePff net 
that is no longer live when one or more tokens are added to the initial marking. For the impatient reader, 
Figure 7.26 in Section 7.6 contains an example of such a net. 

Recall Property 5.34 which states that the marking of a live connected Pff net marks all of its S~ 
components. It can be strengthened for a certain class of free-choice Pff nets. ". 

Property 5.47. Let (N,.s) with N = (P, T, F, l) be a live and bounded marked. connected free-choice·Pff 
net such that Tis not empty. Let s' E B(P1 be a marking.nfN. ,The.marked.prrnet (N,s')is live··if and 

. only-if, for everyS-component(Po;To~ Fa, Co) 'of N, ,'(Po) > .0. That is,(N,s') isliveif and onlyifs' 
marks every S-component of N. 

Proof.The implication from left to right follows immediately fr~in PToperty 5.34. The other implication is 
a consequence of Theorem 5.44 (Commoner's. theorem) and several'resultsconcerning"siphons and traps, 
se"'.l24,)>'~!'tion.S..:flford~tailsoc" .. ,. r .... , .. • "'., ....... ,.>W!.,,,. ." . 0 

An S-cover.of a,labeled Pff net is a set of S-components, suchlhateach :place,of,the.met is,contained. by at 
least ·one,s-component: "" " 

-. '-

Definition5~48. {S-cover)LetW= (P; T, F, f) be an L-labeled Pff net; let C be a set of S-components 
of N. Set C is called an S-cover of N if and only if, for every place pEP, there exists an S-component 
(Po, To, Fo, Co) in C such that p E Po. 

The second important theorem of this subsection is the S-coverability theorem. 

Theorem 5.49. (S-coverability theorem) Let (N, s) be a live and bounded marked, free-choice Pff net. 
Net N has an S-cover. 
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Proof. [24, Section 5.1] D 

Example 5.50. In Example 5.24, it was argued that the prr net of Figure 5.23 is live and bounded. Since 
this prr net is free-choice, it must have an S-cover. It is not difficult to verify that the four subnets generated 
by the sets of nodes {cmd, rcmd, tcmd, pmat, pmt, omat, tprdy, sprdy, prdy. scmd}, {rdy, rcmd, bsy, sprdy}, 
{empty, pmat, pmt, omat}, and {imt, pmat, pmt, omat, omt, rmat} are S-components that fonn an S-cover. 
The first one of these S-components is the one shown in Figure 5.28. Note that the marking in Figure 5.23 
marks all S-components, which confonns to Property 5.47. 

The S-coverability theorem can be used to prove the following property of live and bounded free-choice prr 
nets. 

Property 5,51, Let (N, s) with N = (P, T, F, e) be a live and bounded marked, free-choice PfT net in 
N(L). For every marking s' E B(P), net (N, 5') is bounded. 

Proof. According to Definition 5.16 (Boundedness), it must be shown that the set of reachable markings 
[N, s') is finite. First, note that the number of tokens in marking s', s'(P), is finite. Second, it follows 
from Theorem 5.49 (S-coverability theorem) that N has an S-cover C. Since the number of places of a prr 
net is finite, it'follows from Definition 5.48 (S-cover) that the number of S-components in C, IC!, is also 
finite. Since every S-component initially contains at most s'(P) tokens, it follows from Property 5.32 that 
every reachable marking s" E [N, s') contains at most s'(P) . IC! tokens; that is, for every s" E [N, s'), 
s"(P) ~ s'(P) ·Ic!. Since the number of places of N is finite, it follows that [N, s') is finite. D 

The third and final theorem of this subsection states that a reachable marking of a live and bounded connected 
free-choice prr net is a home marking if and only if it marks every proper trap of the net. 

Theorem 5.52. (Home.marking theorem) Let(N, s) with N = (P, T, F, f) be a live and bounded marked, 
connected free-choice PfT net in N(L) such that T is not empty. A reachable marking s' E [N, s) is a home 
marking of(N, s) ifand only if, for every proper trap X <; P, s'(X) > O. 

Proof, [24, Section 8.2] D 

Example 5.53. Consider again the prr net of Figure 5.23 and its traps given in Example 5.37. Since the 
initial marking marks every proper trap of the net, it is a home marking, which confonns to the claim of 
Example 5.26. 

The Home-marking theorem can be used to prove monotonicity of home markings for live and bounded 
free-choice prr nets. 

Property 5.54. (Monotonicity of home markings) Let (N, s) with N = (P, T, F, f) be a live and bounded 
marked, free-choice PfT net in N(L). Let s' and s" in B(P) be two markings of N. If s' is a home marking 
of (N, s), then s' I±J s" is a home marking of (N, s I±J s"). 

Proof. If N has no transitions, the property is trivial. Therefore assume that T is not empty. Without loss of 
generality, it may also be assumed that N is connected. (If N is not connected, it is possible to consider the 
partitioning of connected subnets of N, similar to the proof of Property 5.46 (Monotonicity of liveness ).) 

Assume that s' is a home marking of (N, s). The goal is to use the Home-marking theorem to prove that 
s' I±J s" is a home marking of (N, s I±J s"). Thus, it must be shown that (N, s I±J s") is live and bounded, that 
s' I±J s" E [N, s I±J s"), and that s' I±J s" marks every proper trap of N. 

Since (N, s) is live and bounded, Properties 5.46 and 5.51 yield that (N, s I±J s") is live and bounded. 
Since s' is a home marking of (N, s), Definition 5.25 (Home marking) and Property 5.15 (Monotonicity of 
reachable markings) imply that s' I±J s" E [N, s I±J s"). It follows from the Home-marking theorem that s' 
marks every proper trap of N and, thus, that s' i±J s" marks every proper trap of N. As a result, the conditions 
of the Home-marking theorem are satisfied proving that s' I±J s" is a home marking of (N, s i±J s"). D 
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Similar to Property 5.46,(Monotonicity of liveness), Property 5.54 does not generalize to ordinary Pff nets 
as defined in Definition 5.1. Figure 7.26 in Section 7.6 shows a live and bounded Pff net with a home 
marking that does not satisfy the monotonicity requirement stated in Property 5.54. 

The three main theorems of this subsection, Commoner's theorem, the S-coverability theorem, and the 
home-marking theorem, form the basis for several efficient analysis techniques for free-choice Pff nets. 
None of the results generalizes to ordinary Pff nets, although some of them (partially) generalize to sub
classes of Pff nets that are slightly larger than free-choice Pff nets. The interested reader is referred to [24, 
Chapter 10]. 

·6 .. Inheritance in the Petri-net Framework 

The main goal of this and the following section is to translate the results of Section 4 to a framework that 
is close to practical object-oriented methods such as UML. Petri nets are well suited for this purpose for 
several reasons. First, they provide a' graphical 'description technique that is easy to understand. Second, 
Petri,nets. have an explicit· representation-of'states: ·Third;'iri's .. ti.atotal-to 'mooel"coriturrencyin Petri nets, 
which is an advantage when modeling distributed systems. Fourth, they have a sound theoretical basis and 
many techniques and tools are available for the analysis of Petri nets. Finally, they are close to the state
based graphical techniques used in practical object-oriented methods for specifying object life cycles, such 
as the statechart diagrams of UML. 

Section 6.1 formalizes the notion of an object life cycle in the framework of Petri nets. In Section 6.2, 
the four inheritance relations defined in Section 4.1 are translated to this framework. Section 7 presents 
several transformation rules on object life cycles. These transformation rules are based on the axioms of 
inheritance of Section 4.2. They can be used to transform a class into a subclass, thus, reusing life-cycle 
designs. 

The Petri-net framework of this and the following section is more expressive and more powerful than 
the process-algebraic framework of Section 4. The price to be paid is that the definitions, the theorems, and 

'. the proofs are more complex. The translation from process algebra to Petri nets shows how the development 
of a concept in"one'formalism can inspire the development in another formalism. The formalization.of 
inheritance of behavior in process algebra has led to a clear conceptual understanding; ,thestudy"in Petri nets 
yields a framework close to. practical object-oriented methods . 

. 
>6.10bjectlifc·cycles 

An object life cycle specifies the order in which the methods of an object may be executed. When modeling 
a life cycle with a Petri net,a transition firing cOlTesponds. to the executionofa method .. Since the emphasis 
is on the execution order of methods and not on their implementation details, the formalism, of labeled Pff 
,net~. asjn\fgd.uct<d . .in)be previous"section is. well.suited,as the basic' Petri-net framework for mod~liflg life 
cycles and studyirig inheritance of behavior. Transition labels· correspond ,to method. identifiers. At this 
point, Oi't'{s cieilr, why transition labeling is included in our Pff-net framework:: It isnece~~ary,because a 
single'rri~tl1odmay occur several times in the.life cycle of an object. AsinS~ction 4, the set of methods.is ... 
denoted'M . . Recall that M includes the identifier T to model internal methods. The set of external methods 
M\{T} is denoted E. However, not every M-Iabeled Pff net is an object life cycle. 

It is important to see that a life cycle refers to a single object. It suffices to consider just one object, 
because multiple objects of the same class interact via the execution of methods and not directly via the life 
cycle. A Pff, net defining a life cycle has exa~tly one initial or input ,place i. Place i. has no input transitions. 
A token in place i models the fact that the corresponding object has not yet been created. When considering 
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the behavior of an object as it is specified by a PIT net with an input place i, in the initial marking, place i is 
the only place marked and it contains only a single token. 

To model object termination, an object life cycle has a unique final or output place o. An object termi
nates when, and only when, it reaches the marking of a single token in o. In addition, if a marking has a 
token in 0, it must be the only token in the marking. This means that, upon termination of an object, all 
information about the object is removed. Furthermore, it is assumed that it is always possible to terminate. 
However, this does not mean that an object is forced to terminate. In technical terms, marking [0] must be a 
home marking of the PIT net modeling an object life cycle, as defined in Definition 5.25. 

In addition to the above requirements, a PIT net modeling a life cycle is assumed to be connected, 
as defined in Definition 5.9. Furthermore, a life cycle may not have any dead transitions, as defined in 
Definition 5.20. These requirements are technically convenient. They are also meaningful from a design 
point of view. Places in a part of the PIT net that is not connected to the initial place i will remain unmarked 
when starting from the initial marking [i], no matter what transitions are fired. Dead transitions correspond 
to methods that cannot be executed. Hence, it is not meaningful to model a life cycle with an unconnected 
PIT net or a PIT net with dead transitions. 

The above considerations are partly related to the. static structure of an object life cycle and partly to its 
behavior, in particular, its termination behavior. Therefore, it is important to fix the semantic framework for 
M-Iabeled PIT nets that is used throughout the remainder. Assume that the universe of identifiers U contains 
the special identifiers i and o. 

Definition 6.1. (Semantics of M-Iabeled PIT nets) The semantics of marked, M-Iabeled PIT nets is defined 
by the process space (N(M) , M. [) ,,),). The set of processes N(M) is the set of all marked, M-Iabeled PIT 
nets as defined in Definition 5.4. The transition relation [) is the firing rule of Definition 5.7. Predicate,), is 
the set of all marked nets (N, [0]) inN(M) with N = (Po T, Foe) and 0 E P,whereo is the special output 
place in U introduced above. 

As before, the consequence of defining the semantics of M-Iabeled PIT nets in terms of a process space is 
that we obtain a notion of equivalence of PIT nets, namely (rooted) branching bisimilarity. As explained 
in Section 2.2, the root condition in the definition of rooted branching bisimilarity is crucial in a process
algebraic context. However, it is not needed in a framework of PIT nets. On the contrary, it is often tedious 
to have to take into account the root condition. Therefore, in the remainder, branching bisimilarity is chosen 
as the basic equivalence. However, all the results in this section carry over to rooted branching bisimilarity. 

Having defined the basic semantic framework, it is possible to formally define the notion of an object 
life cycle. The definition uses Definition 5.11 that defines the set of reachable markings of a PIT net. Note 
that the behavioral properties in the definition are all defined with respect to the marking consisting of a 
single token in the special place i. In the remainder, we often implicitly assume that the initial marking of 
an object.life cycle equals [i]. 

Definition 6.2. (Object life cycle) Let N = (P, To F, e) be an M-Iabeled PIT net. Net N is an object life 
cycle if and only if the following conditions are satisfied: 

i) Connectedness: N is weakly connected; 
ii) Object creation: P contains an input place i E U such that ii = 0; 

iii) Object termination: P contains an output place 0 E U such that 00 = 0; 
iv) Proper tennination: for any reachable marking S E [No [ill, if 0 E s, then s = [0]; 

v) Tennination option: marking [0] is a home marking of (No [i]); 

vi) Dead transitions: (No [i]) contains no dead transitions. 

The set of all object life cycles is denoted O. 
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Example 6.4. Figure 6.3 shows an example of a labeled Pff net modeling the object life cycle of a production 
unit and its semantics. The firing rule is depicted by arrows. The states in the semantics are represented 
by the markings of the net. The life cycle shows concurrent as well as iterative behavior. After receiving a 
command, the unit starts its processing phase. In parallel, it sends a start-processing signal to the operator. 
The processing phase consists of zero or more preprocessing steps, followed by the main processing action. 
The unit finishes with delivering the output material. It is clear that the object life cycle of Figure 6.3 satisfies 
the requirements of Definition 6.2. In particular, it has always the option to terminate and termination is 
always proper. 

Definition 6.2 of an object life cycle in the framework of Pff nets is more involved than the corresponding 
definition in the equational theory PA' (M) (Definition 4.1). The main reason for this difference is that 
the theory PAT (M) does not contain the inaction constant nor does it allow the specification of iterative 
behavior. A consequence of these limitations is that the termination of an object life cycle. specified in' 
PAT (M) is always guaranteed. Labeled Pff nets, on the other hand, inherentlY. allow ithations, as the abo~e 
example shows. It is also not difficult to give Pff nets which will never terminate due to a deadlock. In other 
words, labeled Pff nets ·aremore. expressive than closed terms. over the signature or the equational theory . 

'. PXT\M'j;'Onebf'ihe consequences is"ihit it is" neces'sarY to expli~itly define the'termination requirements in 
the definition of an object life cycle above. 

An interesting question is what properties object life cyCles exhibit. An example of a useful property is 
the following': . . . . 

~oP~r"ty,6;~. Let N, be an ,object life cycle.in i9 i The marked life cycle.(N;, [i.]) . ~s bounded... . 
.. ~- ... .: . " . . ',' ',. 

Proof:Assume (N;' Ii]) is unbounded. According-toProperty.s:17 (Characterization~of boundedness),there ., . 
exist markings s' E [N,.[i]) and.s" E [N, s'} such thats" > s' .. It follows.froniRequirement v) (Te~ination "". ,~. 
option'rofDefinition 6.2(Objectlifecycle) that [OlE [N,s'). Property 5.15 (Monoto~icity of reachable'" 
markings) yields that [0 ]1±I(s'; -S'(Eo [N, s"). Since s" -s' is not empty, the latter contradicts Requirement iv) 

(Proper termination) of Definition 6.2 (Object life cycle). Hence, (N, Ii]) is bounded. 0 

This property is one step towards a very interesting result, namely that object life cycles can be characterized 
in terms of liveness and bqundedness. The characterization.is taken from [2],.where iUs gi.ven for so-called 
sound workflow nets. Sound workflow nets are almost identical to objest life cycles. The following auxiliary 
definition is needed to formulate the desired theorem. Given a net with an input place and an output place 
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as in Definition 6.2 (Object life cycle). it defines the extension of the net with an extra transition connecting 
the output place to the input place. 

Definition 6.6. Let N = (P, T, F, f) be an M-Iabeled prr net satisfying the first three requirements of 
Definition 6.2. Assume that i is an identifier in U that does not appear in P or T. The labeled prr net 
N = (P, t, F, f) is defined as follows: P = P, t = TU{i), F = FU{(o,i), (i,i)),andf =fU{(i,r)}. 

The label of the new transition in the extended net does not playa role in the characterization of object life 
cycles. For the sake of convenience, the label is set to r. 

Theorem 6.7. (Characterization of object life cycles) Let N be an M -labeled PIT net satisfying Require
ments i) through iii) of Definition 6.2 (Object life cycle). Net N is an object life cycle if and only if (N, [iD 
is live and bounded. 

Proof. The proof is identical to the proof of Theorem II in [2], which characterizes soundness of workflow 
nets in tenns of Iiveness and boundedness. There are two small differences between the two theorems. First, 
object life cycles are labeled nets whereas workflow nets are unlabeled. However, labeling does not playa 
role in the proof. Second, the definition of workflow nets requires that the extension with an extra transition 
connecting the output place to the input place is strongly connected. However, this extra requirement is not 
needed in the proof. 0 

Another interesting question is whether it is possible to decide efficiently whether a labeled prr net is an 
object life cycle. 

Theorem 6.S. (Decidability of object-life-cycle properties) It is decidable whether an M -labeled PIT net 
is an object life cycle. 

Proof. Requirements i) through iii) of Definition 6.2 are simple structural properties that can be checked 
for any prr net in a straightforward way. Requirements iv), v), and vi) can be derived from the coverability 
tree of (N, [iD (see [53], where it is called the reachability tree). Since the coverability tree of a prr net is 
always finite, it is decidable whether N is an object life cycle. 0 

The exact complexity of deciding the object-life-cycle properties is still an open question. However, some 
known complexity results for prr nets (see, for example, [28, 29D suggest that they cannot be decided 
efficiently. First, deciding the life-cycle properties by means of the coverability tree, as suggested in the 
proof of Theorem 6.8, requires in the worst case non-primitive recursive space. Second, Requirements iv), 
v), and vi) of Definition 6.2 are all closely related to the question whether a marking is reachable from 
some other marking. This question is decidable, but the exact complexity is unknown. It is only known 
that the space requirements of an algorithm to decide reachability are at least exponential in the number of 
nodes of the net, which is not particularly efficient. The question whether some given marking is a home 
marking is decidable, but the complexity is unknown. Third, Theorem 6.7 shows that object life cycles can 
be characterized in tenns of liveness and boundedness. Deciding boundedness for labeled prr nets is known 
to be EXPSPACE-hard. The complexity of deciding liveness is unknown. It is unlikely that deciding the 
combination of liveness and boundedness requires less than exponential space. 

Although the complexity of deciding the life-cycle properties is discouraging, it is still possible to verify 
the properties by means of the coverability tree in a relatively straightforward way for object life cycles 
that are not too large. In addition, [42] gives conditions for a marked prr net that guarantee that the net is 
live and bounded. It also presents an algorithm which is linear in the number of nodes of the net to verify 
these conditions. Based on Theorem 6.7, the algorithm of [42] provides an efficient procedure to prove that 
a prr net is an object life cycle, although failure of the algorithm does not mean that the net is not a life 
cycle. Experience with case studies is needed to find out the practical limitations. In case the prr nets in an 
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object-oriented design become too complex for the automatic verification of life-cycle properties or if the 
algorithm of [42] fails, there are two solutions. First, it is possible to build life cycles in a constructive way 
by means of transformation rules preserving the life-cycle properties. Second, it is possible to restrict the 
class of Pff nets used in the design in such a way that the verification of the life-cycle properties becomes 
more efficient. Both solutions are discussed briefly in the remainder of this subsection. 

The characterization of object life cycles in terms of liveness and boundedness of Theorem 6.7 already 
provides the basis for a useful set of transformation rules preserving life-cycle properties. The theorem 
implies that transformation rules preserving liveness and boundedness of Pff nets also preserve life-cycle 
properties. Starting with an object life cycle, the application of any such transformation rule yields another 
object lifecycle .. lJ.singthis approach, time_consuming ,verification oflife-cycle propertiesis'not'oecessary: . 
The literature con.tains several studies on transformation rules preserving liveness and boundedness of Pff 
nets. In [2], a set of transformation rules is given that is designed for the purpose of constructing sound 
workflow nets. They cover design constructs such as the addition of sequential, alternative, parallel, and 
iterative behavior to a workflow net. Since these rules preserve liveness and boundedness, they can also be 
us~d to construct objectIife cycles . .In. [66L,a.very, similar. set.oUransformations preserving .Iiveness and 
boundedness of Pff nets is presented, although the context differs from the context of [2]. Other liveness
and-boundedness-preserving transformation rules can be found in [16,23,24,27,41,49]. However, these 
rules are developed for the analysis of net models instead of their construction. Consequently, from the 
design point of view, they do not always have an intuitive meaning. Of course, this does not mean that they 
cannot be used during the construction of an object-oriented system design. Since the literature already 
contains so many studies on transformation rules preserving liveness and boundedness of Pff nets, they are 
not further discussed in this paper. 

Another source of transformation rules preserving object-life-cycle properties are the transformation 
rules introduced in Section 7, which are developed for the purpose of constructing subclasses of object life 
cycles. For more details, the reader is referred to Section 7. 

As mentioned, another solution to make the automatic verification of life-cycle properties feasible is 
to restrict the class of Pff nets allowed in the design. In Section 5.4, the set of free-choice Pff nets has 
been introduced as a class of nets that combines expressiveness with,strong analysis techniques. It is known 
that deciding the combination of liveness and boundedness for marked, free:choice PIT nets can.bedondn 
linear time [42]. In combination with Theorem 6.7, this leads immediately to the following result.' 

Theorem 6.9. (Complexity of deciding life-cycle 'properties for free-choice Pff, nets) Jt,isdecidable' in 
'lineilf'tifu15wh'ethef'iiH Nt -lilbeled, free~i;J1oiceP!T lieiis an'object jife\"cycle'iJ.'saetinedin;Definition 6:2. 

Proof •. Theorem 6.7 and the results of [42J. o 

This last theorem is a small improvement of a result' in [2J' for free-choice workflow nets:.' It' is- possible' to 
relax'the free-choice requirement in Theorem 6.9 slightly while maintaining the same efficiency indeciding 
-the'-'ife:.:cyde-prbj:H!"rti'es!T(se'e' 12]).~·'- ........ '. ",").,.; _.:s.,~ <,- ~ ••• O .. ,·d .... :~c',,'i' ,>,:I?'f!-l-<"o!>P:-l- ":,,,,- 'i;:;. ',f -"-i '.Ii. r. iii, 

Another' class of Pff nets that might be' an 'interesting candidate fof defining"objectlife!cycles is the 
class of well-handled Pff nets, as defined iii [1, 3] .. Forwell-ltaildledPff ·nets;'ifis also:p'osslble'to verify C~ 
the object-life-cycle,properties efficiently. As for free-choice Pff nets, this result 'is' based 'on'Theorem 6. 7, ~,<,,;,. 
(Chaiactenz;ltiorl' of object' life cycles), For mote details, the interested reader is referred to [1,3], 

6.2 Inheritance relations 

Definition 6.2 formalizes the notion of an object life cycle in terms of Pff ·nets. The next· step in the 
translation of the process-algebraic framework of Section 4 to Pff nets is the formalization of the four 
inheritance relations of Definition 4.5. Recall that these relations are all defined in terms of two operators, 
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namely encapsulation and abstraction. Encapsulation is used to block method calls; abstraction is used to 
hide method calls. These two operators can be defined on labeled Pff nets as follows. Note that they only 
affect the structure of a Pff net. For the sake of readability. they are defined on marked nets. 

Definition 6.10. (Encapsulation) Let (N. s) be a marked. M-labeled Pff net in N(M). where N = (P. To. 
Fo. fo). For any H £ E. the encapsulation operator aH : N(M) ..... N(M) is a function that removes 
from a given Pff net all transitions with a label in H. Formally. aH(N. s) = «P, TI , F I , fl), s) such that 
TI = {t E To I fo(t) ¢ HI, F, = Fo n «P x Til U (TI x P)). and f I = fo n (TI x M). 

Definition 6.11. (Abstraction) Let (N. s) be a marked. M-labeled Pff net in N(M). where N = (P, T, F. 
fo). For any I £ E. the abstraction operator '[ : N(M) ..... N(M) is a function that renames all transition 
labels in I to the silent action T. Formally. ,[(N. s) = «P, T, F. f,). s) such that. for any t E T. fo(t) E I 
implies fl (t) = , and fo(t) ¢ I implies f, (t) = fo(t). 

The following property shows that the definition of encapsulation and abstraction is sound with respect to 
our standard notion of equivalence. It states that two nets with the same behavior also exhibit the same 
behavior after encapsulating or abstracting one or more actions. 

Property 6.12. Branching bisimilarity. ~b. is a congruence for tbe encapsulation and abstraction operators. 

Proof. Theorem 2.14 proves that branching bisimilarity is an equivalence relation. It remains to be shown 
that. for any two marked Pff nets (No, so) and (N" Sl) in N(M) and any sets H. I £ E. (No. so) ~b (NI • Sl) 

implies that aH(No, so) ~b aH(NI , Sl) and ,[(No. so) ~b ,[(N,. Sl). Let R. £ N(M) x N(M) be a branching 
bisimulation between (No, so) and (NI • Sl). Based on R.. a relation Q £ N(M) x N (M) is defined as the set 
{(aH(No. u). aH(N" v)) I (No. u)R.(N,. v)}. It is not difficult to verify that Q is a branching bisimulation 
between (No, so) and (NI • Sl)· Hence. ~b is a congruence for the encapsulation operator aH. In a similar 
way. it can be shown that ~b is a congruence for the abstraction operator '[. 0 

The introduction of encapsulation and abstraction on Pff nets is sufficient to translate the inheritance rela
tions of Definition 4.5 to the framework of this section. 

Definition 6.13. (Inheritance relations) 

i) Protocol inheritance: 
For any object life cycles No and N, in a. life cycle N, is a subclass of No under protocol inheritance. 
denoted N, :'Opl No. if and only if there is an H £ E such that aH(N,. [iD ~b (No, [iD. 

ii) Projection inheritance: 
For any object life cycles No and N, in a. life cycle NI is a subclass of No under projection inheri
tance. denoted N, :'Op) No. if and only if there is an I £ E such that '[ (N,. [i D ~b (No. riD. 

iii) Protocol/projection inheritance: 
For any object life cycles No and N, in a. life cycle N, is a subclass of No under protocol/projection 
inheritance. denoted N, :'Opp No. if and only if there is an H £ E such that aH (N,. [iD ~b (No. [iD 
and an I £ E such that '[ (NI, [iD ~b (No. [iD· 

iv) Life-cycle inheritance: 
For any object life cycles No and N, in a.life cycle N, is a subclass of No under life-cycle inheritance. 
denoted NI :'Olc No. if and only if there are an ICE and an H C E such that I n H = 0 and 
'I 0 aH(NI • [iD~b (No. [iD. 

Example 6.15. Figure 6.14 shows five object life cycles. each of them modeling a variant of a production 
unit. Unit No is the basic production unit that receives a command. processes material, and delivers output 
material. Unit N, extends No with error control. If upon completion of the processing phase an error is 
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detected, method repp is executed to repeat the processing step. By encapsulating:method' repp, it is easily 
shown that unit N, isa subclass of unit No unde~ protocol inheritance. Unit· N2 introduces a·new method 
cerr that an operator may use to correct an error. As unit N" unit N2 is a subclass underl'rotocol inheritance 
of unitfNo>Again, encapsulating:method:repp·is 'sufficient'to'provi!:thisrelationship: 'Unit'N2 is a subclass 
under projection inheritance of unit N,. This can be shown by 'hiding'method,cerr:"'Bnit,N3 sends a start
processipg'signal to the operator in parallel with its processing phase. Hiding·method:ssjis shows'that it is 
a subclass under projection inheritance ofunitN;: FinaIIy, unit N4 is a subclass·under,protocoUprojection . ''''':'0 
inheritanc~'ofunit'N3': Encapsulating the preprocessing' action ppmat yields a life cycle identical to unit N3• 

Hiding method ppmat yields a life cycle which is branching bisimilar to N3 • FinaIIy, aU units Nj' where 
o :::: j :::: 4, are subclasses of unit No under life-cycle inheritance. 

In the process-algebraic framework of Section 4, several properties of the four inheritance relations have 
been proven. Most of these properties carry over to the setting of this section. To facilitate re~~~ning 'abo~t 
life cycles, the alphabet operator is defined on Ptf nets. 
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Definition 6.16. (Alphabet) The alphabet operator is a function a : N(M) ---+ peE). Let (N, s) be a 
marked, M-Iabeled PfT net in N(M), with N = (P, T, F, f). The alphabet of (N, s) is defined as the set of 
visible labels of all transitions of the net that are not dead: a(N, s) = (f(t) I t E T /\ f(t) oft r /\ t is not 
dead in (N, s)}. 

An important property of the alphabet operator is that two equivalent PfT nets have the same alphabet. To 
prove this property, the following lemma is needed. For every two processes related by some branching 
bisimulation in a given process space, it says that the branching bisimulation relates any process reachable 
from one of these two processes to a process reachable from the other process. 

Lemma 6.17. Assume that (P, A, ---+ ,"') is a process space as defined in Definition 2.1. Furthennore, 
assume that _ ~ _ ~ P x P is the reachability relation of Definition 2.2. Let p and q be two processes in 
P; let R be a branching bisimulation between p and q, as defined in Definition 2.8. For any p', q' E p, 

i) P ~ p' =? (3 q' : q' E P : q ~ q' /\ p'Rq') and 
ii) q ~ q' =? (3 p': p' E P: p ~ p' /\ p'Rq'). 

Proof. It is straightforward to prove .the two properties by induction. on the number of actions needed to 
reach p' from p and q' from q, respectively. 0 

Given Lemma 6.17 and two branching bisimilar PfT nets, it is not difficult to prove that any non-dead 
transition in one net corresponds to a non-dead transition with the same label in the other net. This leads 
easily to the desired congruence property. 

Property 6.18. For any two PIT nets (No, so) and (NI, Sl) in N(M), 
(No, so) ~b (NI, Sl) =? a(No. so) = a(NI. Sl)' 

Proof. Let No = (Po. To. Fo, fo) and NI = (PI. TI • FI , fl)' Assume that (No. so) ~b (NI • SI). Let R be a 
branching bisimulation between (No. so) and (NI' SI). Recall that _ = _ ~ N(M) x N(M) is the relation 
expressing reachability via silent actions, defined in Definition 2.6. 

Assume that a E a(No, so). It follows from Definitions 6.16 (Alphabet) and 5.20 (Dead transition) that 
there must exist a reachable marking U E [No, so) and a transition to E To such that (No, u)[to), a oft r, and 
f(to) = a. Hence, Lemma 6.17 i) and Definition 5.11 (Reachable markings) yield that there must exist a 
reachable marking v E [NI • sJl such that (No. u)R(NI • v). Since R is a branching bisimulation and a oft r, 
there exist a marking w of NI such that (NI • v) = (NI, w) and a transition tl E TI such that f(tl) = a 
and (NI, W)[tl). It follows that wE [NI, Sl). Hence, Definition 5.20 (Dead transition) implies that tl is not 
dead. Consequently, Definition 6.16 (Alphabet) yields that a E a(NI. SI). 

A symmetrical argument proves that any a E a(NI, Sl) is also an element of a(No, so), which completes 
the proof. 0 

Since an object life cycle does not have any dead transitions, it is straightforward to calculate its alphabet, 
as the following property shows. 

Property 6.19. For any object life cycle N = (P, T, F, f) in 0, 
a(N, [iD = (f(t) It E T /\ f(t) oft r}. 

Proof. Definitions 6.2 (Object life cycle) and 6.16 (Alphabet). o 

Property 6.19 shows that the alphabet of an object life cycle does not depend on its marking. Therefore. the 
alphabet of an object life cycle N E 0 is abbreviated a(N). 

The properties of the alphabet, encapsulation, and abstraction operators given in Section 4.1, namely 
Lemmas 4.8, 4.10, 4.11, 4.13, and 4.14, are easily translated to labeled PfT nets. They can be proven 
straightforwardly from Definitions 6.10 (Encapsulation), 6.11 (Abstraction), and 6.16 (Alphabet). 
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properties 4.12,.11.15, and 4.17 of Section 4.1 can now be proven within the framework of this section. 
The proofs use the basic lemmas for the alphabet, encapsulation, and abstraction operators mentioned above, 
as well as the congruence results of Properties 6.12 and 6.18. They go along the same lines as the proofs in 
Section 4.1 and are, hence, omitted. 

The first property shows the existence of canonical sets of methods for proving relationships under 
protocol, projection, and protocol/projection inheritance. Furthermore, to prove a life-cycle-inheritance 
relationship between two life cycles, it is always possible to choose a partitioning of exactly all the methods 
new in the subclass into two sets, one containing the methods that are encapsulated and the other one 
containing methods that are hidden. 

'PropertY'6;20;Por iiny object life cycles No, N, 'E 0;' 
.,' .'.'; .:. - ' -,' i '." .-,. _. .', • " .. 

i) N'"Spt No {} aa(Ntlla(No)(N" [iD "'b (No, [iD, 
ii) N, "Spj No {} 'a(Nl)la(No)(N" [iD ~b (No, [iD, 

iii) N, "Spp No {} aa(Ntlla(No)(N" [iD ~b,(No, [iD I). 'a(Ntlla(No)(N" [iD ~b (No, [i]), and 
iv) N, "Sic No {} <3H,1 : H, 1 ~ a(N,,)\a(No) AH U 1 =a,(N,)\a(No)/\ ,H,n! ,=0: .' 

'I 0 aH(N" [iD ~b (No, [i])). 

The second property states that the inheritance relations are reflexive and transitive. 

Property 6.21. Protocol, projection, protocol/projection, and life-cycle inheritance. as defined in Definition 
6.13, are preorders. 

The third property taken from Section 4.1 shows that subclass equivalence under any form of inheritance 
corresponds to branching bisimilarity. 

Definition 6.22. (Subclass equivalence) Let ""., where * E {pp, pt, pj, Ie), be the equivalence relation 
"induced by "S •. For any object life cycles No and N, in 0, No "". N, {} No "S. N, /\ N, "S. No. The two life 
cycles are said to be subclass equivalent under * inheritance. 

Property 6.23. For any object life cycles No, N, E 0 and *E {pp, pt, pj, Ie},; , 

No "". N, {} (No, [iD ~b (N,. [i]). 

Another result of Section 4.1, namely Property 4.22, describes when it subclass can be refined to a more spe
cialized subclass. It does not have a straightforward translation to the framework of this' section. However, 

, thetr,!"sforrmition rules introduced in the, next section can be·used foriHis purpose, ., . 
A final aspect that needs to be studied is the decidability of the four inheritance 'relations. 

Theorem 6.24. (Decidability of inheritance). For any two.object life cycles.No and N, in 0, it is decidable 
whether N, is a subclass of No under any of the four inheritance relations of Definition 6,13. 

Proof., The, first. step, in, proving _,any, inheritancecrelationship' between ,-two objectdife,cycles, is to' choose 
appropriate sets of methods that must be encapsulated or hidden. , For _protocol;'projeciion, ,and proto
col/projection inheritance, Property 6.20 :shows that canonical sets, defined in terms',of the: alphabets of No '.' .. , 
and N, can be chosen. Property 6.19 implies that it is straightforward to calCulate these two alphabets. For ~. N 

life-cycle inheritance, Property 6.20 shows that it is always possible to choose a partitioning of the methods 
in the alphabet of N, and not in the alphabet of No, Since the number of transitions of a Pff net is finite, 
there only exists a finite number of possibilities. 

The second step involves checking branching bisimilarity. Observe that, according to Property 6,5, 
(No. [i]) and (N" [iD are bounded. It follows from Definitions 5.16 (Boundedness), 6,10 (Encapsulation), 
and 6.11 (Abstraction) that any of the modified object life cycles used in the definition of the four inheritance 
relations, namely aH(N" [i]), '/(N" [i]), and 'I oaH(N" [iD with H, I ~ E, are also bounded. Obviously, 
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the process corresponding to a bounded ptf net, defined by the semantics of Definition 6,1 and Definition 
2.3 (Process), has a finite number of states and transitions. Hence, the processes corresponding to any 
of the life cycles or modified life cycles mentioned above are all finite. Consequently, checking any of the 
branching-bisimilarity relationships occurring in Definition 6.13 is decidable. As a result, it is also decidable 
whether NI is a subclass of No under any of the four inheritance relations. 0 

The key in the above decidability result is that all the ptf nets in the problem are bounded and, hence, 
all processes finite. As a result, branching bisimilarity and thus all the inheritance relations are decidable. 
The exact complexity of deciding branching bisimilarity on bounded ptf nets is unknown. It is known that 
deciding whether two finite processes are branching bisimilar can be done in polynomial time, where the 
size of the problem is defined as the number of states and transitions of the two processes [33]. However, 
constructing the process corresponding to a ptf net requires in the worst case at least exponential space, 
where the size of the problem is the number of nodes of the ptf net. This space requirement is an immediate 
consequence of the known lowerbound on the complexity of the reachability problem [29]. Hence, deciding 
any of the inheritance relations on two object life cycles cannot be done efficiently. This is one of the reasons 
to study in the next section transformation rules to construct subclasses from a given life cycle. 

7 Inheritance Rules 

An important goal of object-oriented design is to stimulate the reuse of software components. One of the 
aims of this paper is to develop support for the reuse of object life cycles. Therefore, this section proposes 
a number of inheritance rules. Inheritance rules are transformation rules on object life cycles that can be 
used to construct subclasses from a given object life cycle under specific forms of inheritance. 

As long as object life cycles are not too complex, it is straightforward to verify whether there exists a 
specific inheritance relationship between them, both from a computational point of view and from a design 
point of view. However, the discussion at the end of the previous section shows that computation time 
might become unacceptable when the object life cycles become too large. In addition, even if there exists 
an inheritance relationship between two object life cycles, it might not always be meaningful from a design 
point of view. Therefore, an inheritance rule for the construction of subclasses of object life cycles should 
preferably satisfy two criteria. First, it should be efficient in computation time. Second, it should represent 
a meaningful design construct. Unfortunately, these two criteria are often in conflict. Usually, the more 
general an inheritance rule is, the more useful it is in practical design. The price to be paid is almost always 
the computation time needed to verify whether a specific transformation satisfies the requirements of the 
rule. An inheritance rule that satisfies both the abovementioned criteria can be a useful aid in object-oriented 
design by stimulating the reuse of object life cycles. 

This section presents four different inheritance rules. Each one of them corresponds to a design construct 
which is often used in practice, namely choice, sequential composition, parallel composition, and iteration. 
The rules are inspired by the axioms of inheritance presented in Section 4.2. Each rule is a compromise 
between the two criteria mentioned above. The rules are presented in the order of increasing complexity. 

The following auxiliary definition is useful in the definition of the inheritance rules. 

Definition 7.1. (Union of labeled prr nets) Let No = (Po, To, Fo, fo) and NI = (PI, TI • FI , f l ) be two 
M-labeled ptf nets such that (Po U PI) n (To UTI) = 0 and such that, for all t E To n TI. fo(t) = fl(t). 
The union No U NI of No and NI is the labeled ptf net (Po U PI, To U TI. Fo U Fl. fo U f l ). If two ptf nets 
satisfy the abovementioned two conditions, their union is said to be well defined. 
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7.1, Inheritance,ruleRP, , 

The four inheritance rules of this section are all based on the same principles, The rule that is the easiest one 
to understand is presented first It preserves both protocol and projection inheritance. The rule is inspired 
by Axiom PP, as defined in Property 4,29. It is illustrated in Figure 7.2. Let No be an object life cycle, Let 
N be a connected, free-choice Pff net such that the union NI = No U N is well defined. Pff net NI is a 
subclass of life cycle No under protocol/projection inheritance if the following four conditions are satisfied: 
i) No and N only share a single place p; ii) all transitions of N have a label which does not appear in the 
alphabet of No; iii) each transition of N with p as one of its input places has a visible label, and iv) (N, [p]) 
is live and bounded, Inheritance rule P P shows that under protocol/projection inheritan~e" it is,. allowed.to 

-. , <,' ... ' '-, " , -, 1,.. -, 

postpone behavior!'When NI reaches a sfate iii which place pis marked, it is possible to iterate the behavior 
defined.by.Nan arbitrary number of times before continuing with the original behavior. The requirement 

. that (N ,'[p]) is free-choice, live, and bounded guarantees that every token consumed from place p by a 
transition of N can always be returned to p. This property of N is crucial for the correctness of rule PP. 

Inheritance rule PP is fairly ·general. The only requirement that might seem out of place is the re
quirement that-N' is' free-choice;' However,"as already'eXplirilied'in'Section'S':4','free-choice Pff nets exhibit 
many interesting properties that do not carry over to general Pff nets, Two examples of such properties are 
monotonicity of liveness and monotonicity of home markings, These and other properties form the basis 
of inheritance rule PP. In Section 7.6, the role of the free-choice requirement in rule PP (and the other 
inheritance rules of this section) is discussed in more detail. 

A positive consequence of the free-choice requirement is that it can be verified very efficiently whether 
a specific transformation satisfies the conditions of the inheritance rule. Note that rule PP does not require 
that NI is an object life cycle. The fact that NI is a life cycle follows from the other requirements. As already 
explained, the alphabet of an object life cycle is simply the set of its visible transition labels. It has also been 
mentioned that Iiveness and boundedness of free-choice Pff nets can be verified in linear time [42]. This 
Ill"ans that all requirements of rule PP can be verified efficiently. 

The correctness of inheritance rule P P is proven by showing that it is a special case of two other inheri
tance rules, namely rule P J and rule PT, both given further on in this section. The advantage of such a proof 
is that it is relatively short. The disadvantage is that it does not provide much insight in the'exacLworking 
of the rule. On a first reading, the reader is advised to skip 'ihe correctness· proof of rule ''p P.,·To imderstalld 
the details of rule PP,' it is best to study the lemmas which fo~. the basis of the proof of the remaining 
inheritance rules. These lenimas are given in the next subsection. _ 

. Finally,';observe that,' wberiRequiremeni'iiI)'of rule phs dropp~d; itdoes no'longer preserve protocol 
inheritance, but that it still preserves projection inheritance. 

PP 

, .' 
, -~, 

Figure 7.2: A protocol/projection-inheritance rule. 
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Theorem 7.3. (ProtocoVprojection-inheritance rule PP) Let No = (Po. To. Fo. eo) be an object life cycle 
in O. If N = (P. T. F. i) is a connected. M-labeled, free-choice PfT net with place pEP such that 

i) P ¥ {i. o}, Po n P = {p), To n T = 0, 
ii) (V t : t E T : e(t) ¥ O/(No», 

iii) (V t : t E T /\ P E iNt : e(t) f= r). 

iv) (N. [p]) is live and bounded. and 

v) N] = No U N is well defined, 

then N] is an object life cycle in 0 such that N] :Spp No. 

Proof. To prove Theorem 7.3. it is shown that it is a special case of both Theorem 7.13 and Theorem 7.17 in 

Sections 7.3 and 7.4, respectively. Thus. it is shown that the inheritance rule preserves both projection and 
protocol inheritance, which according to Definition 6.13 (Inheritance relations) means that it also preserves 
protocoVprojection inheritance. Let No, Nt. and N be the three prr nets satisfying the requirements of 
Theorem 7.3. 

The first part of the proof starts by showing that No contains a transition with place p in its postset. Since 
No is a life cycle. it follows from Definition 6.2 (Object life cycle) that No is connected" It follows from 
Definition 5.9 (Connectedness) and the fact that places i and 0 are distinct that To is not empty. Since a life 
cycle does not contain any dead transitions, Lemma 7.4 below yields that there exists a reachable marking 
s E [No. [i]) such that s ::: [p]. Definitions 5.11 (Reachable markings) and 5.7 (Firing rule) imply that there 
exists a transition tp E To such that p E ONotp. 

Transition tp is used to construct a prr net N2 = (P2• T2• F2• e2) as follows: P2 = Po, T2 = T U {tp ), 

F2 = Fo U {(Po tp). (tp• p)}, and e2 = eo U {(tp• eo(tp»}. It remains to be shown that No. Nt. and N2 satisfy 
the requirements of Theorem 7.13, where N2 plays the role of N. 

First, it must be shown that N2 is connected and free-choice. It follows immediately from Definition 
5.9 (Connectedness), the construction of N2, and the fact that N is connected that also N2 is connected. To 
prove that N2 is free-choice. assume that N2 is not free-choice. It follows from Definition 5.41 (Free-choice 
prr net). the construction of N2 , and the fact that N is free-choice that there must be a transition t E T such 
that {p} C iNto Since (N. [p]) is live, there must be a reachable marking s E [N. [p]) such that (N. s)[t), 
which means that s > [p]. However, by Property 5.17 (Characterization of boundedness). this contradicts 
the boundedness of (N, [p]). It follows that N2 is free-choice. 

Second. it is straightforward to see that No and N2 satisfy Requirements i) and ii) of Theorem 7.13. 
Third. it must be shown that (N2 • [p]) is live and bounded. It follows from Definitions 5.35 (Trap) and 

5.38 (Siphon) that the traps and siphons of N2 are identical to the traps and siphons of N. It may be assumed 
that T f= 0. Otherwise, No and N] are identical. which means that Theorem 7.3 is trivially true. It follows 
from the facts that both Nand N2 are connected and that (N. [p]) is live and Theorem 5.44 (Commoner's 

theorem) that also (Nz• [p]) is live. To prove that (N2. [p])isbounded. observe that the sets ofreachable 
markings of (N. [p]) and (Nz. [p]) are identical. Thus, since (N. [p]) is bounded, also (N2• [p]) is bounded. 

Finally, it is straightforward to verify that N] = (Po. To. Fo\{(tp• p»), eo) U (P2• T2• F2\{(p. tp)). e2). 
Thus, also Requirement iv) of Theorem 7.13 is satisfied, completing the first part of the proof. 

For the second part of the proof. assume that y E U is a fresh identifier not appearing in Po U To U PUT 
and that bEE is a fresh (visible) method identifier not in O/(No) . Let prr net NY = (P. T U {y), F U 
{(Po y). (y. p»), e U {(Yo b»)). It is straightforward to verify that No. Nt. and NY satisfy the requirements of 
Theorem 7.17, where Pi = Po = p and NY plays the role of N. The requirement that NY is connected and 
free-choice and the requirement that (NY. [p]) is live and bounded (Requirement iv) of Theorem 7.17) are 
proven in the same way as above. Requirements i). ii), and iii) of Theorem 7.17 as well as Requirement v) 
are all trivially satisfied. Finally, also Requirement vi) is straightforward under the above assumption that 
Pi = Po. which completes the proof. 0 
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The following lemma.,is, used in the proof of Theorem 7.3: It shows that, in a connected Pff net without 
dead transitions, it is possible to put a token in an arbitrary place. 

Lemma 7.4. Let N = (P, T, F, f) be a connected, M-labeled PIT net such that T is not empty. Assume 
that S E B(P) is a marking such that (N, s) contains no dead transitions. For any place PEP, there exists 
a reachable marking s' E [N, s) such that s' ::: [pl. 

Proof. If N contains no places, then the lemma is trivial. Therefore, assume that P t= 0. Let p be a place in 
P. It follows from the assumption that T is not empty and Definition 5.9 (Connectedness) that there exists 
a transition t E ip Uop. Since (N, s) has no dead transitions, Definition 5.20 (Dead transition) implies that 
there exists. a"IT\arking's'E [N, s) such that (N ,si)[t). If t"EO p, then:s":::'[p le·if t 'E ip;''Definition 5.7 
(Firingrule) implies that s" = s' -.it I±I ~t is a marking in [N, s) such that s" ::: [pl. 0 

Example 7.5. Consider again the object life cycles in Example 6.15. It is not difficult to verify that the 
inheritance relationship between N4 and N3 can be proven by means of inheritance rule PP. 

7.2 Live arid'bimridtid free~choiCe prr nets and home ma;kings 
In the analysis of iterative behavior, home markings play an important role. Several results about home 
markings of live and bounded free-choice Pff nets are essential to the correctness of the inheritance rules 
in this section. These results are formulated in terms of a number of lemmas. If applicable, the lemmas are 
explained by means of inheritance rule PP of the previous subsection. 

The first lemma is a technical result which characterizes the role of the empty marking in the analysis of 
home markings of live and bounded free-choice Pff nets. 

Lemma 7.6. Let N = (P, T, F, f) be a connected, labeled, free-choice PIT net. Assume that there exists a 
marking s E B(P) such that (N, s) is live and bounded. Let s', s" E B(P) be two markings of N. 

i) 0 is a home marking of (N, 0); 

ii) if s' is a home marking of (N, s"), then s' = 0 if and only if s" = O. . 

Proof. The first part of the lemma is proven as follows.' Since there exists' a marking s E 'B(P) s~ch 
that (N, s) is bounded, it follows from Property 5,51 that also (N, 0) is'bounded, Hence, PropertyS17 
(Characterization of. boundedness) implies that the empty marking is the only reachable marking of (N, 0), 

Thus, itfollows trivially from Definition 5:25 (Home marking) that IUs a.homemarking of(N:O). 
',' "_ ,-,. i<, " _,' _ .• ; :" - ,_ '" -, , ',' ,- ,. 0'. -, _, • 

. The second part of ' the lemma follows directly from the following two observations. First, since s' is 
a home marking of (N, s"), it follows from Property 5.32 and Definition 5.25 (Home marking) that s' and 
s" mark every S-component of N with the same number of tokens .. Second, ii follows' from the fact that 
thereexist~ a marking s E B(P) such that (N, s) is live and bounded and Theorem 5.49(S-coverability) 
that every place of N is contained il) the set of places of at )east,one S."cqmp~nent . 0 

c ,,_~. ~.-',",.,~"~_:"- "f . .:-,_ "',"-'!_- •• ' --.",_., .- ",,' '_ I _.' -' ,-:' ,:c_ :;\ '.',_;' 

The remaining lemmas all give results about avery specific,kindof,live and:bound~d free-choice PIT net, 
namely. a connected. free-choice Pff· net· N with a· place p. such that. (N'i[p]) .. isAi·ve·, and '.bounded. The 
extensiori.N in iriheritance rule PP is such a.Pff net. As' mentioned earlier,. the, crucial property 'ofN is 
that any token consumed from place p can always be returned. This property must remain valid under all 
circumstances. The following lemma states that a single token in place p can always be returned. That is, if 
life cycle No in inheritance rule PP puts a single token in place p, it is always possible to return this token 
when it is consumed by a transition of the extension N, 

Lemma 7.7. Let N = '(P, T, F, £) be a connected,'iilbeled, free-choice PIT net. If pEP isa place such 
that (N, [p]) is live and bounded, then [p 1 is a home marking of (N, [p]). 
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Proof. If N contains no transitions, the property is satisfied trivially. Therefore, assume that T is not empty. 
Definitions 5.20 (Dead transition) and 5.21 (Liveness) imply that, for any reachable marking s E [N, [p]) 
and any transition t E T, t is not dead in (N, s). Lemma 7.4 yields that, for any reachable marking s E 

[N, [p]), there exists a marking s' E [N, s) such that s' ::: [p]. Since (N, [p]) is bounded, it follows from 
Property 5.17 (Characterization of boundedness) that s' = [p]. Hence, Definition 5.25 (Home marking) 
yields that [p] is a home marking of (N, [p]). 0 

The following corollary generalizes Lemma 7.7 to an arbitrary number of tokens in place p. Considering 
inheritance rule PP, this result is needed because the original life cycle No may put more than one token in 
place p. 

Corollary 7.S. Let N = (P, T, F, i) be a connected,labeled, free-choice Pff net. If pEP is a place such 
that (N, [p]) is live and bounded, then, for all positive natural numbers n E IN, [pn] is a home marking of 
(N, [pn]). 

Proof. Property 5.54 (Monotonicity of home markings) and Lemma 7.7. o 

Lemma 7.7 and Corollary 7.8 show that any number of tokens put into place p by life cycle No in inheritance 
rule PP can be returned when consumed by N, provided that no external effects disturb the process of 
returning tokens to p. Property 5.54 (Monotonicity of home markings) implies that this process is not 
disturbed when firing a transition of No adds a token to p. This raises the question what happens if a 
transition of No removes a token from p. Lemma 7.10 given below shows that the removal of a token from 
p does not influence the process either. The following lemma is an auxiliary result needed in the proof of 
Lemma 7.10. 

Lemma 7.9. Let N = (P, T, F, i) be a connected, labeled, free-choice Pff net. Assume that PEP is a 
place such that (N, [p]) is live and bounded. Let s E B(P) be an arbitrary marking of Nand n E IN a 
positive natural number. If(N, s) is live and, for every S-component (Po, To, Fo, eo) of N, s(Po) = n, then 
[pn] E [N, s). That is, if(N, s) is live and s marks every S-component of N with n tokens, then marking 
[pn 1 is reachable from s. 

Proof. If N contains no transitions, it easily follows from the connectedness requirement that P contains 
only place p. As a result, the lemma is trivially satisfied. Therefore, assume that T is not empty. The proof 
is by induction on n. 

Base case: Assume that n = 1. As a consequence, it must be shown that [p] E [N, s) under the assumption 
that s is a marking such that (N, s) is live and every S-component of N is marked with exactly one 
token. 

It follows from Property 5.22 and Lemma 7.4 that there exists a marking s' E [N, s) such that s' ::: [p]. 
It follows from the assumption that s marks every S-component of N with one token and Property 
5.32 that also s' marks every S-component of N with one token. It follows from the fact that (N, [p]) 
is live and Property 5.34 that [p] marks every S-component of N with one token. Consequently, for 
every S-component (Po, To, Fo, eo) of N, place p is an element of Po. Recall that Theorem 5.49 (S
coverability) implies that every place of N is contained in the set of places of at least one S-component. 
Since s' marks every S-component of N with exactly one token and since s' ::: [p], it follows that 
s' = [p], which completes the proof. 

Inductive step: The induction hypothesis states that, for some natural number n ::: 1 and any marking 
s E B(P) such that (N, s) is live and s marks every S-component of N with n tokens, [pn] E [N, s). 
Assume that s E B(P) is a marking such that (N, s) is live and such that s marks every S-component 
of N with n + 1 tokens. It must be shown that [p,,+I] E [N, s). 
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Property 5.22.andLemma.7.4 show thaHhere exists a marking s' E [N, s) such that s' ;:: [pl. It 
follows from the assumption and Property 5.32 that s' marks every S-component of N with n + 1 
tokens. In the base case, it has been shown that [p] marks every S-component of N with exactly one 
token. Since s' ;:: [p], marking s' - [p] marks every S-component of N with n tokens. It follows from 
the fact that (N, [p]) is connected, live, and bounded with T f. 0 and Property 5.47 that (N, s' - [p]) 
is live. The induction hypothesis yields that [pn] E [N, s' - [pl). Property 5.15 (Monotonicity of 
reachable markings) yields that [pn+l] E [N, s'). Since s' E [N, s), it follows that [pn+l] E [N, s), 

which completes the proof. 
o 

, _,.' ,.. .-,-: 'I ,'-, ".- ,~·t" ,- ' • 
. Lemma 7.10.'·Let N-=(P, T,P, £) bea connected,"labeled, free-chOIce Pff net. Assume that pEP IS 

. a place such that(N, [p]). is live and bounded. Let s E B(P) be an arbitrary marking of Nand n E IN a 
positive natural number. If[p"] is a home marking of(N, [p]ltJs), then [pn-I] is a home marking of(N, s), 

where [po] corresponds to the empty bag O. 

Proo~ •. If T = 0, the lemma is trivially true:. Theref2r~, a~sume T i0"Jv;o,cases !'lust. be distinguished. 

i) First, let n = I. Assume that [p] is a home marking of (N, [p]ltI s). It must be shown that 0 is a home 
marking of (N, s). Lemma 7.6 implies that it is necessary and sufficient to prove that s = O. 
It follows from the assumption and Definition 5.25 (Home marking) that [p] E [N, [p]ltJ s). Since 
Property 5.54 (Monotonicity of home markings) and Lemma 7.7 imply that [p]ltIs is a home marking 
of (N, [p]ltI s), it follows that [p]ltJ s E [N, [p]). However, according to Property 5.17 (Characteri
zation of boundedness), this contradicts the boundedness of (N, [p]) unless s = 0, which completes 
this part of the proof. 

ii) Second, let n > I. Assume that [pn] is a home marking of (N, [p]ltI s). It must be shown that [pn-I] 

is a home marking of (N, s). The aim is to use Theorem 5.52 (Home-marking theorem). This means 
that it must be shown that a) (N, s) is bounded, b) (N, s) is live, c) [p,,-I] E [N, s), and d) [pn-I] 

marks every proper trap of N. 

Requirement a) follows simply from the fact that (N, [p]) is live and bounded and Property 5.51. 
Requirement b) is.proven as follows. Since (N, [p]) is connected, live, and bounded with Tf. 0, it 
follows from Property 5.47 that [p] marks every S-component of N with·"one·token. Consequently, 
[pnJ marks every S-component of N with n tokens. It follows from the assumption that [pnJ is a home 
marking of (N, [p]ltJ s) and Property 5.32 that [p]ltI·s marks every·S-component.of'N also with n 

, /"lfokeIis. Hence,s .marks every S-compon"nt with' n-J tokens. Sincen >d, PropertyS47 yields that 
- (N, s) is live. 

Requirement c) follows from Requirement b ),the observation made in the proof of Requirement b) 

that s marks every S-component of N wi~.n - 1 tokens,andLemma 7.9., 
Requirement d) is proven by means of Theorem 5,52 (Hqme~I1)arking theorem) and Lemma 7.7.· It 

~ _', ' .... ' _ i'''-.,,~ •. ,!, ' .• .Io~, ',,'_< •••• '--_' "." -. ~'- ~.t • • '.i.." ... ' , _,"" _ 
follows' from these two results and the fact that (N,.[p]YIS connected,hve,.and bountled wilh Tf. 0 
that.[p] marks every proper trap of N. ·Hence, since n' >.1, .[pn-I ]'also marks every proper trap. of N. 

Combining Requirements a). through d), the Home-marking theorem "yields'that'[pnc-I]is a home '", 
marking of <N, s). 

o 

Let us return to inheritance rule P P one more time. The results given so far show that, under all circum
stances, it is possible to return all tokens in places of N to place p. Even the removal of a token from place p 
does not disturb this property, as shownby Lemma 7.10 above. This result suggests that it must be· possible 
to return tokens to p without consuming any tokens from p in the process. Lemma 7.11 shows that this is 
indeed possible. . 
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Recall from Section 5.3 that a sequence of length n, for some natural number n, over some alphabet of 
identifiers A is a function from {a, ... , n - I} to A. An element a E A is said to be an element of a sequence 
a over A of length n, denoted a E a, if and only if a = a(i) for some a:::: i < n. The concatenation of two 
sequences a and a' over A of length n and m, respectively, denoted aa', is the sequence of length n + m 
defined as follows: for a:::: i < n, aa'(i) = a(i) and, for n :::: i < n + m, aa'(i) = a'(i - n). 

Lemma 7.11. Let N = (P, T, F, l) be a connected, labeled, free-choice PIT net. Assume that pEP is 
a place such that (N, [pll is live and bounded. Let s E B(P) be an arbitrary marking of Nand n E IN an 
arbitrary natural number. If [pn] is a home marking of (N, s), then there exists a firing sequence a E T* 
such that (N, s) [a) (N, [pnll and, for all t E op, t ¢ a. 

Proof. The lemma is trivial if N contains no transitions. Therefore, assume that T is not empty. The proof 
is by induction on n. 

Base case: Assume that n = a. It must be shown that there exists a firing sequence a E T* such that 
(N, s) [a) (N, 0) and, for all t E op, t ¢ a, underthe assumption that 0 is a home marking of (N, s). 

Lemma 7.6 yields that s = O. Clearly, the empty sequence c satisfies the requirements, completing 
the proof of the base case. 

Inductive step: The induction hypothesis states that for some n ::: a and any marking s E B(P) such that 
[pn] is a home marking of (N, s), there exists a firing sequence a E T* such that (N, s) [a) (N, [pnll 
and, for all tEO p, t ¢ a. Assume that s E B(P) is a marking of N such that [pn+l] is a home marking 
of (N, s). It must be shown that there exists a firing sequence a E T* such that (N, s)[a) (N, [pn+1 II 
and, for all t E op, t ¢ a. 
It follows from the fact that (N, [pJ) is connected, live, and bounded with T f= 0 and Property 5.47 
that [p] marks every S-component of N with exactly one token. As a result, [pn+ I] marks every S
component of N with n + I tokens. Property 5.32 and the assumption that [pn+l] is a home marking 
of (N, s) imply that also s marks every S-component with n + 1 tokens. Thus, Property 5.47 yields 
that (N, s) is live. Consequently, it follows from Property 5.22 and Lemma 7.4 that there exist a 
reachable marking s' E [N, s), and thus a firing sequence a E T* such that (N, s) [a) (N, s'), such 
that s' ::: [pl. Clearly, a can be chosen such that, for all t E op, t ¢ a. Since s' E [N,s) and 
[pn+l] is a home marking of (N, s), it follows from Definition 5.25 (Home marking) that [pn+l] is 
also a home marking of (N, s'). Since s' ::: [pI, Lemma 7.10 yields that [pn] is a home marking 
of (N, s' - [pJ). Thus, it follows from the induction hypothesis that there exists a firing sequence 
a' E T* such that (N, s' - [pJ) [a') (N, [pnll and, for all t E op, t ¢ a'. Property 5.15 (Monotonicity 
of reachable markings) yields that (N, s') [a') (N, [pn+1 J). Concatenating firing sequences a and a', 
yields the desired firing sequence. That is, (N,s) faa') (N, [pn+lJ) and, for all t E op, t ¢ aa', 
which completes the proof. 

o 

7.3 Inheritance rule P J 

The second inheritance rule of this section, P l, builds upon the results given in the previous subsection. It 
is inspired by the algebraic axioms of inheritance PlI and P12 given in Property 4.27. Theorem 7.13 given 
below formalizes inheritance rule Pl. Figure 7.12 illustrates the rule. It shows that rule Pl corresponds to 
a sequential composition. New behavior may be inserted between sequential parts of a life cycle, yielding 
a subclass under projection inheritance. In contrast to inheritance rule PP of Theorem 7.3, the original life 
cycle is modified. Basically, inheritance rule P 1 says that it is allowed to replace an arc in the original life 
cycle by an entire Pff net. The original life cycle No contains a place p which has a transition t p as one 
of its input transitions. The modification of No is based upon a free-choice Pff net N sharing place p and 
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transition t p with No . . Place p,is the only input place of t p in N:' The result of the inheritance rule is the 
PIT net N, obtained by taking the union of No and N after removing both the arc between fp and p from 
No and the arc between p and fp from N. The requirement that (N, [pD is live and bounded guarantees 
that N, always has the option to move every token that transition fp would normally have put into place p 
to place p by only firing transitions of N. The requirement that all transitions of N other than f p are labeled 
with method identifiers not appearing in the alphabet of No guarantees that hiding these methods does not 
influence the visible behavior of the original life cycle. 

As already mentioned, inheritance rule PP is a special case of rule Pl. Similar to rule PP, the only 
compromise with respect to the generality of P 1 is the requirement that N is free-choice. The requirements 
of inheritance mle p'.,I,canbe verified with the same efficiency as.the.requirements 'of PP:': .' ," ,., .. J •• ,. 

PI 

. .; .. '- .'-'- -;- .... 

Figure 7.12: A projection-inheritance rule. 

Theorem 7.13. (Projection-inheritance rule Pl) Let No = (Po. To, Fo, eo) be an object life cycle in O. If 
N = (P, T, F, e) is a connected, M-Iabeled, free-choice PIT net with place pEP and transition fp E T 
such that 

i) Po n P = {p}, To n T = {fp}, (fp, p) E Fo, iNfp = {p}, andp = 0 =,?'ONP;= {fp}, 

ii) (V f : f E T\To : e(f) 't a(No», 

iii) (N, [p]) islive,and bouiJded, and 

: IV)' N,,=;(Por To, Fo \{ (f~, p)l',io) U(P;T: F\{ (p\ fj,) J,0t:) is weJldefined, . 

then N,is an object life cycle in 0 such that N, ::Op} No. ''". 

Proof.The proof consists of two parts. In the .. first part, a,branchiiIgbisimulation 'is.given showing' that 
(No, [iD and (N" [iD satisfy the requirement of Definition 6.13 ii) (Projection;nheritance). In the second 
pru;t, \he,branching bisimulatjon,is used to.prove that N, is an.objecdife,cycle.,:.,,'·;"·. 

In the first part of the proof, it must be shown that there,exists an I ,<; E, such that '[ (N" [iD~b({Vo, liD· 
Let I be defined as the set a(N" [i])\a(No). (Note that,atthispoint,it h~notyetbe~li,shown·ti{at N, is' 
an object life .cycle, which means that we cannot omit the"initial marking from the expression ci,(N" [iD;)" '.;x,"· 

LetR,betherelation {(,[(N,iu), (No, v)) IUE [N" Ii]) /\ v E [No, [i]) /\ U f(Po\{pJ) = v f(Po\{pJ) /\ 
v f {p} is a home marking of (N, U f P)}. The remainder of this part of the proof is devoted to showing that 
R. is a branching bisimulation between '[ (N" [ill and (No, [ill, as defined in Definition 2.8. Note that the 
abstraction operator '[ does not affect the set of markings reachable from (N" [ill. Any firing sequence, 
as defined in Definition 5.l2,.enabled in, (N" [ill is also enabled in ,[(N" [ill. Thus, the sets of reachable 
markings of (N" [ill and '[ (N" [ill are identical. 
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First, it must be shown that TJ (N" [i])R(No, [ill. Since No is an object life cycle and since (Ip , p) E Fo, 

it follows from Requirement ii) (Object creation) of Definition 6.2 (Object life cycle) that p t= i. Therefore, 
it suffices to show that 0 is a home marking of (N, 0), which follows immediately from Lemma 7.6. 

Second, it must be shown that relation R is a branching bisimulation. Assume that U E [N" [i]) and 
v E [No, [i]) are markings such that TJ(N" u)R(No, v), which implies that u [(Po\{p)) = v [(Po\{p)) and 
v [{p} is a home marking of (N, u [P). 

i) Assume thatt E ToUT is a transition of N, such that TJ (N" U)[I) and such that TJ (N" u)[a) TJ (N" u') 

where a is equal to the method identifier (fo U e)(I) and where marking u' E [N" [i]) is equal to 
u - iN,1 ltION,I. That is, we assume that TJ(N"u) fires transition I. Requirement i) of Definition 
2.8 states that it must be shown that there exist two markings v', vn E B(Po) of No such that 0) 

(No, v) = (No, vn) [(a)) (No, v'), b) TJ(N" u)R(No, vn), and c) TJ(N" u')R(No, v'). Two cases 
must be distinguished. 

First, assume that I E T\To. That is, I is a transition of N different from Ip. It follows from Require
ment ii) of Theorem 7.13 and Definition 6.11 (Abstraction) that a = T. Let vn = v' = v. 
Requirement 0) follows easily from the fact that a = T. 

Requirement b) follows immediately from the assumption that TJ (N" u)R(No, v). 

To prove Requirement c), it must be shown that TJ(N" u')R(No, v). By assumption, u' E [N" [i]) 
and v E [No, [i]). Since I E T\To, Requirement i) of Theorem 7.13 implies that u' [(Po\{p)) = 
u [(Po\{p)). Since u [(Po\{p)) = vf(Po\{p)), it follows that u' [(Po\{p)) = vf(Po\{p)). It remains 
to be shown that v rip} is a home marking of (N, u' [ Pl. The fact that TJ (N" u) [I) TJ (N" u') with 
I E T\To implies that (N, u [P) [I) (N, u' [ Pl. Thus, the desired result follows easily from Definition 
5.25 (Home marking) and the obseTVation that v [{p} is a home marking of (N, u [ Pl. 

Second, assume that I E To. That is, I is a transition of No. It can be shown that, in this case, (No, v) 

can mimic the behavior of TJ (N" u) by also firing transition I. Let vn = v and v' = v - iNol ltI ONol. 

To prove Requirement 0) introduced above, it is needed that u(p) ::: v(p). That is, marking v 
marks place p with at least as many tokens as u. This property is proven as follows. Since T t= 
., and (N, [p]) is connected, free-choice, live, and bounded, Property 5.34 implies that [p] marks 
every S-component of N. Clearly, this means that place p is contained in every S-component of N. 
Consequently, v [ {pI marks every S-component of N with v(p) tokens. Since v [ {pI is a home 
marking of (N, u [P), Property 5.32 proves that u(p) ::: v(p). Since TJ(N" U)[I), a = (fo U f)(I), 
TJ(N" u) [a) TJ(N" u'), u [(Po\{p)) = v [(Po\{p)), u(p) ::: v(p), and I E To, it follows that 
(No, V)[I) and (No, v) [a) (No, v - iNol ltI ONol). At this point, Requirement 0) easily follows from 
the fact that vn = v and v' = v - iNol ltI ONol. 

Requirement b) follows immediately from the assumptions that TJ(N" u)R(No, v) and that vn = v. 

Finally, Requirement c) is proven as follows. The assumptions and Requirement 0) yield that u' E 

[N" til) and v' E [No, [i]). It follows from the fact thatu [(Po \ {p)) = v [(Po \{p)), and the definitions 
of u' and v' that u' [(Po\{p)) = v' [(Po\{p)). It remains to be shown that v' [{p} is a home marking 
of (N, u' [ Pl. Recall that the markings u and v satisfy the property that v [{p} is a home marking of 
(N, u [P). Five cases can be distinguished. In this case analysis, Requirements i) and iv) of Theorem 
7.13 are used to determine expressions for v' [{p} and u' [P. Recall that u' = u - iN.t ltI ON,I, 

v' = v - iNot ltI ONot, and t E To. First, if p ¢. iN,t U ON,I or if p E iN,t n oN,t and t t= tp ' then 
v' [{p} = v [{p} and u' [P = u [P. Hence, the desired result simply follows from the above 
property. Second, assume that p E iN,t n oN,t and t = tp. It follows that p E iNol n oNot. Hence, 
v' rip} = v [{p}. It follows from the assumptions that p E iN, I and I = tp and the fact thatiNtp = {p} 

that iN.t [ P = {pl. Since p E ON,t, it follows that p E ONI. Since iNlp = {pI and (N, [p]) is 
bounded, Property 5.17 (Characterization of boundedness) yields that ONtp = {pl. Consequently, 
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ON!I [P=""{p} ..• Thus. u', [ P =, u [P. As in, the previous case. the desired result simply follows 
from the abovementioned property that v [{p} is a home marking of (N. u [ Pl. Third. assume that 
p E iNJ\ON! I and I # Ip. It follows from p E iN! I and I E To that p E iNol. It follows from p ¢ ON! I 
and I # Ip that p ¢ ONol. Hence. v' [{p} = v [{p} - [pI and u' [ P = u [ P - [pl. As a result. the 
desired result follows from the above property and Lemma 7.10. Fourth. assume that p E iN! I\ON! I 

and I = Ip. It follows from p E iN! I and iNtp = {pI that iNJ [ P = {pI = iNI. It follows from 
the requirements of Theorem 7.13 that ONJp [ P = ONlp. Hence. u' [ P = u [ P - iNt \±J ONI. It 
follows from p E iN! I that p E iNot. It follows from 1= tp that p E ONol. Hence. v' [{p} = v [{p}. 

Since. by assumption. 'I(N,. u)[t} and p E iN!I. it follows from the fact that iNI = {pI that also 
(N. u LF)[I}.,Consequently,.u' U' ,E [N. u [Pl, Thus;.Definition5.25,(Home',marking);-the fact 
that v' [{p},;= v [{p}.and the assumption that v [{p} is a home marking of (N. u [P) yield that 
v"[{p} is'ahomemarking of(N.u' [P). Finally. if p E ON!I\iNJ. then also p E ONol\iNot. Thus. 
v' Up} = v [ {p} \±J [p] and u' [ P = u [ P \±J [p]. It follows from the assumption that v [ {p} is a 
home marking of(/X, u [ P) ~nd Lemma 7.6 that v [{p} = 0 if and only if u [ P ,=0. Hence. if 
v rip} =u [P = O. then the desired result follows from theJactthaL(N •. [p]), is, live and bounded and, 

, Lem~a 7~ 7. If v [{p} #0 and u f'P' i o. i; follows from the fact that (N. [p]) is live and Property 
5.46 (Monotonicity of liveness) that (N. v [{p}) is live. Definitions 5.21 (Liveness) and 5.25 (Home 
marking) yield that (N. u [ P) is live. The fact that (N. [p]) is bounded and Property 5.51 yield that 
(N. u [ P) is also bounded. Hence. in this case. the desired result follows from the property that v rip} 
is a home marking of (N. u [ P) and Property 5.54 (Monotonicity of home markings). 

ii) Assume that I E To is a transition of No such that (No. vHI) and such that (No. v) [a} (No. v') where 
a is equal to the method identifier (0(1) and where marking v' E [No. [i]} is equal to v - iNol \±J ONot. 
Requirement ii) of Definition 2.8 states that it must be shown that there exist markings u'. u" E 
B(Po U P) such that a) 'I(N,. u) ==} 'I(N,. u") [(a)} 'I(N,. u'). b) 'I(N,. u")R(No. v). and c) 

,~" 'I (N,. u')R(No• v'). 

Let u" = v and u' = v - iN! I \±J 0 N! I. This choice for u" and u' is inspired by the fact that it is possible 
to reach marking v from u by firing as many transitions of N as necessary. Since marking venables 
transition I. it is straightforward to prove the desired requirements;' 
Requirement a) is proven as follows. The assumption that v [{p} is'a home' marking 'of (W;u [ P); 
Requirements i) and iii) of Theorem 7.13. and Lemma 7.n yield that there exists a firing sequence 
u E (T\{tp))* such thar(N. u f P)[u}(N. v f{p)). The assumption that u f(Po \ {p)) = v f(Po\{p)) and 

, Requirementiv) ofTheorem'7,13 imply-that 'I(N, ,'u) [a} (Ni ,'vj:Oefinition 6. 11. (AbstraCiion). the 
definition of I. and Requirement ii) of Theorem 7,\3 yield that 'I (N',. u) ~"I(N" v), It remains 
to be shown that 'I(N,. v) [a} 'I(N,. u').,ThisTesuIt easily follows from the'observationthat. for all 
I E To. iN! I = iNol. the facts that (No. V)[I) and (o(lr= a. the definitions of u"ai1d 'l~ and Definition 
5.7 (Firing rule). thus completing the proof of Requirement a}. ; .. '., '. ' 

:"To,proveRequirement'b)~ 'it-must· be'shownthat"i'i(N!~"v)R:(No~' v)F.By'~sumption.'v ,E '[No. [ill. 
'Since;also by assumption.u E [N,. [i]}; Requirement a)shows'that~,v'E [NL[i]}.-Clearly. also 
vf(Po\{p)) = V f(Po\{p)). Thus. since V fP = v f{pj, ReqIiirementb)·followsfromCorollary 7.8 "., 
'and-Lemma 7.60. 
To pro"ve Requirem'erii'c)'. t~;;case'S must be distinguished. First. assume that I # tp. It follows from 
the requirements of Theorem 7.13 that iN! I = iNol and ON! I = ONot. Thus. Requirement c) simplifies 
to 'I(N,. v')R(No• v'). which is proven in a similar way as Requirement b). Second. assume that 
I = tp. It follows from the assumptions and the proof of Requirement a) that v' E [No. [ill and 
u' E [N,. [i]}. It follows from the requirements of Theorem 7;13 thatiN!I== iNol andoN!1 == 
ONol\{p} U ONI. The definitions of v' and u' yield that u' f (Po\{p)) = v' f (Po\{p)). It remains to 
be shown that v' [ {p} is a home marking of (N. u' [ Pl. Again two cases need to be distinguished. If 
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P E iNat, the fact thatt = tp and Requirement i) of Theorem 7.13 yield that v' f{p} = v f{p}. Since 
t = t p , iNI t = iNat, ONlt = ONaf\{P} UONf, and iNfp = {pI, it follows that u' f P = (v - i NI f IcrJONI f) f 
P = v f {pI - [p] IcrJONt = v f {pI - iNf IcrJ ONto Since p E iNof and (No, V)[f), it follows that v "': [pl. 

Thus, Definition 5.7 (Firing rule) yields that (N, v f {p}) [l(f») (N, u' f P); in addition, Corollary 7.8 
yields that v f {pI is a home marking of (N, v f {p}). It follows from Definition 5.25 (Home marking) 
and the facts that v' f{p} = v f{p} and that (N, v f{p}) [l(f») (N, u' f P) that v' f{p} is a home marking 
of (N, u' f P), which completes the proof in this case. If p rf. iNaf. then v' f {p} = v f {p} IcrJ [p]. Since 
iNJ = iNaf and ONlf = ONof\{p} U ONf, it follows that u' f P = v f {pI IcrJ ONf. Corollary 7.8 yields 
that v f {pI IcrJ [p] is a home marking of (N. v f {pI IcrJ [p]). It follows from Definition 5.7 (Firing rule) 
that (N, v f {p) IcrJ [p]) [l(f») (N. u' f Pl. Definition 5.25 (Home marking) yields that v' f {p} is a home 
marking of (N, u' f P), which completes the proof also in this case. 

iii) Requirement iii) of Definition 2.8 (Branching bisimilarity) states that the following two implications 
must be shown:.j. T/(N1• u) =}.(I. (No. v) and .j.(No• v) =}.(I. T/(N1, u). 

First. assume that.j. T/(N1• u). It follows from Definition 6.1 (Semantics of M-labeled Ptr nets) that 
u = [0]. If p t= o. then u f(Po\{pj) = [0] and u f P = O. Since T/(N1• u)R(No. v). it follows from 
the definition ofR that v f (Po\{pj) = [0] and that vf {pI is a home marking of (N, 0). Lemma 7.6 
yields that v f {pI = O. Hence, v = [0]. Clearly, Definition 6.1 yields that .j.(No, v). It follows from 
Definition 2.7 (.(I.)that.(l.(No, v). If p =0, thenu f(Po\{o}) = v f(Po\{o}) =Oand v f{o} is a home 
marking of (N, [0]). Since (N. [0]) is live and bounded, Lemma 7.7 shows that [0] is a home marking 
of (N. [0]). Lemma 7.6 ii) implies that v f {oj cannot be the empty bag. Furthermore, it follows from 
Property 5.17 (Characterization of bounded ness) that v f {oj f [0]. Combining these results implies 
that v flo} = [0]. Thus, we may conclude that v = v f(Po\{oj)IcrJv flo} = [0], which by Definitions 
6.1 and 2.7 completes the proof of the first implication. 
Second, assume that .j. (No. v). It follows from Definition 6.1 (Semantics of M-Iabeled Ptr nets) that 
v = [0]. If p t= 0, then it follows from the definition of R that u f(Po \{p j) = [0] and that 0 is a home 
marking of (N, u f Pl. Lemma 7.6 yields that u f P = O. As a result, u = [0]. Hence, .j. T/(N1, u), 
which implies that.(l. T/(NI • u). If p = 0, then uf(Po\{o)) = 0 and [0] is a home marking of (N, u f Pl. 

Lemma 7.11 and Requirement ii) of Theorem 7.13 imply that T/(N1• u) ==} T/(N1, [0]). Hence, 
Definition 2.7 yields that .(I. T/ (N1• u). This last result proves the second implication, completing the 
proof that R satisfies Requirement iii) of Definition 2.8. 

At this point, it has been shown that relation R as defined above is a branching bisimulation. As a result, 
N] is a subclass of No under projection inheritance, provided that N] is a life cycle. The second part of the 
proof is devoted to this last requirement. 

Net N] satisfies Requirement i) (Connectedness) of Definition 6.2 (Object life cycle), because both N 

and No are . connected. The latter fOllows from the fact that No is an object life cycle. The fact that Nl 
satisfies Requirement ii) (Object creation) of Definition 6.2 follows from the observation that (fp , p) E Fo, 
which by the fact that No is an object life cycle implies that p t= i. Requirement iii) (Object termination) 
follows from the requirement in Theorem 7.13 that p = 0 implies that ON p = {fp}. The remainder of the 
proof shows that Nl also satisfies Requirements iv), v), and vi) of Definition 6.2. It uses the fact that the 
relation R of the first part of the proof is a branching bisimulation between T/ (N]. Ii]) and (No, Ii]), with 
I = a(N], [i])\a(No). 

Requirement iv) (Proper termination) means that the following must be shown: For every reachable 
marking S E [N]. Ii]), 0 E s implies s = [0]. Let u E [N], Ii]) be a reachable marking of (N]. Ii]) such 
that 0 E u. Since R is a branching bisimulation between T/ (N], Ii]) and (No, Ii]), Lemma 6.17 implies that 
there exists a marking v E [No. [i]) such that T/ (N]. u)R(No• v). Consequently, u f (Po \ {p}) = v f (Po \ {p}) 

and v f {pI is a home marking of (N, u f Pl. Assume that p t= O. Since 0 E U and 0 E Po \{p}, this means 
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that 0 E v .. It follows from the. fact that Nois an object life cycle and Requirement iv) (Proper termination) 
of Definition 6.2 (Object life cycle) that v = [0]. This yields that u r (Po \ {p)) = [0]. Another consequence 
of the fact that v = [0] is that v r {p} = 0, which means that 0 is a home marking of (N, u r Pl. Lemma 7.6 
yields that u r P = O. Since u r (Po\{p)) = [0], u = u r (Po\{p)) I±! u r P = [0] I±! 0 = [0], which proves 
that NJ satisfies Requirement iv) (Proper termination) of Definition 6.2 in this case. Assume that p = o. It 
follows that v r {o} is a home marking of (N, u r P) and, since 0 E u, u r PO': [0]. Since (N. [0]) is live and 
bounded, Lemma 7.6 ii) implies that v rio} i= 0; Requirement iv) (Proper termination) of Definition 6.2 and 
the fact that No is an object life cycle with v E [No, [i]) implies that v f [0]. Thus, v r {o} = v = [0]. This 
result has two consequences. First,u r(Po\{o)) = v f(Po\{o)) =0. Second,u rp = [0]. The latter follows 
from the following obse.rvations ... By assumption,,(N, [0])' is free-choice; connected" live,' and bounded.*· . 
Property 5.34 implies that[o] mar!cs every S-component of N with one token and, thus, that place 0 is an 
element of everyS-component of N. It follows from theJact that [0] is a home marking of (N, u r P) and 
Property 5.32 that u r P marks every S-component of N also with a single token. Recall that Theorem 5.49 
(S-coverability) implies that !!very place of. N is. contained in the'set of places of at least one S-component. 
Since u [ P and[o] both mark ev.-;ry ~.-.c\)mll<J.!1ent ofN with exactly. one .token.and, since u . .[. PO': [0], it 
foiio~s ih~t'~ l P = [0], which is the desired result. Summarizing the results obtained so far yields that 
u = u r (Po\{o)) I±! u r P = 0 I±! [0] = [0], which proves that NJ satisfies Requirement iv) of Definition 6.2 
also in this case. 

To prove that NJ satisfies Requirement v) (Termination option) of Definition 6,2, it must be shown that, 
for every reachable marking s E [NJ• [ill, [0] E [NJ• s). Let u E [NJ• [i]) be a reachable marking of 
(NJ, [i]). As before, using the fact that R is a branching bisimulation between T[ (NJ, [i]) and (No, [i]), 

Lemma 6.17 yields that there exists a marking v E [No, [ill such that T[(NJ• u)R(No. v). Consequently, 
u r(Po\{p)) = v r(Po\{p)) and v rip} is a home marking of (N, u r Pl. Since (N, [p]) is live and bounded, 
Lemma 7.11 and Requirement 0 of Theorem 7.13 yield that there exists a firing sequence a E (T\{tp ))' 

snch that (N, u r P)[a) (N. v rip)), It follows from Requirements 0 and iv) of Theorem 7.13 that (NJ• u)[a) 
(NJ, v). It remains to be shown that [0] can be reached from marking v. It follows from the fact that No is 
an object life cycle, the fact that v E [No, [ill, and Requirement v) (Termination option) of Definition 6.2 
(Object life cycle) that [0] E [No, v). Let ao E To' be a firing sequence such. that (No, v) lao) (No. [0]). 

It is possible to transform ao into a firing sequence ao E (To U T)' such that (NJ, v) lao) (NJ• [0]) .. This 
transformation is inductively defined as follows. If t p '" ao, then ao = ~o. Clearly, this firing sequence 
satisfies the requirement. If tp E ao, then assume that ao is of the form aJtpa2 with tp '" aJ. Let v' E S0Po) 

be.the marking of,No such~th"t{No, v) [aJtp) {No, .v:) [a2) (No,[o]), It follows from. the, requirements of 
Theorem 7.1'3 that (NJ, v) [;Jtp) (NJ, v' - [pI I±! ONtp). Note,that v'·i:: [pl. Corollary';Y.8implies that 
v' [{p} is a home marking of (N, v' [{p)). Since iNtp = {p}, it follows-from Definition 5.7 (Hiring rule) that 
(N, v' rip })[f(t»(N, v' r{p)- [p ]I±!ONtp )' Definition 5.25 (Home marking) implies that v'r{p} is also a home 
marking of (N, v' r {p} - [p]1±! oNtp). Lemma :Z.ll yields that there exists a firingsequence'a3E.(T\ {tp))' 

su_ch tilat (N-, ,v' r {I;' }-,lp II±! oNtp) [a3) {/'f..,v; [(p }).~Consequently"also,(NJ'·;' v"'-'[p ].l±!oNtpJ .[a3)(NJ • v'). 
Thus,. (NJ,. v) [aJtpa3) (NJ• v'). Choosing ao = aJtpa3a2, it follows that (NJ,v) [aoHNJ, [0]). Since 
(NJ, u)[a) (NJ, v), it follows, that(NJ "u) [aao) (NJ, [0]), proving.that.[o je,'.[NJ, U )"., Thus; (Nj; [iD '. . satisfies Requirement v) (Termination option) of Definition·6.2. 

Itremainsto,proveRequirement vOof.Definition 6.2 saying that (NJ, [i]) contains no dead transitions, 
as defined in Definition 5.20. Since NJ is defined as the union of No and N, the set of transitions of NJ is the 
set To U T. The goal is to construct, for every transition of NJ. a firing sequence leading to a marking that 
enables that transition. First, let t be a transition in To. It follows from the fact that No is an object life cycle 
that (No, [i]) has no dead transitions. Consequently, there exist a firing sequence a E To*and.amarking 
s E SCPo) such that (No, [i]) [a) (No, s) and (No, slit). Let (j be the firing sequence in (To U T)' that is the 
result of transforming a according to the transformation introduced in the previous part of the proof. Recall 
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that, for all t E To, iN,t = iNot. It follows that (N" [ill [a) (N" s) and (N" s)[t). Thus, t is not dead in 
(N" [ill. Second, let t be a transition in T\ {tp}. Since (No, [ill does not contain any dead transitions, there 
exists a firing sequence 0' E (To\{tp})' and a marking s E l3(Po) such that (No, [ill [O'tp) (No, s). Note that 
s::: [pl. It follows from the requirements of Theorem 7.13 that (N" [ill [O'tp) (N"s - [P]l!:JONtp). Since 
(N, [p]) is live, it follows from Definitions 5.21 (Liveness) and 5.7 (Firing rule) and the fact thatiNtp = {pI 
that also (N, ONtp) is live. As a result of Property 5.22, transition t is not dead in (N, oNtp). It follows that 
there is a firing sequence 0'0 E T' and a marking s' E l3(P) such that (N, oNtp) [0'0) (N, s') and (N, s')[t). 
Sequence 0'0 can be chosen such that tp ¢ 0'0. To prove this claim, assume that 0'0 = 0',tp0'2 with tp ¢ 0'2. 
Let s" E l3(P) be the marking such that (N, oNtp) [O',tp) (N, s") [0'2) (N, s'). It follows from Definition 5.7 

. (Firing rule) that s" ::: ONtp. Since (N, [p]) is bounded, it follows from Property 5.51 that also (N, ONtp) 
is bounded. Thus, Property 5.17 (Characterization of boundedness) yields that s" = ONtp. Consequently, 
0'2 is a firing sequence, satisfying the desired property that tp ¢ 0'2 and (N, ONtp) [0'2) (N, s'). Therefore, 
assume that tp ¢ 0'0. Since s ::: [p], it follows that (N" s - [p]l!:J ONtp) [0'0) (N" s - [p]l!:J s'). Since 
(N, s')[t), it follows that (N" s - [p]l!:J s')[t). From (N" [ill [O'tp) (N" s - [p]l!:J oNtp), it follows that 
(N" [ill [O'tpO'o) (N" s - [p]l!:J s'). As a result, t is not dead in (N" [ill. Combining the results of the 
two cases yields that (N" [ill has no dead transitions, which proves Requirement vi) of Definition 6.2 and 
completes the proof of Theorem 7.13. 0 

Figure 7.14: A transformation based on inheritance rule Pl. 

Example 7.1S. Consider again Example 6.15. The relationship between N2 and N, can be proven by means 
of inheritance rule Pl given in Theorem 7.13. The transformation is illustrated in Figure 7.14. The arc in 
prr net N, between transition tp and its output place p is replaced by net N minus the dashed arc between p 
and tp. The result is prr net N2. Since (N, [p]) is free-choice, live, and bounded and since method identifier 
cerr does not occur as a transition label in N" N2 is a subclass under projection inheritance of N,. 

7.4 Inheritance rule PT 

The third inheritance rule of this section preserves protocol inheritance. It is illustrated in Figure 7.16. The 
inheritance rule is inspired by Axiom PT which is the algebraic axiom of inheritance defined in Property 
4.24. Inheritance rule PT can be used to extend a given life cycle with altemative branches of behavior. Let 
No be an object life cycle. The extension of No is based on a free-choice prr net N with a place p; such that 
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. .t~. < 

(N, [Pill is live and bDunded. Nets No and N share tWD places Pi and Po and nD ,other nDdes. FurthennDre, 
N cDntains a transitiDn y with Po as its ,only input place and Pi as its ,only ,output place. The Ptf net NI 
resulting from inheritance rule PT is defined as the uniDn ,of No and N after the remDval DftransitiDn y. Place 
Pi functiDns as the entry pDint ,of the alternative branches ,of behaviDr added tD No, whereas Po functiDns 
as the exit pDint. The requirement that (N, [Pill is live and bDunded ensures that any tDken that transitiDns 
in N CDnsume from place Pi is eventually returned tD Po. TWD additiDnai requirements guarantee that NI 
is an ,object life cycle. First, it is required that No extended with a fresh transitiDn x with input place Pi 
and ,output place Po is an ,object life cycle. TransitiDn x emulates the behaviDr ,of N in N1• NDte that x is 
,only introduced tD fDnnulate the requirements ,of inheritance rule PT; it is nDt present in the ,original life 
cycle No, the extensiDn N, DLthe .subclass Nv SecDnd"recail ,thahnheritance"rule'PP'is a spe'cial 'case' ,of ' 
inheritance rule PT. Rule PT reduces tD rule PP when places Pi and Po cDincide. If places Pi and Po are 
different, then it is assumed that the ,only input transitiDn ,,of place Pi in N is transitiDn y and that the ,only 
,output transitiDn ,of Po in N is y. This assumptiDn excludes the pDssibility ,of iteratiDns beginning and ending 

in place Pi Dr place Po" thus guaranteeing, that the mDdificatiDn ,of the ,original ,life cycle truly has place Pi 
as its entry point and place Poalj its exit pDint. Afinal.requirement.guarantees,that'N1 .isa subclass ,of No 
under protDCDI inheritance: All transitiDns ,of N with input place Pi must have a visible label nDt appearing 
in the alphabet ,of No. This requirement means that transitiDns ,of N with input places in No act as guards, as 
explained in SectiDn 4.2. Encapsulating the guards leads tD a net whDse behaviDr is identical tD the behaviDr 
,of the ,original life cycle, thus guaranteeing that NI is a subclass ,of No under protDCDI inheritance. 

The generality ,of inheritance rule PT is similar tD the generality ,of inheritance rules PP and Pl. HDW
ever, nDt all requirements ,of PT can be verified with the same efficiency as the requirements ,of the tWD earlier 
rules. The requirement that the extensiDn ,of No with the extra transitiDn x yields a life cycle is, theDretically, 
hard tD verify. HDwever, it is ,our expectatiDn that the fact that it is knDwn that No is a life cycle alleviates the 
problem tD such an extent that it is nDt a problem in practice. It is an interesting tDpic fDr further research tD 
find an efficient algDrithm tD verify this requirement. It might be pDssible tD replace the requirement with a 
simple structural requirement that can be verified efficiently and that dDes nDt cDmpromise the generality ,of 

the rule tDD much. 

; 

PT 

':V 
;<A_" .' 'f,I',"" " ,- . 

, Figure 7.16: A protDcol-inheritance itJle. ' '. 

'," 

: ." "-.. -, , ."_., . .-! 

Theorem7.17. (Protocol-inheritance rule PT) Let No = (Po, To, Fo, Co) be an ,object life cycle in O. Let 
N = (P, T, F, C) be a cDnnected, M-labeled, free-chDice PIT net. Assume that x E U is a fresh identifier 
nDt appearing in Po U To U PUT. If N cDntains places Pi, Po E P and a transitiDn yET such that 

i) Po n P = {Pi, Po}, To n T = 0, 

ii) iNY = {Po},ONY = {pd, Pi i' Po =}iNPi =ONPo = {y}, 

iii) (V t : t E ON Pi : C(t) E E\a(No)), 
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iv) (N, [Pi]) is live and bounded, 

v) N j = No U (P, T\{y), F\{(y, Pi), (Po, y)}, f\{(y, f(y»))) is well defined, and 

vi) No = (Po, To U {x}, Fo U {(Pi, x), (x, Po)}, fo U {(x, r))) is an object life cycle, 

then Nj is an object life cycle in 0 such that N j :'Opt No. 

Proof. The proof consists of two parts. In the first part. a branching bisimulation is given showing that 
(No, [i]) and (N), [i]) satisfy the requirement of Definition 6. I3 i) (Protocol inheritance). In the second 
part, it is proven that N j is an object life cycle. 

It must be shown that there exists an H ~ E such that BH(NIo [i]) ~b (No, [i]). Property 6.20 suggests 
that H can be chosen equal to a(Nj, [i])\a(No). LeeR. be the relation {(BH(Nj , u), (No, u)) I u E B(Po)}. 

It is straightforward to prove that this relation is a branching bisimulation between BH (N], [i]) and (No, [i]), 
as defined in Definition 2.8. The essence of the proof is that places of N become never marked in N j after en
capsulation of the guards and, thus, transitions of N become never enabled. Clearly, BH(Nj, [i])'R,(No, [i]). 
Assume that u is a marking in B(Po), which implies that BH(Nj , u)'R,(No, u). Three requirements have to 
be verified. 

i) First, assume that t E To U T is a transition of N] such that BH(Nj , u)[t) and such that BH(N], u) [a) 

BH(Nj,u') where a = (foUf)(t) and where marking u' E B(Po UP) is equal to u - iNlt ltIONlt. 
Requirement i) of Definition 2.8 implies that it must be shown that there exist two markings v', v" E 

B(Po) such that (No, u) ==} (No, v") [(a») (No, v'), BH(Nj , u)'R,(No, v"), and BH(Nj , u')'R,(No, v'). 
It follows from the fact that (N, [Pi]) is bounded and Property 5.17 (Characterization of bounded ness) 
that every transition in N has a nonempty preset. Thus, it follows from the definition of H, Definition 
6. IO (Encapsulation), the fact that u is a marking in B(Po), and Requirement iii) of Theorem 7. 17, 
that t is a transition in To and that u' is a marking in B(Po). Consequently, (No, u) [foCt») (No, u') 

with foCt) = a. Hence, assuming that v" = u and v' = u', the proof requirement is satisfied. 

ii) Second, assume that t E To is a transition of No such that (No, u)[t) and such that (No, u) [foCt») 

(No, u') where u' E B(Po) is equal to u - iNot ltI ONot. Clearly, this means that BH(Nj , u) [foCt») 
BH(Nj , u'). Thus, also Requirement ii) of Definition 2.8 is satisfied. 

iii) Third, Requirement iii) of Definition 2.8 states that the following two implications must be shown: 
,j. BH(Nj , u) =} .(J. (No, u) and ,j.(No, u) =} .u. BH(Nj , u): Assume,j. BH(Nj , u). It follows from 
Definition 6.1 (Semantics of M-Iabeled prr nets) that u = [0]. Hence, also ,j. (No, u). Definition 
2.7 (.(J.) yields immediately that.(J. (No, u). The second implication is proven in the same way, which 
completes the first part of the proof. 

The second part of the proof shows that N j is an object life cycle. It is straightforward to see that N j 

satisfies Requirement i) of Definition 6.2 (Object life cycle). If Pi = Po, then Requirements ii) and iii) of 
Definition 6.2 follow from Requirement vi) of Theorem 7.17. If Pi 01 Po, these two requirements follow 
from Requirements ii) and vi) of Theorem 7.17. 

To prove that N j satisfies Requirements iv) and v) of Definition 6.2, we start by showing that any firing 
sequence of (N j , [i]) preserves an invariant given below. Let T; be the set of transitions {t E T I iN={Pi II 
and To the set of transitions {t E T I oN={Poll. Note that it easily follows from the fact that (N, [Pi]) is 
live and bounded that there are no other transitions in T than those in Ti with Pi in their preset; similarly, 
no other transitions in T than those in To have Po in their postset. For any firing sequence 0' E (To U T)* 

of (N j , [i]), 0' (Ti) and 0' (To) denote the number of occurrences of transitions in Ti in 0' and the number of 
occurrences of transitions in To in 0', respectively. For any 0' E (To U T)* and marking s E B(Po U P) such 
that (Nj, [i]) [0') (N], s), it can be shown that 0' satisfies the invariant that [p~(Til-O(T")] is a home marking 
of (N, s r P\{Pi, Po)}, where [poOl = O. (The reader should convince him- or herself that O'(T;) - O'(T,,) 
cannot be negative.) The proof is by induction on the length of 0'. 
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Assume a =, e"whichmeans that (N" [ill [a) (Nh [ill. It follows that a(T;) =a(To) = 0 and 
[i] r P\{Pi, Pol = O. Lemma 7.6 implies the desired result. 

Assume that the desired property holds for a a E (To U T)* and marking s E B(Po U P) such that 
(N" Ii]) [a) (N" s). Lett E To U T, a' = at, and s' = s - iN/ l!:JON, t. It must be shown that [p~'(Ti)-a'(T")] 
is a home marking of (N. s' r P\{Pi. Po)). Three cases can be distinguished. 

First, assume that t ¢ T; U To or t E T; n To. It follows that a'(Ti) - a'(To) = a(Ti) - aCTo). If 
t ¢ T\(Ti U To), then s' r P\{Pi, Pol = s r P\{Pi, Pol and the desired result follows immediately from 
the assumption that [p~(1i)-a(T,)] is a home marking of (N. s [ P\{Pi. Po)). If t E T\(Ti U To). then 
(N. s [P\{Pi. Po)) [t) (N. s' [P\{Pi, Po)) and the desired result follows from the assumption and Definition 
5.25 (Home marking). 

Second,assume that t E Ti\To. It follows that a'(T;) - a'(To) = a(T;) - aCTo) + I, s' = s - [p;] l!:JONt, 
and s'TP\{p,-.pul = s [h{pi' Pol l!:JoNt. It can be shown that [p~(Ti)-a(T,)+,] is a home marking of 

(N: s [P\{Pi, Poll!:J[po]). Observe that (N. [Po]) is live and bounded. If a(Ti) = aCTo), then, by Lemma 7.6 
and the assumption that [p~(Ti)-~(T")] is ahpme marking oL(N, s [P\{Pi. Po)), s [P\{Pi. Pol = O. Lemma 
7.7 implies that [Po] is a h,omemarking of (N. [Po]), whichproves.that,[pz:\ri)-~(T")+l] is.a home marking. 
of (N, s rp\{Pi, Pol l!:J [Po]) in this case. If a(T;) > aCTo), then [p~(Ti)-a(To)] '" 0 and, by Lemma 7.6, 
s [P\{Pi, Pol", O. Thus, it follows from the fact that (N, [Po]) is live and Property 5.46 (Monotonicity of 
liveness) that also (N. [p~(Ti)-a(To)]) is live. Definitions 5.21 (Liveness) and 5.25 (Home marking) yield that 

(N. s [ P\ {Pi. Po)) is live. The fact that (N. [Po]) is bounded and Property 5.51 yield that (N. s [P\ {Pi. Po)) 
is also bounded. Hence, the fact that [p~(Ti)-a(T,)] is a home marking of (N, s [ P\{Pi, Po)) and Property 
5.54 (Monotonicity of home markings) yield also in this case that [p~(Ti)-a(T")+'] is a home marking of 

(N, s [ P\{Pi, Pol l!:J [Po]). Clearly, (N, s [ P\{Pi, Pol l!:J [Po]) [yt) (N, s [ P\{Pi, Pol l!:J ONt). Hence, 
Definition 5.25 (Home marking) yields that [p~(Ti)-a(T,l+'] is a home marking of (N, s [ P\{Pi, Pol l!:JONt), 

which is the desired result. 
Third, assume that t E To \T;. It follows that a'(T;) - a'(To) = a(T;) - aCTo) - 1, s' = s - iNt l!:J [Po], 

and s' [ P\{Pi, Pol = s [ P\{Pi, Pol - iNto It follows from the assumption that [p~(Ti)-a(To)] is a home 

marking of (N, s [P\{Pi, Po)) and the fact that (N. s [P\{Pi, Po)) [t) (N, s r P\{Pi, Pol - iNt l!:J [Po]) that 
[p~(T;)-a(T")] is also a home marking of (N, s [ P\{Pi, Pol - iNt l!:J [Po]). Recall that (N.[po]) is live and 
bounded. It follows from Lemma 7.10 that [p~(Ti)-a(T,)-l] is a home marking of,(N, s' [P\'{Pi,Po} ~dNt), 
which is the desired result. 
, .' Summarizing, it has been shown that any aE (ToUT)* and marking s E B.(PoUP) such that (N,. [i])[a) 

9¥,-,~:l .• ~alis.fy.,thl'>iny.aJi.ant.tl!at [p~(;i!,-o;(T,)] is a home marking of.fN .s[,P\{Pi.",po.))."Assume that.a E 
(To U T).* and marking s E B(Po U P) are such that (N,. Ii]) [a) (N,;s). Let 0(. ET* be a firing sequence 
of N such that (N.s [P\{Pi,Po)) [a') (N. [p~(Ti)-o(To)]).Lemma 7.IUmplies that.,a' can he chosen, in 
such a way that it contains no transitions from Ti U {y I. Hence, (N,. [i]) [a';") .(N,;s [ Po ,l!:J [p~(Ti)-O(To)]). 
Thus, a can be always be extended in such a,way that all tokens in places in P\{Pi, Pol are moved to 
place po.Jn otherWofds, a,ssumipgthat a .E. (To IJ {x))* is.thefiring .. .sequenc<;opbtained"by replacing,every 
~ccu~n~~'~f; tr~~iti~n in'Ti in a with transition x and rem'oving ~II other'~ccurrences oftran~itions 
in T ,it foilo~s from the above invariance property that thisfiring ,sequence is enabled'in (No; [i])' and 

, (No, [i])Ja) (No. s [Pol!:J [p~(Ti)~a(T")]). , . " " . '" 

,To:prove,:that 'N, ,satisfies,Requirementiv) of Definition 6.2, it must be shown that, for every reachable 
marking s E [N" Ii]), 0 E s implies s = [0]. Let s E [N,. [ill he a reachable marking of (N,. Ii]) such 
that 0 E s and let a E (To U T)* be a firing sequence such that (N,. [i]) [a) (N" s). It follows from 
the above observation that (No. Ii]) [a) (No, s [ Po l!:J [p~(Ti)-o(To)]). Clearly, since 0 E s and 0 E Po, 

o E s [ Po l!:J [p~(Ti)-o(To)]. It follows from the fact that No is all object life ,cycle and ,Requirement iv) 

of Definition 6.2 thai s [ Po l!:J [p~(Ti)-o(To)] = [0]. Assume s > [0]. It follows that s [ Po > [0] and/or 
s [ P\{Pi, Pol", O. Clearly, the former contradicts the facts that 0 E Po and s [ Po l!:J [p~(Ti)-a(To)] = [0]. 
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According to the above invariance property and Lemma 7.6, the latter implies that a(T;) -a(To) > O. Since 
o E sand 0 E Po, it follows that 0 E s r Po. The combination of a(T;) -a(To) > 0 and 0 E s r Po contradicts 
the fact that s r Po I±I [p~(Ti)-a(T")] = [0], which means that also s r P\{Pi, Pol oF 0 leads to a contradiction. 
Hence, s = [0], which completes this part of the proof. 

To prove that NI satisfies Requirement v) (Termination option) of Definition 6.2 (Object life cycle), it 
must be shown that,forevery reachable markings E [NI , [ill, [0] E [NI,s). Lets E [NI , Ii]) be a reachable 
marking of (NI , [i]) and leta E (To U T)' be a firing sequence such that (N I , Ii]) [a) (NI , s). Recall from 
above thatthere exists a a' E T' such that (Nj , s) [a')(NI , sf Pol±I[p~(Tj)-a(T")]) and that (Nt, [i]) [iT)(No , s r 
Po I±I [p~(Ti)-a(T")]). It follows from the fact that Nt is an object life cycle and Requirement v) (Termination 
option) of Definition 6.2 that there exists a ao E (To U {x))' such that (Nt, s r Po I±I [p~(Til-a(T")]) lao) 

(No, [0]). It is possible to transform ao into a firing sequence 0'0 E (To U T)' such that (N j , s r Po I±I 
[p~(Ti)-a(T")]) [0'0) (NI , [0]). This transformation is defined as follows. Let aj E (T\{y))' be a firing 
sequence such that (N, [Pi]) [ad (N, [Po]). It follows from the fact that (N, [Pi]) is live and bounded, 
Lemma 7.7, and Lemma 7.11 that such a firing sequence exists. Let 0'0 be the firing sequence obtained by 
replacing every occurrence of x by the sequence al. Clearly, this firing sequence satisfies the requirement 
that (Nj , s r Po I±I [p~(Tj)-a(T")]) [0'0) (NI , [0]). Thus, (NI , [i]) [aa'ao) (NI , [0]), whi~h completes the proof 
that (Nj , [i]) satisfies Requirement v) (Termination option) of Definition 6.2. 

It remains to prove Requirement vi) of Definition 6.2 saying that (NI , [i]) contains no dead transitions. 
The proof is very similar to - but simpler than - the corresponding part of the proof of Theorem 7.13. The 
only differences are that No plays the role of No and that the transformation of firing sequences is the one 
introduced in the previous part of the current proof. 0 
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Figure 7.18: A transformation based on inheritance rule PT. 

Example 7.19. Consider Example 6.15. The protocol-inheritance relationships between life cycles NI and 
No and between N2 and No can be proven by means of inheritance rule PT. In both cases, method repp acts 
as the guard. Figure 7.18 illustrates the transformation from No to N2 in detail. It is not difficult to verify 
that No extended with the fresh transition x is an object life cycle. Furthermore, (N, [Pi]) is clearly live and 
bounded. Thus, according to Theorem 7.17, the union of No and N minus the dashed transition and arcs, 
which equals N2, is a subclass of No. 
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7.5 Inheritance rule P 13 

The last inheritance rule of this section corresponds to the addition of parallel behavior to a life cycle. To 
formulate this rule, the following auxiliary definition is needed. A place of a marked PfT net is said to be 
redundant or implicit if and only if it does not depend on the number of tokens in the place whether any of 
its output transitions is enabled by some reachable marking. 

Definition 7.20. (Implicit place) Let (N, s) with N = (P, T, F, () be a marked, M-labeled PfT net. A 
place pEP is called implicit in (N, s) if and only if, for all reachable markings s' E [N, s) and transitions 
t E op, s' 2: it\{p} => s' 2: it. 

Implicit places and theirproperties have been'studied in [16, 22]. In the context of this paper, only the 
following' property of implicit places is important. Implicit places different from the output place may be 
removed' from an object life cycle yielding a PfT net which is branching bisimilar to the original life cycle. 
It is even possible to prove a stronger result, namely.that the resulting PfT net is again an object life cycle. 
However, since this stronger result is 'not needed, only'the first mentioned result is proven. 

C<,_" •.• , 'c. ~. ~'M. " •• , ,. i'_·>~ ", .', ' 

Lemma 7.21. Let N = (P, T, F, f) be an object life cycle containing a place p E P\{o} thalis implicit in 
(N, [ill. If No is the subnet of N generated by the set of nodes P\{p} U T, as defined in Definition 5.27, 
then (N, [ill ~b (No, [ill· 

Proof. Let R. be the relation {«N, u), (No, v» I U E [N, [i]) 1\ v E [No, Ii]) 1\ u f (P\{p}) = v}. It is not 
difficult to verify that, since p is implicit in (N, [ill, p # i. As a result, (N, [i])R.(No, [ill. It remains to 
be shown that R. is a branching bisimulation. Assume that U E [N, [i]) and v E [No, Ii]) are markings such 
that (N, u)R.(No, v). 

i) Assume that t E T is such that (N, u)[t) and (N, u) [f(t») (N, u') with u' = u - iNt 1±!0Nt. It follows 
immediately from the fact that u f(P\{p}) = v, the definition of No, and Definition 5.7 (Firing rule) 
that (No, v) [f(t») (No, u' f (P\{p})). Hence, it easily follows that Requirement i) of Definition 2.8 
(Branching bisimilarity) is satisfied. 

ii) Assume that t E T is such that (No, v)[t) and (No, v)[f(t»)(No, v') with v' = v-iNotl±!oNot. It follows 
from the facts that u f (P\{p}) = v and that p is implicit in (N, Ii]), Definition 7.20 (Implicit place), 
the definition of No, and Definition 5.7 (Firing rule) that (N,u) [f(t) ) (N" v'.1±! «u - iNt I±! ONt)-f{P}))' 
Thus, it is not difficult to verify that also Requirement ii) of Definition 2.8 is satisfied, 

iii) .First" assume ,that4(N i u): ,It follows-from Definition 6.1' (Semailticsof M-labeledPfTnets)'that 
U = [0]. Since uf(P\{p}) = v and polo, also v = [0]. Thus, .j.(No, v), which, by Definition 2.7 (-\I.), 
implies that -\I.(No, v). Second, assume that t(No, v). It follows that v ='[0]. Since u r (P\{p}) = v 
and polo, u = [0] I±! (u f {p}). Since N is an object life cycle; it follows from Requirement iv) 
(Proper termination) of Definition 6.2 (Object life cycle) and the fact that U E [N, Ii]) that u = [0]. 

"Asa,result; -\I.(N, u), which implies that also Requirementoiii)'ofDefiriition 2.8 is satisfied. 
o 

Lemma'7:21 does not carry over to arbitrary PfT nets, as the readeLfamiliar with the literarure o~implicit 
places might ,expect. The reason, is the specific semantics for PfT nets defined in Definition. 6.1: The 
terminaiioBl'redicllte irithis semantics says that a PfT net terminates if and only if it reaches a marking with 
a single token in output place o. To illustrate the problem, consider a PfT net which reaches a marking with 
a single token in 0 plus some additional tokens in an implicit place. Clearly, according to the semantics, this 
net has not terminated successfully. However, the PfT net that results from removing the implicit place does 
terminate in the corresponding marking, which means that the two nets cannot be'branching bisimilar: 

The main result of this subsection is the fourth inheritance rule. It is inspired by and carries the same 
name as the algebraic axiom of inheritance P 13, given in Property 4.27., Inheritance rule P J3 is formalized 
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in Theorem 7.23 given below. It shows under what restrictions it is allowed to extend an object life cycle 
with a parallel branch of behavior. The result of rule P 13 is a subclass of the original life cycle under 
projection inheritance. It is illustrated in Figure 7.22. As before, No is the original life cycle. Again, the 
modification of No is based on a free-choice Pff net N containing a place p such that (N, [p]) is live and 
bounded. The two net structures No and N share two transitions ti and to. In N, place p is the only input 
place of ti and the only output place of to' Furthermore, p has no other input or output transitions. The net 
structure N, resulting from inheritance rule P 13 is defined as the union of No and N after the removal of 
place p. These assumptions mean that transitions ti and to function as the input and output transition of the 
extra parallel branch modeled by N. The basic idea is that the Pff net (N" [ill satisfies the property that 
every firing of transition ti is eventually followed by a firing of transition to. The requirement that (N, [p]) 
is free-choice, live, and bounded guarantees that each time transition ti fires the resulting tokens in places of 
N can be moved to the input places of transition to in N by only firing transitions of N other than ti and to' 
In addition, to guarantee that (N" [ill satisfies the desired property, also (No, [ill must be such that every 
firing of ti is followed by exactly one firing of to' To achieve this goal, assume that No is extended with 
a place q with ti as its only input transition and to as its only output transition. Requiring that place q is 
implicit in this extension guarantees that a firing of transition to is always preceded by a firing of ti. It is 
not difficult to see that the number of tokens in q corresponds to the number of firings of transition ti which 
have not yet been followed by a firing of to. To guarantee that (No, [ill cannot terminate without firing to as 
many times as ti, the extension of No with place q must be such that it cannot put a token in place 0 while 
leaving tokens in q. Clearly, this is achieved when the extension of No with q yields another life cycle. The 
combination of the requirements on No and N implies that N, is an object life cycle satisfying the property 
that every firing of ti is eventually followed by a firing of to' The attentive reader might notice the duality 
between inheritance rules PT of the previous subsection and P 13. 

The generality of inheritance rule P 13 is similar to the generality of the other inheritance rules of this 
section. However, the requirements of P 13 cannot be verified with the same efficiency as the requirements 
of the other rules. The two requirements concerning the extension of No with place q are, in theory, hard 
to verify. However, the requirement that q is implicit in the extension of No can be slightly strengthened by 
requiring that q is structurally implicit [16, 22]. This hardly compromises the generality of the rule from a 
practical point of view and it is possible to verify whether a place is structurally implicit in polynomial time 
[22]. The requirement that the extension of No with q yields another life cycle is theoretically also hard to 
verify. However, the input that No is a life cycle and that q is implicit in the extension might alleviate this 
problem. The applicability of the rule has to be tested in practice. It might also be an interesting question 
for future research to find the exact complexity of this problem. 

As a final remark, note that the proof of Theorem 7.23 is similar to the proof of Theorem 7.13. Therefore, 
it is not given in as much detail and with the same amount of explanation as the proof of Theorem 7.13. 
However, all ess!!ntial aspects of the proof are given in detail. . 

Theorem 7,23. (Projection-inheritance rule P13) Let No = (Po. To, Fo, (0) be an object life cycle in O. 
Let N = (P, T, F, e) be a connected, M-labeled, free-choice Pff net. Assume that q E U is a fresh 
identifier not appearing in Po U To U PUT. If N contains a place pEP and transitions ti, to E T such that 

i) ponp = 0, TonT = {ti,to), 

ii) iN p = {fo), ON P = It;), iNti = {p), ONfo = {pI, 

iii) (V f : t E T\To : e(t) if <x(No)), 

iv) (N, [p]) is live and bounded, 

v) N, = No U (P\{p)' T, F\{(p, fi), (to, p»), i) is well defined, 

vi) q is implicit in (N;;, [ill with Ng = (Po U {q), To, Fo U {(fi, q), (q, to»), eo), and 
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Figure 7.22: A projection-inheritance rule. 

vii) N:J is an object Jife cycle, 

then Nl is anobject.life.cycle.in.O such-thatNr ~fij No"" ......... , .••• , ...... , ",. 

Proof. The proof goes along the same lines as the proof of Theorem 7.13. Let I = a(Nl, [iD\a(No). It 
must be shown that T/(Nl, [iD is branching bisimilar to (No, liD. According to Lemma 7.21, it suffices to 
showthatT/(N1, [iD is branching bisimilarto (N:J, liD. LetR. = {(T/(N1,u), (N:J, v» I U E [Nl, [ij)l\v E 

[N:J, [i]) 1\ U [ Po = v [ Po 1\ [pv(q)j is a home marking of (N, U [ P)). Note that p # i, because Po n P = 0. 
Lemma 7.6 yields that T/(N1, [i])R.(Nri, [iD. To prove that R. is a branching bisimulation, assume that 
U E [Nl, [i]) and v E [N:J, [i]) are such that T/(N1, u)R.(Nri, v). That is, u [Po = v [Po and [pv(q)j is a 
home marking of (N, u [ Pl. 

i) Assume that t E To U T is such that T/(Nl, uHt) and T/(N1, u) [a) T/(N1, u') with a = (fo U e)(t) 
and u' = u - iN,t I±J ON,f. It must be shown that there exist v', vn E B(Po U {q}) such that a) 
(N:J, v) ==} (N:J, vn) [(a») (Nri, v'), b) T/ (Nl, u)R.(Nri, vn), and c) T/(N1, u')R.(N:J, v'). 

First, assume that t E T\ To. The argument in this case is identical to the argument used in the proof 
of the analogue case of Theorem 7.13. 
Second, assume that t E To. Let vn = v and v' = v - iN' f I±J 0 Nq t. To prove Requirement a);, observe 

o 0 
thatiNq t = iN, f n Po unless f = fo' In the latter case, iNq t = (iN, t n Po) U {q}. Requirement a) easily 

o 0 

follows from the assumption's and the fact that q is implicit in (Nri, [iD ... Requirement b) follows 
immediately from'.the'assllmptions.' Firially;'Requirement c) is proven as-follows. It follows from the 
assumptions and Requirement a) that u' E [Nl, [i]) and v' E [N:J; [ij). The fact that u [ Po =v[ Po 
yields that u' [ Po = v' [ Po. It remains to be shown that [pv'(q)j is a'home marking of (N, u' [ Pl. 
Recall that [pv(q)j is a home marking of (N, u [ Pl. Three cases can be distinguished; First, ,assume 
that t ¢ {ti' to}. It follows easily from the assumptions that v'(q) = v(q) and u' [P = u [P,'which 
immediately· proves' the·'requirement. . Second; assu'me 'that·Y·~..ti' If f6llows,from the'requirements ·of 

• Theorem 7.23 that v'(q) = v(q) + I and u' [ P = u [ P I±J.ONt..Jt can be shown thaL[p·(q)+lj is a 
h~fne,marking of (N, u r P I±J [pD. It follows from the assumption.that.[pv(q)] is ah~memarking of .,'OJ 

(N; uT P) and Lemma 7.6 that [pv(q)] =0 if and only if u f P = O. Hence, if [p.(q)] = uf P'= 0, then 
tlie :d~si~edresuli·'that [pv(q)+l]is a home marking of (N, U r P I±J [p]) follows from Lemma 7.7. If 
[pv(q)j # 0 and u [P # 0, it follows from the fact that (N, [p D is live and Property 5.46 (Monotonicity 
of liveness) that (N, [p.(q)]) is live. Definitions 5.21 (Liveness) and 5.25 (Home marking) yield that 
(N, u r P) is live. The fact that (N, [p]) is bounded and Property 5.51 yield that (N, U r P) is also 
bounded. Hence, in this case, the desired result that [p.(q)+lj is a home marking of (N ,u f P I±J [p]) 
follows from Property 5.54 (Monotonicity of home markings). Since iNti = {p}, it follows from the 
assumption that t = ti and Definitions 5.7 (Firing rule) and 5.25 (Home marking) that [pv(q)+lj is 
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a home marking of (N, u r P I±I ONI), which proves Requirement c) in this case. Third, assume that 
1= 10 , It follows that v'(q) = v(q) - I and u' r P = u r P - iNI. Definition 5.7 (Firing rule) yields 
that (N, u r P) [f(I» (N, u r P - iNI I±I [p]). The fact that [pv(q)] is a home marking of (N, u r P) 
and Definition 5.25 (Home marking) imply that [pv(q)] is a home marking of (N, u r P - iNI I±I [p]). 
It follows from Lemma 7.10 that [pv(q)-I] is a home marking of (N, u r P - iNt), which proves the 
requirement also in this case. 

ii) Assume that I E To is such that (Ng, V)[I) and (Ng, v) [a) (N({, v') with a = fo(t) and v' = v
iN,1 I±I 0N,I. It must be shown that there exist u', u" E SCPo U P\{p)) such that a) T/(NI , u) ==} 

o 0 

T/(NI , u") [(a» T/(NI, u'), b) T/(NI , u")R(Ng, v), and c) T/(NI , u')R(Ng, v'). Two cases need to 
be distinguished. 

First, assume t f= to' Let u" = u and u' = u - iNI I l±IoNI I. It follows from the assumptions that iNI t = 
iN,I, which proves Requirement a). Requirement b) follows immediately from the assumptions. To 

o 
prove Requirement c), observe that v' E [Ng, [ill and u' E [NI , [ill. Two cases are distinguished. If 
t f= ti, then ON/ = oN'!,t. Thus, u' r Po = v' r Po, v'(q) = v(q), and u' r P = u r P. Requirement c) 

o 
follows immediately. 1ft = ti, thenoNl1 = oN'!,t\{q}UONt. Itfollowsthatu' r Po = v' r Po, v'(q) = 

o 
v(q) + I, u' r P = u r P I±I ONI. It remains to be shown that [pv'(q)] is a home marking of (N, u' r Pl. 
Using the same argument as in the previous part of the proof, it follows from the assumption that 
[pv(q)] is a home marking of (N, u r P) that [pv(q)+I] is a home marking of (N, u r P I±I [p]). Since 
(N, u r P I±I [p]) [I,) (N, u r P I±I ONt), Definition 5.25 (Home marking) yields that [pv(q)+l] is a home 
marking of (N, u r P I±I ONt), which proves the requirement. 
Second, assume t = to' Let u" = v r Po I±I (I±I r : r E iNt : [rv(q)]) and u' = v' r Po I±I (I±I r : r E 

iNI : [rv'(q)]). Since I = to> it follows thatiNlt = iN'!,t\{q} UiNt andoNl1 = 0N,t. The proof of 
o 0 

Requirement a) is as follows. The fact that [pv(q)] is a home marking of (N, u r P) and Lemma 7.11 
imply that there exists a firing sequence U E (T\{t,))* such that (N, u r P) [u) (N, [pv(q)]). Note 
that it follows from the definition of NI that u (p) = O. Consequently, u can be chosen such that 
U = UOUI where to >t Uo and where UI is of length v(q) with, for all i, 0 :S i < v(q), UI (i) = 10 , As a 
result, (N, u r P) [uo) (N, (I±Ir : r E iNt : [rv(q)])). It follows from the fact that u r Po = v r Po that 
T/ (NI , u) [uo) T/ (NI , u"). Requirement iii) of Theorem 7.23 yields that T/ (NI , u) ==} T/ (NI' u"). 

It follows from the observation that iN11 = iN'I\{q} UiNt, ONlt = oN'!,t, and v'(q) = v(q) - I that 
o 0 

T/(NI , u") [fo(1» T/(NI , u'), which proves Requirement a). To prove Requirement b), observe that 
u" r Po = v r Po. It remains to be shown that [pv(q)] is a home marking of (N, u" r Pl. In the proof 
of Requirement a), it has been shown that u" r P E [N, u r Pl. Thus, the fact that [pv(q)] is a home 
marking of (N, u r P) implies that [pv(q)] is also a home marking of (N, u" r Pl. To prove Requirement 
c), note that u' rpo = v' rpo. Therefore, it suffices to show that [pV'(q)] is a home marking of (N, u' r Pl. 

Observe that v'(q) = v(q) - I and u' r P = u" - iNto Since (N, u" r P) [t) (N, u" r P - iNI I±I [p]), 
it follows from the fact that [pv(q)] is a home marking of (N, u" r P) that also [pv(q)] is a home 
marking of (N, u" r P - iNt I±I [p]). Thus, Lemma 7.10 implies that [pv(q)-l] is a home marking of 
(N, u" r P - iNI), which proves Requirement c). 

iii) The argument to prove Requirement iii) of Definition 2.8 (Branching bisimilarity) is identical to the 
argument used in the corresponding case of the proof of Theorem 7.13 under the assumption that p f= 
O. Note that this assumption is valid because Requirement i) of Theorem 7.23 states that Po n P = 0. 

It remains to be shown that NI is an object life cycle. It is clear that NI satisfies Requirements i) through 
iii) of Definition 6.2 (Object life cycle). The proof that NI satisfies Requirement iv) (Proper termination) of 
Definition 6.2 is almost identical to the corresponding part of the proof of Theorem 7.13, again, under the 
assumption that p f= O. 
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To prove that Nl satisfies. Requirement v) (Tennination option) of Definition 6.2. assume that U E 

[Nl• Ii]). Since n is a branching bisimulation, Lemma 6.17 yields that there exists a v E [Nri, [i]) such 
that U r Po = v r Po and [p,(q)] is a home marking of (N, u r Pl. As shown in part ii) of the proof that 
n is a branching bisimulation, it is possible to construct a firing sequence a E (T\{t;. to})' such that 
(Nl • u) [a) (Nl , v r Po I±! (I±! r : r E iNto: [rv(q)])). It follows from the fact that N(j is a life cycle that there 
is a firing sequence ao E To' such that (N::, v) lao) (N::. [0]). It is possible to transfonn ao into a sequence 
ao E (To U T)' such that (Nl• v r Po I±! (I±! r : r E iNto: [rv(q)])) lao) (Nt. [0]). proving that Nl satisfies 
Requirement v) of Definition 6.2. The transfonnation is inductively defined as follows. If t; ¢ ao, then ao = 
ao. It is straightforward to see that this firing sequence satisfies the requirement. If t; E ao. then assume that 
ao c= alt;a2 with t; ¢al;:. Let,v' ,.V~',.E B(PoU{q}) be such that (N::. v) [al)(Nci .v')[tt)(N(j, v'() [(2) (N::·;[o]). 
It follows that (Nl , v r Pol±! (I±! r : r E iNto: [r,(q)])) [ad (Nl • v' r Po I±! (I±! r : r E iNto: [r"(q)])) [t;) (Nl, v

n r 
Po W (I±!~'~""E iNto: [r"(q)n I±! ONto), Lemma 7.7 states that [pI is a home marking of (N, [p]). Since 
(N. [p]) [t;) (N, oNto), it fOllows that [pI is also a home marking of (N, ONto), Lemma 7.11 and the fact that 
iNP = {to} imply thatthere.exists. a firing sequence a3 E (T\{t;, to})' such that (N, ONt;) [(3) (N, iNto). It 
follows that (Nl , vn r Po I±! (I±!r : r E iNto: [r:v'(q)]) I±! ONto) [(3) (Nt. u;'. r po·,1±! (I±!.r :1 E iNto" [rv'(q)+l])) . 

. Observe'that'v;'(q) ~ 'v'(q) + I. H.ence, (Nl , v r Po I±I (I±!r : r E iNto: [rv(q)])) [altW3) (Nl , vn r Po I±! (I±!r : 
r E iNto: [r'''(q)])). Choosing ao = alt;a3a2 yields that (Nl • v r Pol±! (I±! r : r E iNto: [r,(q)])) lao) (Nt. [0]), 
completing the proof. 

The proof that Nl also satisfies Requirement vi) of Definition 6.2 is very similar to the corresponding part 
of the proof of Theorem 7.13. The only differences are that t; plays the role of tp and that the transfonnation 
of firing sequences is the one introduced in the previous part of the proof. 0 
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Example 7,.25. Let us ~etum one more time to Example 6.15. The subclass relationship between N3 and 
N2 can be proven by means of inheritance rule PJ3 of Theorem 7.23. The transfonnation is depicted in 
Figure 7.24. Let Ni denote the Pff net N2 extended with place q. According to Definition 7.20, place q is 
implicit in (Ni, [ill. In addition, Ni is an object life cycle. This means that the extension of N2 with place 
q satisfies the requirements of Theorem 7.23. As explained, these requirements guarantee that, in (N2, [ill, 
each firing of transition t; is ultimately followed by exactly one firing of transition to. The transfonnation of 
N2 is based on the connected, free-choice Pff net N. Since (N, [p]) is live and bounded and since ssps is a 
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method identifier not occurring in N2, also N satisfies the requirements of Theorem 7.23. The union of N2 
and N minus place p and its incoming and outgoing arcs yields Pff net N3 . Thus, it may be Joncluded from 
Theorem 7.23 that object life cycle N3 is a subclass under projection inheritance of life cycl6 N2. 

I 

7.6 Concluding remarks i 

I 

So far in this section, four inheritance rules have been presented to construct subclasses oflobject life cy-
cles under different forms of inheritance. The rules correspond to design constructs that are often used in 
practice, namely iteration, sequential composition, choice, and parallel composition. As efPlained in the 

. introduction to this section, the rules are compromises between generality and efficiency. Inheritance rules 
PP and P J, corresponding to iteration and sequential composition respectively, are reasonatlly general and 
very efficient. Rules PT and P 13, corresponding to the choice construct and parallel compdsition, are also 
reasonably general, but, at least in theory, they are not very efficient. However, it is our beli6f that, in prac
tice, the theoretical complexity does not cause problems; of course, this claim has to be testea in non-trivial 
applications. Nevertheless, it is interesting to briefly consider generalizations and restrictionJ of the rules. 

In each of the four inheritance rules, the transformation of the original life cycle is t!ased on a live 
and bounded free-choice Pff net. An interesting question is whether it is possible to drop the free-choice 

I 

requirement. The free-choice requirement itself is not essential. It is important that the class of nets on which 
I 

the extension in the inheritance rules is based satisfies the various results about home markings derived in 
Sections 5.4 and 7.2 for live and bounded free-choice nets. The general class of live and boimded Pff nets 
is not suitable for this purpose, as can be shown by means of the Pff net in Figure 7.26. I 

p I 

10 II 

4 ~ l 
Figure 7.26: Non-monotonicity of home markings for live and bounded Pff net. 

I 

The figure shows a Pff net N, which is not free-choice, with a place p containing a sinkle token. It is 
not difficult to verify that (N, [p]) is live and bounded and that [p] is a home marking of (N, Up]). However, 
consider the marked Pff net (N, [p2]). Firing sequence 10101213 leads to marking [q,2, q/]. II. this marking, 
no transitions are enabled. Clearly, this implies that [p2] is not a home marking of (N, (~2]). Thus, the 
class of live and bounded Pff nets does not satisfy the property that home markings are monotone. Note 
that (N, [p2]) is also no longer live and bounded. Since the reachable marking [q,2, q22] lis a deadlock, 
(N, [p2]) is obviously not live. Furthermore, firing the sequence of transitions 10/,14/s, starting from the 
initial marking, yields marking [p2, qo 2], which means that the number of tokens in place Jo can increase 
indefinitely. Thus, (N, [p2]) is also not bounded. I 
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in the .subclass yields a subclass of the life cycle under the variant of protocol inheritance. By choosing an 
appropriate renaming, it is possible that a method already present in the superclass acts as a guard. Thus, 
by using temporary names for methods acting as guards in the subclass, it is possible to distinguish new 
invocations of such a method in the subclass from calls of the same method already present in the object life 
cycle of the superclass. 

Another interesting topic is the application of the inheritance concepts of this paper in the area of 
component-based software engineering [64, 65]. A common problem in existing object-oriented designs 
is that the dynamic interaction between objects is often implicit in the design, which frequently causes 
problems for the maintainability and extendibility of the design. Component-based software engineering 

. is chl!facterized bya.strong focus .on.componentinterfacesand component interaction.'., Thednheritance ,. 
concepts of this paper can be seen as a step Jrom object-oriented design towards component-based design. 

Finally, all interesting topic for further study is the application of the concepts of inheritance of behavior 
to workflow management Petri nets are well suited to define and.analyze workflow processes (see, for 
example, [2, 3]) .. Object life cyclesalld Pff nets modeling workflow processes are essentially the same. 
The concept of life-cycle inheritance is particularly useful in the area. of adaptive. and. ad .hoc workflow .. --. -- .. 
management This area of workflow management focuses on handling process changes. An important topic 
in this context is the adaptation of workflow processes in such a way that the new workflow process preserves 
the behavior of the original process. A foundational study of the application of inheritance of behavior to 
tackling problems related to process changes in workflow management can be found in [5]. 

Related work The literature on object-oriented design and its theoretical foundations contains several 
studies related to the research described in this paper. In [69], abstraction in a process-algebraic setting is 
suggested as an inheritance relation for behavior. However, only a few examples are studied. Based on 

. -these examples, the author concludes that abstraction is useful but not always sufficient to capture desirable 
subclass relationships. Life-cycle inheritance as introduced in this paper, which combines abstraction with 
encapsulation, is sufficiently powerful to prove the desired subclass relationships in the examples of [69]. 

Other research on inheritance of behavior or related concepts such as subtyping describes both funda
mental studies, such as [6, 20, 26, 38, 25, 45, 50, 51, 56, 57, 61], and practical studies, such as [44,46]. 
The fundamental studies all take a specific formalism for specifying the.dynamic behaviof..of:a class as a 
starting point; the practical studies start from concrete examples of desired subclass relationships. Besides 
the aforementioned references,. two books, namely [39,40], can be usefulforreaders interested in the topic 
oUnheritancepf be1;lavior .. , .• " " 

The given references describe a wide variety of inheritance and subtype relations. In many cases,the re
lations show similarities to either protocol inheritance or projection inheritance,although,the corresponding 
concepts of blocking and hiding method calls are never mentioned .. In particular, several of thefundamental 
studies mentioned above are based on the idea that a subclass must be able to accept at least all the se
quences;,of methQdcalls; that its.superclass.is wi'tling to accept, This\notionds closely related,to ,our concept 
of protocol inheritance, In general, our work distinguishes itself from the given references by the strong 
focus on the ordering of method calls and the constructive approach by means~of.the·axioms.ofinheritance 
and the.inheritance rules. In addition, our notion of life-cycle inheritance .is more general than most 'of the 
inheritance and SUbtype relations appearing in the abovementioned work, 

The variety in inheritance relations reported in the literature is not very surprising if one considers, for 
example, the large number of semantics that exist for concurrent systems (see, for example, [30]). There 
simply is no single semantics of concurrent systems that is suitable for all purposes. Similarly, it cannot 
be expected that there is a single inheritance relation for behavior that is always useful. However, it is 
promising that similar concepts appear to playa role in many of the inheritance and subtype relations for 
behavior currently described in the literature. 
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variants of the inheritance rules yield an interesting alternative to the framework developed in this section. 
Comparing the inheritance rules in this section to the axioms of inheritance in Section 4.2, it is notewor

thy that no inheritance rules have been given corresponding to the axioms of life-cycle inheritance defined 
in Property 4.30. The reason is that such inheritance rules are simply combinations of the four rules of this 
section. All kinds of combinations of inheritance rules are allowed, as long as the original life cycle and its 
extensions satisfy certain restrictions with respect to their transition labels. Basically, it must be guaranteed 
that methods which function as guards in an extension based on inheritance rule PT do not appear in exten
sions based on any of the other inheritance rules. This restriction follows from the original definition of the 
four inheritance relations. The guards in inheritance rule PT are encapsulated, whereas the new methods in 
any of the extensions in the other rules are hidden. As explained, in the definition of life-cycle inheritance, 
it is not allowed to treat different calls of the same methods in a different way. Examples of combinations 
of inheritance rules are the following. Clearly, based on inheritance rule P J, it is allowed to replace two arcs 
in a Pff net simultaneously as long as in both cases the requirements of rule P J are met. In this case, the 
abovementioned restriction is trivially satisfied. It is also allowed to replace an arc while at the same time 
adding an iteration. Another example is the simultaneous extension of a life cycle with an alternative and a 
parallel branch of behavior, which is allowed when the guards of the alternative do not. appear in the. extra 
parallel branch. 

Finally, as already mentioned in Section 6.1, some of the rules developed in this section can also be used 
to construct object life cycles in general, without the aim to construct subclasses of existing life cycles. In 
particular, rules PP and P J are suited for this purpose. The requirements of these rules can be efficiently 
verified and the result is again a life cycle. However, also rules PT and P 13 might be useful in some cases. 
Since transition labeling does not playa role in the definition of object life cycles, the rules can even be 
generalized when the aim is solely to construct object life cycles. The requirements concerning the la
bels of transitions added to the original object life cycle may be dropped. An interesting consequence of the 
observation that the four inheritance rules preserve life-cycle properties is that, based on Theorem 6.7 (Char
acterization of object life cycles), they can be easily transformed into liveness-and-boundedness-preserving 
transformation rules on Pff nets. Recall that also [2] and [66] describe a set of liveness-and-boundedness
preserving transformation rules that, similar to the rules of this subsection, correspond to design constructs 
such as sequential composition, parallel composition, choice, and iteration. However, the rules presented in 
this section are far more general than the rules of [2] and [66]. The fact that the inheritance rules of this 
section can be transformed into liveness-and-boundedness-preserving transformation rules implies that they 
might have many more applications than only the one that is presented in this paper. 

8 Case Study 

To validate the theory developed so far, the framework of the previous two sections is applied to a small 
case study, namely the development of a groupware editor. The Petri-net-framework is chosen instead of 
the process-algebraic-framework of Section 4, because the former is closer to practical applicability than 
the latter. The aim of this case study is not to give full specifications of all the classes in the design of a 
groupware editor, but to focus on the object life cycles. This means that data types, class attributes, and 
method implementations are omitted. If necessary, an informal explanation is given. 

Informal system requirements The informal requirements for the groupware editor are as follows. The 
editor is meant to edit some kind of diagrams. Multiple users, possibly situated at different workstations, 
may be editing a single diagram in a joint editing ·session. Users may choose to either view or edit a 
diagram. They may join or leave a session at will. It must be clear to all users who is currently editing 
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some given diagram .. The diagrams. under consideration may be complex-,-'possibly consisting of multiple 
components. Components may introduce hierarchy in a diagram. It is possible to open or close a component 
revealing or hiding its details. Not just any user may view or edit any component in a diagram. Users 
must have permission to do so. Permissions are not fixed; to get permission, a user can simply select 
a component and then try the desired command. If there are no conflicting permissions, the command 
succeeds; otherwise, it fails and the user is notified. Users may explicitly surrender permissions. Most 
permissions are automatically reset if the user leaves the editing session; a few permissions may persist 
between sessions. 

In the next subsections, the concept of life-cycle inheritance is used to design a groupware editor satisfying. 
the- abovementioned infoimalrequiremelits. The development is split into three steps. FIrSt; a groupware 
viewer is.designed·.' The design is fairly simple and the resulting system allows multiple users to view 
existing dhigrams. Second, the viewer is transformed into a multi-user editor by adding editing functions 
to the life cycles of classes in the viewer design. Third, the multi-user editor is specialized to a groupware 
editor by adding permissions. The case study shows how life-cycle irtheiitance can be used to structure an 
object-oriented design process:' It also'shbws'howobject-life cyclei;'can bi: 'feiiseiliila design. 

8.1 Multi-user viewer 

Four classes can be distinguished in the design of the viewer: user, diagram, user_session, and 
ediLsession. The first two classes have straightforward interpretations. The third and fourth class are 
intended to structure viewing sessions. During such a session, an edi Lsession object keeps track of 
all users viewing a particular diagram. An object of class user-session maintains all data involved in 
a particular session of a particular user. Figure 8.1 shows the life cycles for the objects of the above four 
classes. Some of the places in life cycles user and user-session are marked with identifiers for the 
purpose of future reference. 

Users can be created (cru) or deleted (delu). This means that they are added to or removed from the list 
of users of the viewer. Once a user exists, he or she may join and leave edit sessions. A user that participates 
in at least one edit session may issue view commands in order to view diagrams. At this point, the- user has 
no other commands available . 

. Class diagram has a very straightforward life cycle. Diagrams can be created (crdj, viewed (view), 
and deleted.(deldj.<:- .... 

,A ,user. interacts.with.a diagram through a use,,_sess·iorr,object:,Each time·,the·'user'joins' an edit 
session, a new object of class user _session is created. As before, the view command is the only possible 
command a user can execute. Ifthe user leaves the edit session,.the user _session is terminated.· 

Objects of class edi Lsession keep track of all users involvedjn a'single edit session. The first user 
that "joins" an edit session for some diagram, a«tually creates a new edi Lsession object. If users join 

.• an,alrea.dy exis.ting session, no new,objechscreatedi the information-is-simpl), stored in the existing object: 
Tofulfilltherequirement that all users must know who is participating in the session,oit is assumed that 
the i~plerne~iation of join is such that the new user gets a list of users alr~ady present.. Furthermore, the 
information about a new user is broadcast (brdcst) to all other users participating in the session. When the

. user leaves, this illformationis broadcaslto all remaining users. The last user leaving the session terminates 
the edi Lsession object. 

In a complete object-oriented specification, it must be clear which methods interact with each other. In 
this case study, the interaction between methods is not formally specified. Instead, the following assumptions 
are made. First, user methods invoke methods with the same name in user-session, which, in tum, 
invoke methods of the same name in edi Lsession and diagram. Second, methods which do not have 
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user diagram 

view 

user_session edi Lsession 

Figure 8.1: A multi-user viewer. 

counterparts in one of the other classes are assumed to interact with (objects in) the environment. The 
examples of these methods in Figure 8.1 are cru, delu, crd, deld, and brdcst. 

8.2 Multi-user editor 

In the second step of the design process, the multi-user viewer of the previous subsection is transformed into 
a multi-user editor. Permissions are not yet incorporated. They are added in the third and final step of the 
design. Consequently, in the version of the editor described in the current subsection, it is possible that a 
component is deleted by one user, while it is being changed or viewed by another one. 

Three classes in the design of the viewer, shown in Figure 8.1, are extended with editing facilities, 
namely user, diagrams, and user_session. Class edi Lsession does not need to change. Thus, 
the design of the editor consists of four classes, namely useLe, diagram_e, user_session_e, and 
edi Lsession. The new classes are shown in Figure 8.2. In the remainder of this subsection, it is shown 
that the three new classes are subclasses of the corresponding classes of the viewer of Figure 8.1 under 
life-cycle inheritance. 

First, consider class diagram_e. In the editor, it is possible to modify diagrams by means of method 
mod. It easily follows from inheritance rule PP of Theorem 7.3 that diagram_e is a subclass of class 
diagram under protocoVprojection inheritance. Thus, it also is a subclass of diagram under life-cycle 
inheritance. 

Second, class user of Figure 8.1 has been extended to class user _e in the design of the editor. In 
the editor, users of the system are responsible for creating and deleting diagrams (methods crd and deld). 
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Figure 8.2: A multi-user editor. 

Creation and deletion of diagrams can be done independently of editing (other) diagrams. Thus, a branch 
of parallel behavior, consisting of place PI and the two aforementioned methods, is added to the life cycle 
of class user. Inheritance rule P13 of Theorem 7.23 can be used to prove that· this extension yields a 
subclass under projection inheritance. The two transitions labeled eru and delu serve as the input and output 
transition of the additional parallel branch, respectively. Due to the presence of place Po in life cycle user, 
a.ny ex\~a place.bet\Veen.<;ru anddelu is clearly implicit in·this life cycle""For the, same reason, ,the addition 
of such an extra place preserves the life cycle properties. 

Another extra feature. of the editor compared to the viewer of· the· previous 'subsection is that users are, 
allowed to modify diagrams. For this purpose, class, userce contains method mod., Users have to choose 
whether they want to modify a diagram or whether they are satisfied with just the option to view it. Method 
ch"!t!, ~~hang", !'l9d,e),~an ,be. used to toggle between.view.jng,.andediting,·mode." Theiimplementation of· 
methods-mod and chmd can be such that only a subset of users is allowed toenter"the.editing,inode.1t 
simply1'ollows from applying inheritance rule PPthat the addition of methods ,,!od and chind, to'class user 
leads to'a.subclass ... 

It isnotdifficulnoverify that the subsequent application of inheritance rules Pl3 and PP yields that 
user.e is a subclass of user under life-cycle inheritance. 

Third, it must be shown that user.session.e is a subclass of user.session. For each edit ses
sion a user joins, a user.session.e object is created. This object keeps track of the mode in which 
the user is for this particular diagram. Initially, the .u~er is in viewing mode. By, invoking. method chind, 
the user can change to editing mode. This means that the object life cycle of class user.session in 
Figure 8.1 is extended with a choice. Inheritance rule PT of Theorem 7.17 can be applied to show that 
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user_session_e is a subclass of useLsession. Method chmd acts as the guard. Method leave in 
useLsession guarantees that any extra transition between places qo and 0 in this life cycle preserves the 
life cycle properties. 

Summarizing, three of the four inheritance rules of the previous section have been used to extend the 
viewer of Figure 8. I to an editor. The most important conclusion of this subsection is that the specifications 
of the object life cycles of the viewer have been reused during the design process. 

8.3 Groupware editor 

In the last step of the design of the groupware editor, a mechanism is added to handle pennissions. Pennis
sions are needed to prevent all kinds of anomalies. For example, they guarantee that it is impossible that one 
user deletes a component of a diagram when, at the same time, another user is viewing this component. Four 
new classes are designed, namely user_p, diagram_p, useLsession_p, and ediLsession_p. 
Figure 8.3 shows two of these four classes. 

diagram_p edi Lsession_p 

Figure 8.3: A groupware editor. 

rstp 

The current set of pennissions for editing a diagram is maintained in the corresponding diagram_p 
object. This is the only feasible option since some pennissions may persist between edit sessions, as stated 
in the system requirements explained in the introduction to this section. Also explained in the requirements 
is that a user can get pennission for some editing command by simply selecting a component and executing 
the command. Therefore, after every editing action view, mod, or deld, diagram_p executes either a 
rollback (rllbck) or a commit (cmml), depending on whether or not the user has pennission for the specific 
editing action. Another change in diagram_p when compared to class diagram_e is that the method rSlp 

has been added which can be used to reset pennissions. It must be taken care of that the three other classes 
invoke rSlp whenever appropriate. 

Classes user_p and useLsession.p are simple extensions of the multi-user-editor classes useLe 
and user_session_e of Figure 8.2. Therefore, these two classes are not shown in Figure 8.3. Since users 
may surrender pennissions at any time, class user _p is obtained from user _e by adding a loop consisting 
of a single transition labeled rslp to place P2. Since users interact with diagrams through user sessions, the 
life cycle ofuseLsession_p is constructed from useLsession_e by adding the same loop as above 
to places qo and q,. 
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The fourth class in the. design of the groupware editor is class edi t-session_p which is constructed 
from class edit-session of Figure 8.1. As mentioned in the system requirements, permissions are reset 
when a user leaves a session. This means that edi t-session is extended with calls of method rslp after 
each invocation of the leave method. 

It remains to be shown that the new classes are subclasses of the corresponding classes in the earlier de
signs. The addition of rslp to classes user _e and useLsession_e is captured by inheritance rule PP of 
Theorem 7.3. Hence, user_p and useLsession_p are subclasses of user_e and user_session_e, 
respectively. 

The addition of rslp to diagram_e is also captured by rule PP. To show that the addition of method 
cmml to diagramcejs correct,.a generalization of inheritance rule P f·.as discussed,in<Section·7;6·is-needed. 
Applying rule P J three. times simultaneously shows that the extension with method cmml yields a subclass . 

. To show' thai the addition ofmethodrllbck is allowed, consider the intermediate result obtained after the 
previous' two additions. The desired result follows easily from inheritance rule PT of Theorem 7.17, again 
applied three times simultan<:ous.ly. Hence, class diagram_p isa subclass of diagram_e. 

Finally, to show that edit-session_p isa subclass of.edi.t-session,.it suffices to apply rule Pf 

twice simultaneously. 
Summarizing the results of this subsection, it has been shown that the four classes in the design of the 

groupware editor are subclasses under life-cycle inheritance of the corresponding classes in the multi-user 
editor discussed in the previous subsection. The classes of the multi-user editor, in tum, are subclasses of 
the corresponding classes of the viewer presented in Section 8.1. Since life-cycle inheritance is transitive, it 
follows that the four classes of the groupware editor are also subclasses of the corresponding viewer classes. 
This means that the groupware editor preserves the behavior of the viewer. Although the case study is not 
very complex, it shows that the concept of life-cycle inheritance can be used to structure the design process. 
In addition, the inheritance rules of Section 7 stimulate the reuse of object life cycles. Observe that all four 
inheritance rules are needed in the case study. More realistic case studies are needed to test whether the four 
rules are sufficient in practical design situations. For this purpose, it is also necessary to incorporate the 
results of this paper in a complete object-oriented formalism. 

9 Conclusions 

Concluding remarks ·The concept of inheritance is one of the key concepts-in object-oriented design. 
However,inmos("object"oriented'methods 'which'areiu common use/the most important being UML [19, 
52], inheritance is only well defined for the set of methods of a class and its ·attributes.- ,It is implicitly 
assumed that the behavior of an object of a subclass' extends the behavior of an object of its .superclass. To 
overcome this omission in the definition of inheritance, this paper srudies inheritance of dynamic behavior. 

Section 4 studies inheritance of behavior in a simple process-algebraic setting.~Process algebra is"par~ 
ticularly. well.suited·[onhispurpose, because it does not have'an 'explidt' representation of prbcess states.- In 

. addition, the notions of encapsulation and abstraction ·have-been srudied extensively in'a process-algebraic 
setting. Encapsulation corresponds to blocking actions;whereas abstraction';correspondsto hiding actions. 
Inruitively;·. blocking. and hiding method' calls play an important role in'inheritance of behavior. Section 4.1 
introduces· four iriheritance' relations, based on either encapsulation or abstraction or both. Each of the in
heritance relations captures different kinds of extensions to an object life cycle. The axioms of inheritance 
of Section 4.2 illustrate the most characteristic extensions allowed under each form of inheritance. Protocol 
inheritance captures the addition of an alternative to an object life cycle. Projection inheritance allows the 
addition of parallel and sequential behavior. Under protocoVprojection inheritance, it is 'allowed to postpone 
behavior. In a setting which allows the specification of iterative behavior, protocoVprojection inheritance 
captures the extension of an object life cycle with an iteration. Life-cycle inheritance, which is the most 
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general form of inheritance discussed in this paper, allows all kinds of combinations of the abovementioned 
extensions. 

In Section 6, the four inheritance relations of Section 4 are studied in the framework of Petri nets, Due 
to the graphical nature of Petri nets and their explicit representation of states, the Petri-net framework is 
closer to object-oriented methods used in practice than the algebraic framework. Inspired by the algebraic 
axioms of inheritance, Section 7 presents four inheritance rules, which can be used to transform a class into 
a subclass. In Section 8, these inheritance rules are used in the development of a groupware editor. The 
concept of life-cycle inheritance and the accompanying inheritance rules prove to be useful in structuring 
the design process. In addition, they stimulate the reuse of object life cycles. The most important conclusion 
is that the concepts developed in this paper can be a promising addition to existing object-oriented methods. 

The development of the concept of inheritance of behavior in this paper is a perfect illustration of the 
complementary nature of process algebra and Petri nets. Process algebra proved to be a very useful frame
work for developing a clear understanding of the important concepts in the formalization of inheritance of 
behavior. The Petri-net framework provides a formalization that is much closer to existing object-oriented 
methods. It would have been difficult to achieve the two goals of a clear conceptual understanding and a 
practical framework in a single theory. 

Future work The most important future challenge is to integrate the concept of life-cycle inheritance in 
an existing object-oriented design method. If UML is chosen for this purpose, one could choose to translate 
the notion of life-cycle inheritance to statechart diagrams or one could choose to replace statechart diagrams 
by Petri nets. It is also possible to integrate life-cycle inheritance in an object-oriented formalism based on 
Petri nets, such as OPN [43]. An advantage of this approach is that it results in an integrated framework 
with a sound theoretical basis. A disadvantage is that object-oriented languages based on Petri nets are not 
yet in common use. An advantage of incorporating the results of this paper in a framework as UML is that 
it will be easier to get acceptance of the notion of life-cycle inheritance in practice, particularly when it is 
translated to statechart diagrams. 

An aspect that plays an important role in the literature on inheritance is the so-called substitutability 
principle of [67]. The substitutability principle says that an object of some subclass can always be used in a 
context where an object of its superclass is expected. When incorporating the inheritance concept developed 
in this paper in a complete object-oriented design method, it must be investigated to what extent, or under 
which assumptions, the four inheritance relations adhere to the substitutability principle. To answer this 
question, it is not sufficient to consider life-cycle specifications in isolation. It is also necessary to take into 
account the static structure of classes as well as the interaction between objects. 

Another topic for further study is the set of inheritance rules to construct subclasses from object life 
cycles. It is interesting to study variants of the current inheritance rules, trying to improve their generality 
or their efficiency. It would also be useful to translate the inheritance rules to the statechart diagrams of 
UML. Furthermore, it is interesting to transform the rules into transformation rules that preserve liveness 
and boundedness of PfT nets. One application of such transformation rules is that they can be used to 
construct object life cycles. 

Future case studies with life-cycle inheritance might reveal that there is a need for a small extension 
of the framework. When verifying a subclass relationship between two object life cycles in the current 
framework, it is not allowed to treat different calls of the same method in a different way. All calls of the 
same method are either blocked, or hidden, or left untouched. However, it is not difficult to define variants 
of the four inheritance relations of this paper that allow a different treatment of different calls of the same 
method. It simply requires the use of temporary method names to distinguish the different groups of method 
calls. For example, a variant of protocol inheritance could be defined as follows. If an object life cycle is 
a subclass under protocol inheritance of another object life cycle, then any renaming of the methods new 
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in the .subclass yields a subclass of the life cycle under the variant of protocol inheritance. By choosing an 
appropriate renaming, it is possible that a method already present in the superclass acts as a guard. Thus, 
by using temporary names for methods acting as guards in the subclass, it is possible to distinguish new 
invocations of such a method in the subclass from calls of the same method already present in the object life 
cycle of the superclass. 

Another interesting topic is the application of the inheritance concepts of this paper in the area of 
component-based software engineering [64, 65]. A common problem in existing object-oriented designs 
is that the dynamic interaction between objects is often implicit in the design, which frequently causes 
problems for the maintainability and extendibility of the design. Component-based software engineering 

. is chl!facterized bya.strong focus .on.componentinterfacesand component interaction.'., Thednheritance ,. 
concepts of this paper can be seen as a step Jrom object-oriented design towards component-based design. 

Finally, all interesting topic for further study is the application of the concepts of inheritance of behavior 
to workflow management Petri nets are well suited to define and.analyze workflow processes (see, for 
example, [2, 3]) .. Object life cyclesalld Pff nets modeling workflow processes are essentially the same. 
The concept of life-cycle inheritance is particularly useful in the area. of adaptive. and. ad .hoc workflow .. --. -- .. 
management This area of workflow management focuses on handling process changes. An important topic 
in this context is the adaptation of workflow processes in such a way that the new workflow process preserves 
the behavior of the original process. A foundational study of the application of inheritance of behavior to 
tackling problems related to process changes in workflow management can be found in [5]. 

Related work The literature on object-oriented design and its theoretical foundations contains several 
studies related to the research described in this paper. In [69], abstraction in a process-algebraic setting is 
suggested as an inheritance relation for behavior. However, only a few examples are studied. Based on 

. -these examples, the author concludes that abstraction is useful but not always sufficient to capture desirable 
subclass relationships. Life-cycle inheritance as introduced in this paper, which combines abstraction with 
encapsulation, is sufficiently powerful to prove the desired subclass relationships in the examples of [69]. 

Other research on inheritance of behavior or related concepts such as subtyping describes both funda
mental studies, such as [6, 20, 26, 38, 25, 45, 50, 51, 56, 57, 61], and practical studies, such as [44,46]. 
The fundamental studies all take a specific formalism for specifying the.dynamic behaviof..of:a class as a 
starting point; the practical studies start from concrete examples of desired subclass relationships. Besides 
the aforementioned references,. two books, namely [39,40], can be usefulforreaders interested in the topic 
oUnheritancepf be1;lavior .. , .• " " 

The given references describe a wide variety of inheritance and subtype relations. In many cases,the re
lations show similarities to either protocol inheritance or projection inheritance,although,the corresponding 
concepts of blocking and hiding method calls are never mentioned .. In particular, several of thefundamental 
studies mentioned above are based on the idea that a subclass must be able to accept at least all the se
quences;,of methQdcalls; that its.superclass.is wi'tling to accept, This\notionds closely related,to ,our concept 
of protocol inheritance, In general, our work distinguishes itself from the given references by the strong 
focus on the ordering of method calls and the constructive approach by means~of.the·axioms.ofinheritance 
and the.inheritance rules. In addition, our notion of life-cycle inheritance .is more general than most 'of the 
inheritance and SUbtype relations appearing in the abovementioned work, 

The variety in inheritance relations reported in the literature is not very surprising if one considers, for 
example, the large number of semantics that exist for concurrent systems (see, for example, [30]). There 
simply is no single semantics of concurrent systems that is suitable for all purposes. Similarly, it cannot 
be expected that there is a single inheritance relation for behavior that is always useful. However, it is 
promising that similar concepts appear to playa role in many of the inheritance and subtype relations for 
behavior currently described in the literature. 
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The research presented in this paper is also related to work in the area of concurrency theory. The rela
tion is mostly a technical one. Recall that our four inheritance relations are preorders on object life cycles, 
which are a specific kind of processes. In the literature on concurrency theory, many preorders on vari
ous kinds of process models appear for many different purposes (see, for example, [30] for an overview). 
Often, such preorders represent so-called implementation relations or refinement relations. Similar to our 
inheritance relations, these implementation and refinement relations are used to structure the design pro
cess. However, conceptually, the inheritance mechanism, the specification/implementation mechanism. and 
stepwise refinement are complementary ways for dealing with the ever-increasing complexity of design pro
cesses. Of course. this does not exclude the possibility that the ideas presented in this paper can be used to 
support the specification/implementation and stepwise-refinement approaches to design. An example of a 
preorder that is related to one of our inheritance relations comes from the area of conformance testing [21]. 
Conformance testing is the problem of verifying by means of testing whether some system implementation 
satisfies a given specification. In [21]. a testing relation called "extends" is described. which is related to 
protocol inheritance. 

Bibliographical remarks This paper supersedes one. technical report, namely [13], and two other papers. 
namely [4] and [14]. Report [13] forms the basis for the material presented in Section 4 of the current 
paper. In [4]. an early version is presented of the material in Sections 6 and 7 of this paper, whereas [14] 
describes the case study of Section 8. The merit of the current paper is that it combines the conceptual study 
of inheritance of behavior in the algebraic framework. the translation of the algebraic concepts into the more 
practical Petri-net framework. and the application of the concepts in the case study. In addition, most of 
the material has evolved over time. In particular. the material in Sections 6 and 7 has been extended and 
improved when compared to the presentation in [4]. The formulation of the inheritance rules in Section 7 
has improved in such a way that they are a good compromise between generality and efficiency and their 
correctness is proven in detail. In [4]. each of the rules still contains a requirement that the result of the 
transformation yields an object life cycle, which is a requirement that can be hard to verify; in addition, 
some of the proofs in [4] are omitted, whereas other proofs are much simpler due to the extra requirements 
in the formulation of the rules. As a final remark, this paper is a revised version of [12, Chapter 4]. 

Contribution The main contribution of this paper is the complete formalization of the concept of inher
itance of behavior starting from the intuitive notions of hiding and blocking method calls. The approach 
focuses on the ordering of method calls and is constructive. In two different formalisms, four inheritance 
relations are defined and inheritance rules are presented that can be used to construct subclasses from some 
given class. To validate the results, the theory is applied to a small case study. The fact that the concepts 
presented in this paper transcend the two formalisms of process algebra and Petri nets supports the conclu
sion that the notions of hiding and blocking method calls play an important role in studying and formalizing 
inheritance of behavior. 
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